
The Peremptory Casey Davies

Chapter 601
So Stubborn

"...A hundred billionaire?" Hearing the
host's words, Brooklyn felt like his head
was buzzing.
He turned his head to look at Casey. His
face had become so pale. In his life, he
had worked hard, exhausted countless
efforts and bet on endless luck, only to
have a net worth of five hundred million.
This had always been his greatest pride.
He felt that he was the best among the
younger generation.
However, now the host told him that
Casey had at least 10 billion in this card,
which was the number that he had to
work hard for 20 lifetimes to get.
"Did... did you make a mistake? How
could he have so much money?"
Brooklyn murmured subconsciously.
Casey smiled at Brooklyn, and then he
said, "He is indeed wrong."
Brooklyn's eyes lit up suddenly, thinking
that Casey couldn't continue to pretend.
How could he have 10 billion in this
card!
At this time, Casey went on to say, "In
fact, I have 100 billion in this card."
Brooklyn was like suddenly struck by
lightning. His whole body froze.
He looked at Casey in disbelief. At this
time, he couldn't tell whether Casey said
that to give him a blow or whether
Casey really had 100 billion.
Casey seemed very satisfied when he
saw Brooklyn's looks. After smiling,
Casey said to the host, "Send these



clothes to the top floor."
The host immediately said yes. His
attitude towards Casey was very
respectful. Every time a fashion show,
he would get some commission on the
clothes sold. This time the commission
on these clothes sold was enough for
him to live the rest of his life without any
worries.
After speaking, Casey walked towards
Edith.
Because these audiences were far
away, they didn't know what happened
just now, only to see Brooklyn's face
changed from triumphant to pale.
After Casey turned and went back, the
host was a little hard to restrain his
excitement. At the same time, in order to
make the fashion show famous, he
directly picked up the microphone and
said, "Everyone, just now, this
gentleman spent 23.5 million dollars
buying 19 pieces of clothes. He is the
only customer who bought so much
clothes in our history."
"In order to express my gratitude to this
guest, I announce that this guest will
become the lifetime honorary member in
the future. If he comes to buy clothes
again, he can enjoy a 10% discount!"
As soon as the host finished speaking,
the audiences were in uproar
immediately. Everyone was shocked by
the price that the host said.
"Oh my god, over 20 million! He only
bought a few pieces of clothes. It's
really, too rich!"
"Holy crap, I used to think I was a rich
man. Until I came to this cruise ship, I
know that I’m a fucking poor."



"Nineteen pieces of clothes are more
expensive than all of my belongings.
OMG! Even if I work hard for a hundred
lifetimes, I'm afraid I won't be able to
make so much money."
...
Edith did not expect that Casey would
have bought so much clothes at a time.
He spent more than 20 million! It was
the market value of the company of
Patel family.
Seeing Casey walking in front of her,
Edith glanced at Casey reproachfully
and said, "Why did you buy so much?"
"One piece for a day. Throw it away
after you wear it." Casey said with a
smile.
Edith immediately glared at Casey, and
said, "Too luxury, so luxury."
Casey stuck his tongue out at Edith and
said, "Just kidding. I just thought you
liked these clothes, so I bought them
all."
Edith rolled her eyes at Casey,
obviously not wanting to talk to Casey.
"Let's go up. The clothes have already
been bought. If I break your clothes this
time, you can't get angry with me."
Casey said with a smile.
Edith gave Casey a helpless look, stood
up from the sofa, held Casey's arm very
naturally, and followed him towards the
elevator.
Everyone looked at the two people with
envy. Many people looked at Casey as if
he was like a walking cash machine.
Only Brooklyn stood there alone.
Casey's voice just echoed in his mind.
On the top floor, in the room.
Edith happily dressed the clothes Casey



bought for her. Now she could change
her clothes in front of Casey without any
shyness.
Casey looked at Edith who was
constantly changing clothes. He felt that
his throat was somewhat dry.
After a long time, Edith put on the last
dress, and then walked to Casey,
staring at him. She asked seriously,
"Casey, how much money do you
have?"
Casey thought for a while and said, "I
don't know too well. I can't count them."
Edith asked again, "Then how much is it
in your bank?"
"Originally it was 100 billion, but today I
spent a little, so there are only more
than 90 billion." Casey said, took out his
bank card and handed it to Edith.
"Honey, please take care of my money
from now on, so that I won’t spend the
money like water."
Edith immediately pursed her lips
proudly and returned the card to Casey,
saying, "I don't want it. Money makes
me lost. I don't want to bear the weight
of these numbers."
Casey was amused by Edith's answer.
Anyway, in his entire life, he had only a
wife, which was Edith.
...
At Moon Island.
In a high-end hot spring club.
Wearing a kimono, with her hair curled
up, and two slender and straight legs
soaking in the hot spring, Annabel
stared at her feet in the hot spring,
thinking of the scene that Casey
scratched her feet when they were in
Guanling.



After a long time, Annabel chuckled, her
face full of sweetness.
A girl sitting next to Annabel suddenly
laughed, and said, "Miss, you are
thinking about Casey."
"So what?" Annabel raised her head
proudly.
The girl shook her head helplessly, and
said, "Miss, that man named Casey is
so good and makes you miss him all
day and night."
Hearing this, Annabel was also a little
helpless. Ever since Casey left
Guanling, his figure had always
appeared in Annabel's mind. She
couldn't control herself at all. According
to her mother, she might have been fall
in love with Casey.
"How long will it take for their cruise ship
to reach Moon Island? According to the
news we got, they should have been on
the cruise ship by now." Annabel asked.
"There are still two days. But this time
Casey came with his wife. Miss, why are
you obsessed with a man who already
has a wife?" The girl looked at Annabel
with a puzzled face.
Annabel said nonchalantly, "So what?
This does not prevent me from liking
him. People are not static. If he gets
married, he may get divorced one day.
As long as I take the initiative, there will
be opportunities to let him fall in love
with me."
"Miss, it seems that the morality and
ethics still can't restrain you." The girl
said with emotion.
Annabel said with a smile, "It’s because
that you haven't really liked a man yet.
When you have such a person in your



heart, you will understand that morality
and ethics are not important anymore."
"At that time, all you think about is being
with
him."
Chapter 602 Moon Island
Casey and Edith were completely
relaxed during the two-day cruise ship.
In the past two days, they hung out all
over the twelve floors of the cruise ship,
watched all the programs, and tasted all
the food on the cruise ship.
Rowan and Rosa were locked up in the
room. Brooklyn didn't dare to have any
other ideas after learning about Casey's
financial resources. He had been in his
room for the past two days and had not
come out.
Therefore, Casey and Edith had a great
time. Because no one came to make
trouble for them, and no one asked if the
two of them got on the cruise ship with
fake ferry tickets.
Edith felt that these were the happiest
two days she had played since she was
a child. She had never been so relaxed
since she grew up.
The biggest reason was naturally that
Casey had made her feel an
unprecedented sense of security. Being
with Casey, she didn't have to worry
about anything. She just needed to think
about how to enjoy herself.
Because of the close relationship
between Casey and Edith, Edith often
flirted with Casey during these two days.
Casey considered that Edith could not
do that stuff too often because she was
pregnant, so Edith used another method
instead, which made their relationship



have been greatly sublimated.
In the afternoon two days later, The
Pearl docked on a beautiful island. The
island was not small and shaped as an
arc. This was also the origin of the name
“Moon Island”.
Although Moon Island was just an
island, due to the development of
tourism, the population on this island
was not small. All kinds of buildings
were available. In addition to
skyscrapers, buildings that existed in
any first-tier cities could be found here.
Because of the first-class environment
and beautiful scenery, many people
directly set up their homes here, which
made the island look vivid. These
people could also rely on tourism to
support themselves.
In addition, Moon Island received
relatively wealthy tourists, which made
this island develop very rapidly. The
people living on it were relatively rich.
There were all kinds of tourism projects
here. Tourists could experience them
one by one on this island. Of course, the
premise was that they had to have
enough money.
After the cruise ship docked, everyone
couldn't wait to get off the cruise ship,
and couldn't wait to go to this famous
island to have fun.
Casey and Edith walked to the ladder. A
waiter followed them with their luggage.
The two of them had already overlooked
the entire island from the cruise ship,
and were already attracted by the
scenery here.
At this time, there were many people
waiting here on the shore. These were



the people who lived here. They were all
the tour guides of Moon Island. Although
it was only an island, the area of Moon
Island was still very large, so the tour
guide was already necessary.
Casey and Edith got off the cruise ship
and planned to find a tour guide to take
them to understand the situation on
Moon Island.
At this moment, an angry voice
sounded, "Edith, Casey! You two
shameless! We were locked in that
broken room for two full days. I was
really so angry. Apologize to us!"
Casey and Edith both turned their heads
and found that it was Rowan and Rosa
who looked so angry.
Two people bought tickets for the eighth
floor this time, just to enjoy the sea view
at a higher place, but they were locked
in the room and were not allowed going
out just not long after they got on the
cruise ship.
In the past two days, the two almost
died of suffocation in the room with only
one small window. They could do
nothing but play with their mobile
phones, just like staying in a cheap hotel
for two days.
Because the two of them offended the
passengers on the top floor, the eighth?floor service staff gave them the
worst
meals in the past two days.
This made them feel that their tickets
were worthless.
So when they got off the cruise ship,
they began to look for Casey and Edith,
planning to get even with them.
"It's really unexpected that you had the
money to buy the top-floor ferry tickets.



Did you take out all your money for this
traveling? Tell you, don’t think that you
are noble just because you bought the
top-floor tickets. You could only show off
in the past two days. Apologize to us
quickly. Otherwise, don’t blame for us
being rude." Rowan looked fierce.
Rowan didn't think that Casey and Edith
would win the lottery so that they could
afford the top-floor ferry tickets. Instead,
he felt that they had put out all their
savings just to experience the feeling of
being the rich.
Rosa also stared at Casey and Edith
with anger and yelled, "It’s not enough
to apologize. They caused us to be
imprisoned on the cruise ship for two
days. They have to pay us
compensation and let them give us their
tickets so that we can enjoy the top
treatment when we go back."
"That's right. Have you two heard it?
Quickly hand over the top-floor ferry
tickets!" Rowan said fiercely.
Casey was a little speechless. He didn't
understand what these two people were
thinking about. They actually dared to
ask him for ferry tickets.
"Why are you two so fierce? You look
like robbers. Why do the handsome
gentleman and the pretty lady have to
give you the tickets?" At this time, a
voice sounded. Several people looked
over. It was a seventeen or eighteen?year-old boy.
"Little bastard, what do you know? They
have caused us to lose too much. We
have to defend our rights. You! Get out
of my way." Rosa shouted at the boy.
The boy immediately said, "Don't be
funny. This lady is so beautiful. How



could she harm you! But you, a shrew,
wants to harm her."
Casey and Edith laughed when they
heard the boy's words.
At this time, the steward of the cruise
ship noticed the situation here and
found that it was still that two people
who offended the passengers on the top
floor again. They immediately brought
people over and surrounded Rowan and
Rosa.
"If you still want to do something to our
distinguished guests, we will lock you up
on the cruise ship and send you back
directly."
Rowan and Rosa were so scared that
they froze immediately.
Casey and Edith both shook their
heads, stopped paying attention to
them, and turned to leave.
At this time, Casey glanced at the boy
and asked, "Are you living on this
island?"
The boy nodded.
"Then can you be our tour guide?"
Casey asked. He had a good
impression of the little boy. Anyway, he
wanted to find a tour guide, so he
asked.
The boy's eyes lit up and he said, "Of
course, I'm very happy to serve you."
After speaking, he ran over to get Casey
and Edith's luggage. The three of them
walked forward together.
Rowan and Rosa both gritted their teeth
as they watched the three people leave.
"It seems what I guessed it is correct.
They must have spent all their money to
buy the top-floor ferry tickets. They
actually found a kid as a tour guide,



which proves that they have no money."
"That’s not over. On the island, there
aren’t these people to protect you two. I
have to let you two suffer!"
Rowan said angrily.
Chapter 603 Time on the Island
"Sir, lady, have you booked a hotel? I
will help you deliver your luggage to the
hotel first, and then I will introduce you
to the situation on our island."
The three people walked forward
together. The boy had introduced
himself to Casey and Edith. His name
was Gardner and he lived on Moon
Island with his parents. His parents were
the owner of a small restaurant on Moon
Island. His family depended on that
restaurant for their livelihood.
Gardner was born on the island.
Although he had reached the age of the
college entrance examination, the
education conditions on the island were
too poor. Although there was a high
school, there was no chance to hold the
college entrance examination.
The wealthy people on the island
usually send their children directly to
school inland. People who settle on the
island like Gardner's family, but were not
wealthy, would often choose to let their
children stay at home to help.
Now, it was the peak tourist season.
The high schools on the island had also
closed classes. Gardner came to the
place where the cruise ship stopped
every day to see if he could take some
private tour guide work. In addition to
subsidizing the family, he could also
hear many things about the outside
world from the tourists.



The boy who had lived on the island had
been very yearning for the outside world
since he was a little baby.
Casey originally wanted to say that he
had not booked a hotel yet and asked
Gardner to recommend a few good
hotels, but after another thought, hotels
all over the world were the same. Since
he was traveling out, it would be better
to feel more like staying in a homestay.
So he asked Gardner with a smile, "Do
you have any extra rooms at your
home? I want to experience the lifestyle
of the local people here. I will pay you at
the price of the hotel."
Gardner was stunned for a moment. He
didn't expect Casey to want to live in his
home. He hesitated and said, "There are
rooms, but...the conditions of my home
are not as good as those in the hotel.
Although my house is built by Moon
Island and it is a double-story bungalow,
the beds in my home may not be as soft
as the hotel’s."
Casey said with a smile, "It doesn't
matter. I just want to experience your
local customs. It’s okay as long as your
parents agree."
After speaking, Casey asked Edith to
see if she had any comments.
Edith said that she always stayed in
hotels and wanted to experience the
feeling of living in a homestay.
Gardner immediately called his parents
and asked about it. After confirming that
they could live in, the three of them
walked towards Gardner's house
together.
On the way, Gardner introduced Casey
and Edith a lot of characteristics here.



He told Edith and Casey about the
advantages and disadvantages of many
attractions, and reminded Casey and
Edith of those attractions where were so
boring and expensive.
The advantage of finding a private tour
guide was that you could avoid some
boring and money-trapping places and
save a lot of time. If it was those
professional tour guides on the island,
they couldn’t wait to let tourists go to
those money-trapping places. After all,
the tour guides served scenic spots, not
tourists.
It didn't take long before the three of
them arrived at Gardner's house. The
residents here lived in uniform houses.
The rich could also live in the villas in
the center of the island. Gardner's family
was in general condition. Even if the
house was the same as the others’, it
could be seen that the decoration was
quite poor.
Casey and Edith didn’t care about it.
Gardner's parents warmly entertained
Casey and Edith, cooked them a lot of
hearty dishes, and carefully cleaned the
room they were staying in.
Casey wanted to pay Gardner's family
for room and meals at the hotel price,
but Gardner wanted to learn about
outside affairs from Casey and Edith, so
he told his parents that Casey was his
friend. It was naturally that Gardner's
parents were unwilling to accept the
money.
Casey felt that it was not appropriate, so
he insisted on giving money. Gardner
and his parents didn't accept it. Casey
had no choice. He thought he could



leave the money on the day when he
was about leave here.
The journey of the two people on Moon
Island officially began. As a local,
Gardner's understanding of the local
area was no worse than those of
professional guides. In a few days, he
took Casey and Edith to visit a lot of
attractions on the island.
Gardner even took them to some
undeveloped places on the island.
Besides, the scenery here was still
beautiful, and no tickets were required.
In the past few days, Casey and Edith
had also experienced the life of
islanders in Gardner's house. The
lifestyles of the people here were very
different from those of the inland people.
Because they were on the island, every
household would go out to sea to fish.
Casey and Edith experienced the life of
a fisherman and learned many ways to
make seafood from Gardner's parents.
This kind of carefree life made people
intoxicated. If it wasn't for the heavy
responsibility of avenging his
grandfather, Casey would even want to
buy a house on the island directly and
live a reclusive life with Edith.
On the third day of coming to the island,
Gardner learned that Edith was
pregnant, so he recommended a hot
spring club to her, saying that the
natural spring water there was good for
people's health and was very suitable
for Edith.
Casey and Edith went to the hot spring
club together. But the club was separate
for men and women. Casey didn't have
much interest in hot springs, so he



waited outside every time and let Edith
go in alone.
After a few days, Edith did feel that she
become much healthier because of this
hot spring, so taking a hot spring
became a must-have item for Edith
every day.
Within two days, Edith told Casey that
she had met a beautiful friend in the hot
spring club. She liked to chat with that
girl. The two of them talked about
everything. That girl was very gentle and
cultivated. Edith felt she hit it off with
that girl. Soon, they became the best
friends.
Because of this friend, Edith no longer
let Casey follow her. She went to the hot
spring club with that friend every day, so
that Casey didn’t have to wait outside
boringly every day.
Casey had always been puzzled about
the speed of the girl's friendship, but he
didn't think much about it. Edith also
said that she wanted to take him to meet
this friend.
During this period of time, Casey also
found that after Gardner took them out
to play every day, he would take a book
to read and make a lot of notes as long
as he had time. He was a very hard?working child.
Moreover, Gardner asked Casey many
things about the outside world. Every
time Casey told him, Gardner's eyes
would shine.
Thinking of the hospitality of Gardner's
family during this period, Casey felt that
he could help Gardner go out when he
was leaving, so that Gardner also had
the opportunity to see the outside world.
This afternoon, Edith and that friend



made an appointment to go to the hot
springs. Casey was bored at Gardner's
home alone, so he planned to hang out
with Gardner.
However, he did not see Gardner at
home. He felt a little weird. Logically,
Gardner would have been waiting at
home, ready to take Casey and Edith to
hang out at any time.
At this time, Casey heard a loud noise
coming from outside the house. He
walked out and saw Gardner was
surrounded by a group of men about his
age.
The lead raised his hand and slapped
Gardner on the face.
Chapter 604 You Guys Bring It on
Together
"Brat, I heard that you have already
been a tour guide privately again? You
even let the tourists live in your house
directly? You are so fucking
courageous." The lead cursed at
Gardner.
Gardner was slapped, then his face
immediately turned red. He stared at the
person in front of him, and shouted,
"Clarke, there is no rule on the island
that I can't be a tour guide. So many
people on the island are doing this kind
of thing. Why are you hitting me?"
The man named Clarke sneered, "My
father is the director of the tour guide
management office. I said that if you are
not qualified to be a tour guide, the you
are not qualified. If you do it, I have to
teach you a lesson!"
Gardner was full of indignation. Clarke
was his classmate in school. Because
Gardner's family conditions were



relatively poor, he was often bullied by
Clarke.
The tour guides on the island were
indeed under the control of Clarke's
father, but in order to make more
money, many people on the island
would entertain some tourists for
livelihood in private. Generally, Clarke's
father would turn a blind eye. After all,
they were all residents of the island, so
there was no need to be too strict.
Clarke didn't like Gardner, so he came
to make things difficult for Gardner on
purpose.
"Hurry up and hand over the money you
earned from your tourists. Then I can
spare you once, otherwise, don't blame
me for being rude!" Clarke said
viciously.
"They are my friends. I didn’t accept
their money." Gardner said.
"You're fucking lying to me. I think you
just want to be hit. Give it or not? If you
don't give it to me, I will slap your face to
broken today!" Clarke shouted at
Gardner again.
Gardner gritted his teeth and stared at
Clarke angrily. He didn't show any signs
of surrendering. However, Clarke had a
few men on his side. Gardner could not
run away because Clarke's men were
pressing him.
Seeing Gardner not speaking, Clarke
raised his hand again and was about to
slapped Gardner.
At this moment, one hand grabbed his
wrist and pulled him to the side with
force.
"What are you doing?" Casey stared at
Clarke and his men coldly, and



stretched out his hand to drag Gardner
over.
Clarke turned his head and glanced at
Casey. Then he yelled, "Who the hell
are you? You don't know who I am? You
dare to take care of my affairs. Don't you
want to live?"
"Boss, listening to this person's accent,
he should be from other cities. He's
probably the tourist who is living in
Gardner's house." A man on the side
said.
Clarke looked at Casey up and down.
Seeing that Casey was wearing ordinary
clothes, thinking about that Casey
actually let Gardner be his tour guide
and he also lived directly at the tour
guide's house, Clarke thought that
Casey was the kind of tourists who had
no money, so he didn't take Casey
seriously.
When Gardner saw Casey stand up for
him, he was a little anxious. It was
nothing that he was beaten. But if Casey
got into trouble because of him, he
would definitely feel sorry.
"Casey, this is a matter between me and
him. You don't have to take care of me.
Clarke has a strong influence on the
island. His father is the director of the
tour guide management office. He
knows many people. If you offend him, it
will be not good for you." Gardner
shouted.
Casey turned his head and glanced at
Gardner, then said with a smile, "No
matter who he is, it's not right to hit
someone casually. I'll help you deal with
this matter. You can just watch it from
the side."



Clarke and his men laughed
immediately, obviously not taking
Casey's words seriously.
Clarke took two steps to the front,
rubbed his hands, and said, "Don't think
you are a few years older than us, you
are better than us. Tell you, I’m black
belt in Taekwondo. With just a flying
kick, I can break your head."
Gardner was anxious. He said, "Casey,
Clarke has indeed learned Taekwondo
and is good at fighting. Don’t have any
conflicts with him!"
Casey showed a joking smile at the
corner of his mouth and said, "If fighting
can resolve the matter, it will be very
easy."
Although fighting with a group of
seventeen or eighteen-year-old children
was a bit bullying them, what Clarke had
done was a bit hateful. Casey was just
teaching him a lesson for his elders.
Seeing Casey's undaunted looks, Clarke
coldly snorted, "Since you are looking
for death by yourself, don't blame me for
being merciless!"
"Bring it on together. I don't want to bully
you guys." Casey said.
Clarke laughed suddenly, "Holy crap,
this guy is so arrogant. Let us punch him
together? Is he afraid that I can't kill him
alone?"
"Boss, since he has made such a
request, let's go together and let him
understand what the cost of being
arrogant is!" A man immediately said.
"No, I can take care of this guy alone.
After I knock him down, you guys can
come on."
When Clarke was speaking, he took a



few steps back, moved his body, and
assumed a standard Taekwondo
starting position.
After that, he yelled and rushed towards
Casey quickly.
"Look, a flying kick!"
Clarke's body vacated and kicked
towards Casey, looking full of
momentum.
Casey looked at Clarke's tricks and
shook his head. When the two fought
against each other, the taboo was to let
himself in the air. If there was no place
to support him, the man would be
beaten so miserably.
Clarke's tricks looked good, but it was
limited to kicking boards. If he used the
skills in actual combat, he could frighten
those children who didn’t know fighting.
But those who knew the martial arts
could beat him to the ground so easily.
When Clarke was about to kick Casey,
Casey turned around, kicked directly on
Clarke's stomach, and directly kicked
him out.
Clarke fell to the ground with an
incredible face.
Everyone watched this scene
dumbfoundedly. They didn't expect that
the taekwondo black belt third-level
master in their minds would be solved
with one kick.
Gardner also didn't expect Casey to be
so powerful. He originally thought that
Casey would be beaten by Clarke, who
was a black belt third-level master.
"What are you guys doing? Go together.
Fuck, if I don't beat him down today, I
won't be Clarke!" Clarke shouted.
His men hesitated for a while, then



quickly rushed towards Casey and
surrounded him.
Clarke also got up from the ground and
rushed towards Casey again.
After almost five minutes.
Clarke fell to the ground and said
weakly to Casey, "Sir, I was wrong.
From now on, I won’t make trouble for
you. Please forgive me."
Casey reached out and grabbed his
collar, dragged him to Gardner, and
said, "Apologize to him."
Clarke looked up at Gardner. Obviously,
he was very unwilling to apologize to
this guy he had looked down upon.
Casey waved his fist in front of Clarke.
Clarke blurted out, "Gardner, I was
wrong. Please forgive me. I won't dare
anymore."
Chapter 605 Any Problem That Could
Be Solved with Money Is Not a
Problem
"Casey, you are so amazing. He has so
many men. But you knocked them down
so easily. You are even better than the
martial arts masters on TV!"
After Clarke's men left dejectedly,
Gardner looked at Casey with
admiration. He almost wanted to ask
Casey to sign a name to him.
"You have to exercise well. Being strong
is the foundation of everything. I will
teach you a few tricks so that you don't
have to worry about being bullied in the
future." Casey said.
Gardner nodded seriously. He was full
of joy, but after a while, he became a
little lost.
Clarke's father was the owner of the tour
guide management office and was also



a well-connected person in Moon Island.
Although Casey taught Clarke a lesson
today and helped him, Clarke would
certainly not give up.
Clarke was very likely to ask his father
for help. At that time, the persons that
Clarke would retaliate was not only him.
Thinking of this, Gardner suddenly
worried. But he did not dare to tell
Casey. After all, Casey had already
helped him once, so he could no longer
let Casey worry about him.
In the evening, Edith came back from
the hot spring club. Once again, she told
Casey how gentle and understanding
that friend was, so Casey felt that Edith
was about to fall in love with that girl.
"Honey, does your friend have a
boyfriend?" Casey asked.
"No, what's the matter?" Edith was a
little confused.
"You said that your friend is so beautiful,
gentle and understanding. But why
doesn't she go to find a boyfriend? Is
she interested in you?" Casey smiled.
Edith immediately rolled her eyes at
Casey and said, "She has a sweetheart.
What are you thinking about every day?"
"I afraid that my wife will be abducted by
others. If you’re still abducted by a
woman, I will be so sad." Casey said
jokingly.
"Idiot!" Edith glanced at Casey, "I have
already told her. We will have dinner
together tomorrow night. Then I will
introduce her to you."
"Okay." Casey said with a smile. These
days, he always listened to Edith
mentioning this friend, so Casey had
also developed a lot of interest in this



friend.
"But you can't have any thoughts about
her. Although she is indeed very
beautiful and elegant, you are mine. If
you dare to have other ideas about her,
I will definitely not forgive you." Edith
said seriously.
"You know me. I only have you in my
heart. How can I have other ideas about
other women?" Casey smiled and
hugged Edith, and touched her belly.
"Hey, Gardner's parents will be back. If
they see it, it will be so embarrassing."
Edith said shyly.
Not long after, Gardner's parents came
back from outside. As soon as they
arrived at home, Gardner's father
shouted, "Gardner, you bastard, come
here!"
Gardner, who was reading in the room,
heard his father's call and ran out
quickly.
Casey and Edith also walked over, not
knowing what happened.
When Gardner's father saw Gardner
coming out, he immediately walked
over, grabbed his ears, and said with a
stern look, "Do you know how much
trouble you have caused for me? Did
you beat Clarke? His father brought
some men to our restaurant today,
saying that I violated the rules of the
island. He directly sealed our restaurant
and prohibited us from conducting any
commercial activities on the island in the
future. How do we make a living in the
future!"
Gardner's mother also looked at
Gardner helplessly, frowning and
sighing again and again.



"Father, Clarke ran over to make me
trouble. I didn't provoke him at all. Let of
me. You are about to get my ears off."
Gardner begged for mercy.
"He made trouble for you, but you just
beat him like that? Now because of you,
our jobs are gone. You said how we
make a living in the future." Gardner's
father said with a grumpy face.
"Enough! It's useless to scold him. Just
think about what to do next." Gardner's
mother said.
Listening to their words, Casey probably
understood what was going on. He
walked over to Gardner's father and
said, "Sir, you let Gardner go first.
Clarke was not beaten by Gardner. It’s
me."
Gardner's father turned his head and
glanced at Casey. His attitude eased,
then he said, "Casey, you don't have to
intercede for this bastard. This is our
family's business, so just leave it alone."
"It's me who beat Clarke and his men.
Gardner is so thin. How could he beat
them?" Casey explained.
Then he recounted what happened this
afternoon. After hearing it, Gardner's
parents felt more helpless.
Gardner also blamed himself. After all,
Casey beat Clarke because of him. No
matter what, Casey couldn't be blamed
for this matter.
"Father, I caused this matter. I am
willing to take full responsibility. I will
beg Clarke tomorrow." Gardner said.
"Forget it. Clarke's family is powerful on
Moon Island. We can’t provoke them.
Now, we can only find a way to leave
Moon Island and go inland to seek a



life." Gardner's father said helplessly.
At this time, Casey stepped forward and
said, "Sir, lady, don't worry. I punched
them. I will help you solve this matter.
This matter is because they are
unreasonable. You shouldn't have to
bear the consequence."
Gardner's father shook his head and
said, "It's useless. You are just a tourist
on this island. You can't defeat Clarke's
family at all."
"Don't rush to conclusions. Tell me first,
what kind of background does Clarke's
family have on Moon Island?" Casey
said.
"Our Moon Island is dominated by the
Chan family. All industries on this island
are controlled by the Chan family.
Clarke's father is like a dog of the Chan
family. A few years ago, his father spent
some money to become the director of
the tour guide management office. Then
he started to make friends from all walks
of life. Today, on Moon Island, no one
dares to mess with Clarke's family
except the Chan family." Gardner's
father explained to Casey.
After Casey heard it, he asked, "You
mean, the position of Clarke's father
was bought with money?"
"Yes, Moon Island is different from other
places. Here, as long as you have
money, you can buy anything, including
management positions, provided that
you pay enough money." Gardner's
father said.
Hearing what Gardner's father said,
Casey immediately laughed. He had
already had a solution to this problem in
his mind.



Any problem that could be solved with
money was not a problem.
"Don't worry about it. I have a solution to
this matter. Go back and rest first. I will
let Clarke's family get the punishment
they deserve tomorrow."
Chapter 606 Then I Can Give You
More
Early the next morning.
After Casey got up, he told Edith a few
words, and then went to find Fisher.
Fisher and his family were already
waiting for Casey in the living room. Last
night Casey said that there was a way to
help them deal with Clarke's family.
Although they didn't have much hope,
they could only trust Casey at present.
After all, if they didn't believe Casey,
they could only find a way to leave
Moon Island.
"Casey, do you really have a way to
deal with Clarke's family?" Gardner
stared at Casey and asked.
"In my opinion, let's just forget it, we
can't take them on, maybe we will get
even more trouble. At this point, we can
only sell the house here, buy the
cheapest ferry ticket and leave Moon
Island," Fisher said and frowned.
Casey smiled and said, "Don't be so
pessimistic. Since I said there is a way, I
will be able to solve this problem. Don't
worry, if this matter is screwed up, I will
bear all the consequences."
Hearing what Casey said, Fisher and his
family could only nod their heads, and
walked outside with Casey.
"Our management department on Moon
Island is in a building in the center of the
island. The managers of the island



usually work there. The tour guide
management office is under a manager
named Paisley. He is also the superior
of Allen, who is Clarke's father and has
the power to expelAllen, but they are
family, and they must defend for each
other. If we go there, doesn't it mean we
have entered other people's territory,"
Fisher said worriedly as he walked.
"Dad, under the circumstances, don't
worry about it, trust Casey. Since he
said it can be done, it will definitely be
done," Gardner said.
Fisher had to shut his mouth.
The four people came to the front of the
Moon Island office building. Casey
walked towards the front. A guard
stopped them and asked them what
they were doing.
Casey stepped forward, stuffed a
envelope to the guard, and said, "We're
here to find Director Allen of the tour
guide management office, please."
The guard glanced at the money in the
envelope, his eyes brightened up. Then
he let them in.
They came to the office building
together. Casey did not go to the tour
guide management office, but directly
asked where Paisley's office was.
Then, they came to the door of Paisley's
office. Casey looked at Fisher and his
family, saying, "You guys wait here for a
while, I'll go in and talk to him."
Fisher and his family nodded, waiting
outside the office a little nervously.
Casey reached out and knocked on the
office door, then pushed the door
directly and walked in.
In the office, a graceful female secretary



was squatting in front of Paisley. When
she heard the door opened, the
secretary quickly stood up and wiped
her mouth.
Paisley stretched his hand and closed
the zipper of his trousers, glanced at
Casey, and cursed angrily, "Who let you
in, get out of here!"
Casey smiled and glanced at Paisley
and the secretary, and said, "Sorry for
interrupting your happy time, but I have
something to talk to you today, so your
business may be delayed for a while."
Paisley looked at Casey with a cold look
and said, "Who are you, I haven't even
seen you before. If you have something
to do, go to the person at the counter
outside, don't bother me."
Casey took out his ferry ticket for the top
floor and said, "I think this ferry ticket
should allow you to sit down and listen
to what's wrong with me."
Paisley stared at the ferry ticket and
found that it was a ticket for the top
floor. He glanced at Casey, then at the
female secretary, and said, "You go out
first."
Those who could afford ferry tickets for
the top floor of the Pearl's were either
rich or respectable. Paisley knew how to
accumulate contacts. This ferry ticket
really allowed him to hear what Casey
came to him for.
After the female secretary went out,
Casey went straight to the sofa and sat
down.
He took the teacup on the table and got
himself a cup of tea.
Seeing Casey so casual, Paisley
couldn't help frowning, and said coldly,



"This is my office. Don't think that you
can be unscrupulous on this island with
a ticket for the top floor. That ferry ticket
is nothing but a ticket. It just allows you
to be treated better on the cruise ship."
Casey smiled and said, "I came to you
today to discuss a business with you."
Paisley stared at Casey for a few
seconds, then asked, "What business?"
"Your subordinate's son bullied people
for no reason and was beaten by me. As
a result, he used his own power to force
the family to have nowhere to go. I am
responsible for this matter, so I need to
help them settle this matter. I want you
to give me the position as the director of
the tour guide office," Casey said.
When Paisley heard Casey's words, he
was taken aback for a while, then
laughed, and said, "Boy, don't you pee
and see what you are like. Who do you
think you are? Do I have to follow your
orders and give you a position?"
"Tell you, I heard about Allen's son.
Since you are here , you don't have to
leave today."
Casey smiled and said, "I heard that
your position here can be bought with
money. I am not asking you to give it to
me for nothing. I can buy this position."
Paisley curled his lips and said, "Do you
think you can afford a ticket for the top
floor, so you are eligible to come to us to
buy a position?"
"Allen bought the position of director for
5 million, and then he will pay me
dividends every year. Now you can buy
this position, but I'm afraid you can't
afford it."
Casey stared at Paisley, and said, "I pay



you 10 million."
Paisley obviously hesitated and said,
"Don't waste time, go out quickly. Allen
is the one of my subordinates who has
the best relationship with me. I will never
sell his position."
"Twenty million." Casey continued.
Paisley swallowed, and then he said,
"Don't think you can make me ignore my
friendship with Allen for so many years
with a little more money. You go, I won't
agree."
"Really? Then I will give you more."
"Thirty million."
Casey laughed.
When Paisley heard this number, his
whole body trembled, and there was
also a clear desire in his eyes.
Casey stood up directly, took out a bank
card, walked to Paisley, and said, "As
long as you promise, 30 million will be
transferred to you immediately. This is a
a safe bet for you. Opportunity knocks
only once."
Paisley took a deep breath. After a
while, a smile suddenly appeared on his
serious face. Then he patted Casey's
shoulder and said, "Come on, sit down
and sit down. Actually, I have long been
dissatisfied with Allen, Since you have
this meaning, then I will help you. I
agree to this
business."
Chapter 607 You're Removed
Outside the office.
Fisher and his family waited anxiously,
all a little fidgeting. Just now the female
secretary came out and glanced at them
contemptuously, making them think that
Casey was very unlikely to solve the



matter by finding Paisley.
Fisher paced back and forth, sighing,
"Can Casey really solve this matter?
Allen is Paisley's subordinate. I heard
that their relationship is very good.
Casey is just a tourist. No matter what,
Paisley won't help us."
"Well, don't say anything, you'll know
after Casey comes out. You can't
change anything by complaining," Anika,
his wife, said to Fisher a little impatiently
Gardner also frowned. He didn't know
what the matter would turn into in the
end, but he always felt that since Casey
said that this matter could be resolved,
there shouldn't be any problems.
He didn't know why he had such
confidence in Casey.
After a while, there was a sound of
footsteps in the corridor, and several
people walked towards Paisley's office.
Gardner turned his head and glanced at
the side, his look changed abruptly.
Towards them came Allen, his son, and
several security guards with batons.
Anika and Fisher were also shocked
when they saw them, and
subconsciously stepped back.
Clarke looked at Gardner with a sneer
on his face and said, "Gardner, I didn't
expect that you dare to come here to
find my father's boss. You are really
brave."
Gardner frowned and glanced at Clarke,
his fists clenched suddenly.
Allen also looked at Fisher and his
family sarcastically. After standing in
front of them, he said, "What do you
mean? Are you coming to my superior
to file a complaint for me?"



Both Fisher and Anika lowered their
heads and dared not look at Allen.
Facing such powerful people, they
seemed weak and powerless.
"Originally I thought you were not so
stupid. You beat my son and I should
punish you. It's natural. But this matter is
not too irreconcilable. If you are willing
to pay me compensation, I may spare
you when I am happy."
"However, you are so stupid and even
ran to my boss to file a complaint with
me. You are quite contrary to my
expectations."
"Is it possible that you thought my boss
would help you? It is ridiculous. Since
you dare to come here, then I will tell
you that this matter is not negotiable.
From now on, as long as you are still in
Moon Island, I will never let you have a
good day!"
Allen looked aloof, completely
disregarding Gardner and his family.
After Fisher heard what Allen said, he
was full of anxiety. He didn't want to
make this matter too stiff, so he said to
Allen with an expression of guilt,
"Director Allen, this matter is indeed our
fault. I am so anxious and come here.
Please spare us this time."
"Did you not understand what I said just
now? It's too late to beg me now." Allen
sneered.
Gardner was full of anger, stretched out
his hand and pulled Fisher, and said,
"Dad, don't beg them. We didn't do
anything wrong in this matter. Why
should we beg them for mercy."
After speaking, Gardner turned to look
at Allen and Clarke, gritted his teeth and



said, "It was your son who came and
beat me for no reason. Casey taught
your son to save me. What did we do
wrong? Why are you doing this to us?"
When hearing Gardner's words, Clarke
immediately said in a contemptuous
tone, "Gardner, are your insane? This
matter has reached this stage, and you
still ask this kind of question? Haven't I
already told you, just because my father
is the director of the tour guide
management office!"
Gardner stared at Clarke with both eyes,
wishing to rush up to give this guy a few
punches now.
Allen also glanced at Gardner with
disdain, and said, "Boy, in this world,
there is no right or wrong. On Moon
Island, I say you are wrong, and then
you are wrong. If you don't understand
it, you deserve to be bullied."
Fisher stretched out his hand to stop
Gardner, and said, "Stop talking, we
can't afford to offend them. By now, I'm
afraid we can only leave Moon Island."
"Hey, do you think this is the end of this
matter? It's not enough that you are
beaten up. You now go and call the
person who beat me that day, and I
want him to know how powerful I am!"
Clarke snorted coldly.
As soon as he finished speaking, the
office door opened and Casey walked
out of it.
Seeing Casey coming out, Clarke
immediately pointed his finger at him,
and shouted, "Dad, this guy beat me,
you must let the security guard hold him
down, I will beat him hard to vent my
anger!"



Casey didn't expect Clarke to be here.
The middle-aged man standing behind
him should be Clarke's father, Allen.
At this time Paisley also walked out of
the office, full of joy. Casey had just
transferred the money to him, and
Paisley also immediately issued Allen's
dismissal document, and by the way
admitted Fisher as the new director of
the tour guide management office.
Casey just came to Moon Island to
travel. Naturally, it was impossible for
him to be a director here, so Casey
asked Paisley to give this position to
Fisher, which could be regarded as his
reward for Fisher and his family's
hospitality during this period.
Paisley did not expect that there would
be so many people outside, especially
after seeing Allen and his son, his
originally smiling look immediately
darkened.
"What are you doing here?" Paisley said
coldly.
Seeing Paisley coming out, Allen
immediately showed a flattering smile
on his face. He hurriedly stepped
forward and said, "Boss, these people
beat up my son, and they also took on
the tour guide's work without a license.
Now they come to bother you again. So,
I brought someone over to catch them."
When Fisher and Anika saw Paisley
coming out, the expressions on their
faces were even more desperate,
thinking that they must be in trouble
today. Paisley was Allen's superior, he
would definitely defend him.
Clarke was also very proud. Seeing
Paisley came out, he walked over and



greeted him, then turned his head and
glanced at Gardner arrogantly.
At this moment, Paisley pushed Allen
directly, and said with a look of disgust,
"Go, hurry up and stay away from me,
don't try to sweet-talk me here."
Allen was taken aback for a moment. He
didn't know what happened to Paisley.
Normally, he was very close to Paisley,
but Paisley suddenly became disgusted
with him now.
"You came just in time. I have
something to tell you. In the past few
years, you have been guilty of serious
professional misconducts in the position
of the director of tour guide
management office. As your leader, I
must stop this unhealthy trend. "
"So you have been dismissed. From
now on, the director of the tour guide
management office will be Fisher. Do
you understand?"
Chapter 608 This Is Your Retribution
Both Allen and Clarke stood on the spot
in a daze, and the smiles on their faces
disappeared.
"Boss... boss, don't joke with me. I have
been working for you for so many years,
don't you know me? Why did you
suddenly remove me?" Allen was
obviously anxious.
Paisley snorted and said, "It is because I
know you that I know what you are like.
Allen, you should reflect on your own
faults. The notice of dismissal will be
issued soon, and you should complete
the handover as soon as possible."
"Boss, I have worked with you for so
many years. I should be given credit for
hard work, if not for merit. You can't



remove me so easily, and there must be
a reason. Is it because of Fisher's
business? Don't you know what the
situation of their family is? You don't
have to help them." Allen was almost
about to go ballistic.
He was proud to show off in front of
Fisher and his family just now, and
Paisley told him that he had been
dismissed in a blink of an eye. This
psychological gap was almost like a
roller coaster, and it was naturally
unacceptable to him.
At this time, Fisher and his family were
also in a daze. They thought that
Paisley would help Allen anyway, but
what they didn't expect was that Allen
was dismissed.
And what shocked them the most was
that Paisley actually wanted Fisher to
serve as the new director of the tour
guide management office. For Fisher
and his family, it was something that
they didn't even dare to think about.
Soon, they all guessed that this must be
because of Casey. Otherwise, given
their family's status on Moon Island,
there would be no such treatment.
They all looked at Casey gratefully, and
Fisher felt a bit of self-blame in his
heart. At that time, he even thought that
Casey could not help them settle this
matter, and he begged Allen for mercy.
Now he knew know how stupid his
thoughts were.
Paisley glanced at Allen with a cold
look, and said, "It's not negotiable. Don't
waste your time here. Hurry up and
pack your things and get off."
Allen looked anxious, he glanced at



Casey. Because Casey also walked out
of the office just now, Allen guessed that
it must be related to Casey.
"What method did you use, why did he
remove me from my position? You
damn thing, why did you do this? Do
you know that if I lose this job, my family
has to go hungry!" Allen screamed at
Casey.
Casey curled his lips at him and said,
"So is it right that you abused your
power and caused Fisher and his family
to go hungry? This is your retribution.
You can't blame anyone."
Allen's look was as gray as death, and
Clarke behind him was even more
incredulous. He said, "Paisley, he is just
a tourist. Why do you choose to help
him? Is my father's friendship with you
for so many years still inferior to him, an
outsider?"
Casey laughed and said to Clarke, "I
really don't have any friendship with
Paisley. Your father was dismissed and
I bought it with money."
Clarke stared immediately, and he
quickly said to Paisley, "Paisley, how
much did he give you? Our family can
also give you money, please don't help
this outsider!"
Casey glanced at Clarke and said, "I
gave him 30 million, can you?"
Clarke's body suddenly stiffened, and
Allen also took a deep breath. Thirty
million, which was already an
astronomical figure for them.
Fisher and his family were also shocked
by the number that Casey said. They did
not expect that Casey actually spent 30
million to help them settle this matter.



"Casey, you cannot do so. We have no
relatives with you. You don't have to
spend so much money for us. Thirty
million is too much. I can't afford the
position of the director," Fisher said to
Casey with a trembling voice.
Casey smiled at Fisher and said, "Your
family treats me and my wife warmly
these days. Gardner also took us to so
many fun places, and this matter also
has my responsibility. I should do so. It's
only 30 million. It's worth your hospitality
to my wife and me."
Everyone present was shocked, and
even Paisley was jealous.
Just because Fisher and his family
warmly entertained Casey, Casey was
willing to spend 30 million to help them
to settle their matter. It was the
generosity of the truly rich.
After all, for Casey, thirty million was
nothing but money for a few clothes.
Both Allen and Clarke were desperate,
and they knew in their hearts that
human relationships were based on
interests, and no matter how good the
relationship was, it was no better than
money.
Casey stared at Paisley and asked,
"Allen has neglected his duty and
abused his private power during his
tenure. I am afraid that dismissal is not
enough. Does he have to be punished?"
At this time, Paisley looked at Casey as
if he was looking at a human-shaped
gold. His attitude was extremely cordial.
After hearing Casey's question, he
immediately smiled and said, "Of course
they have to be punished. They made
such a big mistake. I am nice enough



that they weren't kicked out of Moon
Island directly. They will not be allowed
to conduct any business activities on
Moon Island in the future, nor will they
be allowed to take over private work.
Once they break the regulations, they
will be fined one million, okay?"
Casey nodded in satisfaction, having no
comment on the punishment.
Allen heard what Paisley said, and said
quickly, "Boss, please, don't do this.
Otherwise, our family really can't stay on
the island anymore."
"Well, you can treat others like this, but
others can't treat you the same way?
How dare you! Hurry up and get out of
here, otherwise I will find someone to
catch you now!" Paisley said impolitely.
Allen immediately weakened and did not
dare to continue begging Paisley for
mercy.
Casey glanced at Fisher and his family
and said, "Let's go back."
They nodded quickly, and now Casey
was the savior in their hearts. No matter
what Casey said, they would agree.
They walked out to the outside of the
office building, and Paisley went out to
send them out.
Allen and Clarke stood in place, both a
little at a loss. In just half an hour, they
fell from heaven into the abyss. It was
easy to imagine how they felt.
"Dad, is our family finished?" Clarke
asked.
Allen directly raised his hand, slapped
Clarke fiercely, and cursed, "It's
because of you, damn thing. Why did
you bully others for no reason? We're
done. Our family was harmed by you.



From now on, your mother and I will
have to go hungry!"
Chapter 609 Only Guests in The Top
Private Rooms Can Take It
At home.
When Edith saw Casey come back, she
immediately went forward and asked
with concern, "How is it, has the matter
been resolved?"
Casey smiled at Edith and said, "It has
been solved, and no one will come to
trouble Fisher and his family anymore."
Edith just breathed a sigh of relief.
Seeing the desperate look of Fisher and
his family last night, Edith was also a
little worried.
On the way back, Fisher refused to
accept the position of director of the tour
guide management office, saying that
Casey had spent 30 million in exchange
for it. He really couldn't afford it.
Casey patiently explained to him for a
long time, saying that after this trip, he
would leave Moon Island, and it was
impossible to stay here as the director.
In the end, under Casey's painstaking
persuasion, Fisher agreed to be the
director of the tour guide management
office and told Casey that they would
pay back in the future.
Casey just smiled. He didn't pay
attention to Fisher's promise. After all, it
was really nothing to him. Since Fisher
became the director of the tour guide
management office, he would be able to
send Gardner to the inland for study in
the future.
Maybe Gardner could become a useful
talent in the future and give Casey a
helping hand when he needed it.



"That's fine." Edith smiled.
"Fisher, go shopping with me this
afternoon. Let's make a good dinner in
the evening to express our gratitude for
Casey's help," Anika said with a smile.
Fisher nodded immediately, saying that
he must make the most sumptuous
dinner for them in these years.
"Fisher, Anika let's forget it tonight. We
made an appointment with friend
tonight. We can have dinner together
when we have time," Casey said. He
remembered that Edith told him
yesterday that she was going to meet
her friend tonight.
Hearing what Casey said, Fisher and
Anika didn't mind. They said they would
cook for them when they were free.
In the evening, Casey went out with
Edith and went all the way to the most
famous restaurant on Moon Island, the
Crescent Hotel.
As the most prestigious restaurant on
Moon Island, the Crescent Hotel was
very popular throughout Moon Island.
The decoration here was magnificent.
The exterior of the restaurant was
designed in silver and white. The
appearance of the restaurant was also
like a standing crescent. At night, when
all the lights were on, the restaurant was
as dazzling as the moon on Moon
Island.
Although the cost of the Crescent Hotel
was not affordable for ordinary people,
the scenery here still attracted a large
number of tourists to take pictures here.
In front of the Crescent Hotel was a
square. Every night, there would be a lot
of people gathered here, and the



Crescent Hotel would also hold some
activities from time to time to
accumulate popularity for the restaurant.
At this time, on the square in front of the
Crescent Hotel, a stage had already
been set up. At this time, there were
already many people around there, but
there was no performance on the stage
yet, and it seemed that it was not yet
time to start.
"Is there any performance going on over
there? It looks very lively," Edith said.
"Wrist-wrestling contest, isn't it written
over there." Casey smiled.
Edith was amazed, but she didn't expect
this kind of place would hold a wrist?wrestling contest.
"Let's go to dinner, this contest hasn't
started yet, maybe we can come and
have a look after dinner," Edith said.
Casey nodded, and followed Edith to the
door of the Crescent Hotel, and walked
into the hall.
A waiter ran towards the two of them
and asked, "May I help you?"
"We made an appointment with a friend.
She should have arrived. She seems to
in be the best private room here," Edith
said.
"Okay, I'll go to confirm it, please wait a
moment." After speaking, the waiter
hurried to confirm.
Casey glanced at Edith and said, "It
seems that your friend is great. She
actually asked for the best private room.
She's a millionairess."
Edith rolled her eyes at Casey and said,
"She is a lady from a big family in R
Country, a person with status. How can
you call her in such a vulgar way."
Casey smiled. Unexpectedly, this friend



of Edith was still a girl from R Country,
and he suddenly became a little curious.
While the two were waiting, Rowan and
Rosa also walked into the hall of the
Crescent Hotel.
"Dear, this time I spent a lot of money to
book a box here. Although it is only an
ordinary private room, it is already very
rare. Most people who travel here can't
even reserve an ordinary private room,"
Rowan said smugly.
"Dear, you are the best, I will take a few
more photos later, and send them to my
friends, so that they can also see our
life," Rosa said with a smile.
"It would be great if Casey and Edith
were also here. Their money was used
to buy ferry tickets. They must not be
able to afford such an expensive
restaurant. If they were here, I would
have to get even with them," Rowan
said angrily.
"Dear, look, are the two people over
there?" Rosa suddenly stretched her
finger forward.
Rowan looked over there, his eyes
glared. He gritted his teeth and said,
"Talk of the devil and he comes. Let's go
and see what they two are doing here."
With that, they walked up to Casey and
Edith.
"No wonder as soon as I came in, I
smelled a sour smell of privation. It
turned out that the two of you were here.
Well? You come in for a visit? Don't look
around here. You can't afford such an
expensive place. Don't drool later,"
Rowan mocked.
"My husband has booked a private room
here. Well, do you envy us? Don't think



that you would be a real noble as you
bought ferry tickets for the top floor. You
are here to stay still, because you can't
afford to spend money to reserve a
private room. It's ridiculous," Rosa also
said something strangely.
Both Casey and Edith were a bit
speechless. They didn't expect to meet
these two jinxes wherever they went.
"My friend invited us to dinner here, we
don't have to book a private room,"
Edith said.
"Hey, Don't brag. Do you still have
friends in a place like this? Don't tell me
that it is the tour guide you were looking
for that day. You are so poor to find an
unlicensed tour guide. How dare you
say that someone invite you to have
dinner here!" Rowan immediately said
contemptuously .
"Husband, I think they are keeping up
appearances," said Rosa, "You are just
people from a small place. Even if you
have friends, it is impossible to invite
you to dinner in such a place. But don't
worry, wait a minute. When my husband
and I finish eating, I will show you the
photos, so that we can also treat your
eyes well."
Both Casey and Edith were a little
speechless, and they ignored Rowan.
At this time, the waiter also ran over and
said respectfully to them, "Please come
with me. It has been confirmed. You two
can go up."
Casey and Edith nodded and followed
the waiter to the elevator.
After helping Casey and Edith operate
the elevator, the waiter turned around
and said to himself, "I really envy them.



They can go to our most luxurious room
for dinner."
Both Rowan and Rosa were a little
confused, so they hurried over and
asked the waiter, "What did those two
people do? Why can they still take the
elevator?"
"Go up for dinner," the waiter replied.
"Could it be true that someone invited
them to eat here? They are really lucky,"
Rowan muttered immediately, and then
went to the elevator with Rosa.
The waiter stopped them and said, "You
two, if you want to go up, you can only
take the stairs."
Rowan was a little puzzled and asked,
"Why? Those two people took the
elevator just now, why can't we?"
"I'm really sorry, that elevator is
dedicated to our top-class private room.
Only guests who eat in that private room
can take it. Other guests can only take
the stairs," the waiter explained.
Rowan and Rosa were dumbfounded
when they heard it.
Chapter 610 Pretending Not to Know
Each Other
In the elevator, Edith looked at Casey
helplessly, and said, "The biggest regret
of this trip is that I was on the same
cruise ship with them. I really can't figure
out why they had to demean us to show
their superiority."
"And we obviously bought the ferry
tickets for the top floor, and they always
find all kinds of reasons to prove that we
have not been so rich in fact."
Casey smiled and said, "The Patel
family in G City looked down on the
Patel family in J City. In their



subconscious mind, they feel that they
are superior to you. Now it is nature that
they refuse to believe that you have
lived better than them. So, they can only
find various reasons to make
themselves feel better."
"Then they can't always come to trouble
us, it's really annoying." Edith was a little
irritable.
"As the saying goes, miner's lady
strange to blue water. At our current
level, they can't understand it, so don't
take them to heart. Caring about idiots
will make you will become idiots." Casey
said laughingly and touched Edith's
head.
Edith nodded and stopped thinking
about Rowan and Rosa.
When they came out of the elevator,
Casey and Edith saw a high-end,
atmospheric door. This was the only
door. Edith's friend should be inside.
Before entering, Edith turned to look at
Casey and said seriously, "First, you
can't have any thoughts about her, she
is really beautiful. She is so beautiful
that any man would like her. Others can
like her, but you can't, remember it."
Casey laughed dumbfounded. He didn't
expect Edith to take this matter so
seriously, and emphasized it several
times.
"I know, I know, you don't believe me.
My heart is so Small, there is no room
for others with you in it," Casey said.
After telling Casey this, Edith walked to
the door of the private room, knocked on
the door, and then opened the door and
walked in.
At this time, there was a not-so-large



table in the private room. The table was
full of exquisite dishes, which looked
delicious in the bright lights of the
private room.
At this time, sitting in front of the table
was a girl with fair skin, a delicate and
pleasant appearance, and a detached
temperament.
Casey was stunned when he saw the
girl sitting at the table, because he knew
this girl. She was Annabel, who was
threatened by him by scratching her
ankle in Guanling.
He remembered that at that time
Annabel had designs on him, and he
had a deep impression of this informal
girl.
He didn't expect that the friend is wife
had known for so many days would be
her.
At this moment, Annabel was staring at
Casey with a joking expression, as if
she knew that Casey would appear
here, and her big crystal clear eyes
blinked.
Casey immediately guessed that
Annabel knew from the beginning that
Edith was his wife, and it was not
accidental that Edith would know
Annabel.
Did she come to Moon Island because
of him?
What was her purpose?
If Casey remembered correctly, he only
forced Annabel to tell something about
Terence at that time, and then took her
phone that saved a lot of revealing
selfies. It stood to reason that this girl
shouldn't go to Moon Island to retaliate
against him because of it.



For a moment, Casey was full of doubts,
wondering what Annabel wanted to do.
When Edith found that Casey stared at
Annabel as soon as he came in, she
didn't know what he was thinking, and
suddenly became angry. In her opinion,
Casey was fascinated by Annabel's
beauty.
She stretched out her hand directly,
pinched Casey's arm severely, and then
dragged Casey to sit opposite Annabel.
"Annabel, let me introduce you. This is
my husband, Casey," Edith said.
The moment Casey was pinched by
Edith, he almost called out directly, and
his sense were pulled back. At the same
time, he secretly sighed in his heart that
the jealous woman was really terrible.
He just distracted for a while, and got so
"serious" treatment.
"Wow, Edith, your husband is really
handsome. No wonder you married him.
From his eyes, I can see the
temperament that ordinary men don't
have. I think you must be very happy."
As if she didn't know Casey, Annabel
said very naturally.
"Well, he is a idiot. See, he is stupid and
he doesn't even know to say hello,"
Edith replied with a smile, and there was
a condemnation of Casey in her tone.
Casey was a little embarrassed. He
didn't say hello because he knew the girl
sitting across from him. But seeing
Annabel's expression, it seemed that
she didn't want Edith to know the fact
that they knew each other.
And Casey didn't know how to explain
the relationship between him and
Annabel to Edith. If the explanation was



not clear, and misunderstood them, it
would be even more troublesome.
So just pretended not to know each
other first, and then asked Annabel why
she was here when he had the
opportunity.
"You... hello," Casey said to Annabel.
Annabel just smiled politely at Casey,
and then chatted with Edith without
taking him seriously.
Edith was also a little angry because of
Casey's behavior just now, so she kept
chatting with Annabel. The two girls
ignored Casey, making him a little at a
loss and could only immerse himself in
food.
During the chat between the two girls,
Casey discovered that Edith really liked
Annabel, and their relationship almost
had risen to the level of confidantes.
And what Annabel did indeed look like a
well-knowledgeable, gentle and
cultivated lady. If Casey didn't know that
the lady from the Thompson family was
a casual person and took him to her
room when she saw Casey was
powerful, he may have to be fooled by
Annabel now.
He was more and more puzzled about
what Annabel came to Moon Island for,
and guessed that it may be just a
coincidence. But when he first came in,
Annabel's look told him that she knew
he was Edith's husband.
After a long time, because he had been
eating and drinking, Casey wanted to go
to the bathroom, so he told the two girls
and got up and got out of the private
room.
Annabel continued to chat with Edith.



After a while, she said, "Edith, I'll go to
the bathroom too. Help yourself and let's
talk later."
After speaking, she went out of the
private room.
Casey walked out of the toilet after
going to the toilet. After washing his
hands, he just turned around and saw
Annabel staring at him playfully.
"Long time no see, dear Mr. Casey. Do
you miss me?"
Chapter 611 I Fall in Love with You
Casey narrowed his eyes, staring at this
extraordinary beautiful woman who
looked like a fairy, and asked with a cold
voice, "Why did you try to approach my
wife?"
Annabel put on a lovely smile and said,
"I didn't try to approach her. We have
common tastes and have a lot to talk
about. No matter how powerful you are,
you can't interfere with who I make
friends with, right?"
"Then I'll have to take you as a potential
threat and get rid of you." Casey said
directly. In the past, Annabel was not his
enemy, and she even disassociated
herself from Nate for him. However,
now, Edith was pregnant. So Casey had
to be alert to Annabel who was
mysterious and had unknown purpose.
There was immediately a hint of
bitterness on her charming face. She
looked at Casey with an aggrieved
expression. Just now, she looked like a
fairy, and now she looked like a little girl
who was bullied.
"How can you treat me like that? Can't
you ask one more word about it? I just
kept you suspense. Why are you so



inflexible?" Annabel angrily said.
"I'm sorry, but I have no time to guess.
I'll get rid of anyone who has an ill
intention towards my wife." After saying
that, Casey headed out.
Annabel clenched her small fists,
stamped her feet and hurriedly followed
him.
"Well, wait. I'm telling you. I don't come
here for your wife. You're quick to think
of killing me. Do you know that you're
thinking about killing your possible
future wife?"
Annabel had many admirers. If they saw
her acting like that, they might shed
tears. They considered her to be a
goddess, but she should go after
someone else.
After hearing that, Casey immediately
stopped. He turned around, looking at
Annabel.
Seeing that, Annabel pretended that she
failed to react in time and then came up
to Casey.
"Ah! Why did you suddenly stop?"
Annabel whispered while leaning
against Casey.
Casey yang didn't find that Annabel had
deliberately done that. He hurriedly took
two steps back and said, "What did you
just mean?"
Annabel was still thinking about the
body temperature of Casey. Hearing
that, she said somewhat shyly, "Well, I'll
just tell you. I come here for you and I
do get to know your wife by coincidence.
However, considering that she and I
may become a family in the future, I
think it not a bad thing to build a good
relationship with her now."



Casey frowned, speaking, "Becoming a
family? What nonsense are you talking
about?"
"Oh, you silly. Can't you understand
what I mean until I speak it out?"
Annabel helplessly stared at Casey.
"Tell me now." Casey said with a cold
expression.
"I fall in love with you and I want to be
with you for the rest of my life. No matter
whether you're married or not, I'll marry
you. Did I make myself clear enough?"
Annabel lowered her head with a red
face, daring not to look at Casey's eyes.
Hearing that, Casey was speechless.
He couldn't understand why there were
always girls falling in love with him.
Supposedly, there shouldn't be any
woman who liked him, a man who didn't
understand woman at all. What's more,
he only loved Edith. He really didn't
understand what these girls were
thinking about.
After complaining for a while, Casey
gave Annabel a glance and said, "If
that's the case, give it up as soon as
possible. I love only Edith, and I won't
love anyone else."
It seemed that Annabel didn't care about
that. She said, "Although you don't love
me now, I can try."
"I'm afraid that you'll be disappointed."
Casey said rather confidently.
Finding that Casey was confident that
he wouldn't fall in love with her, Annabel
immediately widened her eyes in
disbelief. She had never seen anyone
who was so confident that he could turn
down a beauty.
"Casey! How...How can say that? I can



only marry you. You can't treat me like
that." Annabel angrily spoke.
"You're young and beautiful. Besides,
you're the young lady of the Thompson
family. I'm sure that you can find the
right person. Don't think about such a
useless thing anymore." Casey sighed
and patiently gave an advice.
"No, I can only marry you. If I can't
marry you, I'll have to kill you." Annabel
compressed her lips, "It's a rule of my
family. Do you remember that you
touched my feet in Guanling?"
Casey frowned and nodded.
"For the girls of the Thompson family,
the feet are very private parts and can
only be touched by their husbands. If
the feet of an unmarried girl are touched
by a man, she can only either marry him
or kill him. It's a rule handed down from
our ancestors, and I can certainly not
violate it." Annabel went on speaking.
Casey didn't expect that there should be
such a feudal rule in the Thompson
family. In the past, he just touched
Annabel's feet to force her to tell him the
information about Terence. As a young
man born in modern society, how was it
possible for him to consider it
inappropriate to touch her feet?
After explaining that, Annabel waited for
Casey's response as if she was awaiting
trial. Although she was active and
confident, she was still afraid that Casey
would deny it.
Casey thought for a while and asked,
"What if you can't kill me? Is there any
rule in your family about that?"
Annabel was immediately stunned. She
had never thought about it. After all, she



had never thought of killing Casey at all.
She had always been confident that she
could marry Casey.
"Well...There isn't. If I fail to kill you, I'll
just keep trying, until I succeed."
Annabel said.
"Well, from now on, you can try to kill
me. I won't take the initiative to attack
you. However, when you attack me, I'll
fight back. You can keep trying. In this
way, you won't violate the rules of your
family, right?" Casey said.
Annabel immediately widened her
beautiful eyes. She had thought of
several possibilities of what would
happen after she told Casey the rule of
her family, but she didn't anticipated that
Casey would ask her to try to kill him
from now on. Hearing those words,
Annabel nearly wanted to say "can it
work?"
"Casey, I'm no worse than Edith. Why
do you think that it's impossible for me
to marry you?" Annabel said, feeling
unconvinced.
"Because she's my wife. That's enough."
After saying that, Casey turned around
and headed for the private box.
Chapter 612 He Is a Bad Man
Back in the private box, Casey sat down
beside Edith. Edith immediately bitterly
looked at Casey and said, "Didn't you
say that you only love me? When you
saw Annabel, why did your expression
change?"
Casey explained, "When I just saw her, I
thought she was very similar to
someone I knew. So I was stunned for a
moment. Besides, she's really very
beautiful. If I didn't have any reaction,



could it be that there was something
wrong?"
Edith thought for a while and believed
that Casey was right. Now, she only
loved Casey. However, sometimes,
when she saw a very handsome man,
she would also find him attractive. After
all, human being liked beautiful things
and would always pay more attention to
something beautiful.
After a while, Annabel was also back.
Her expression was obviously darker
than before.
Edith noticed her change at once and
asked with concern, "Annabel, what's
wrong? It seems that you're a little
unhappy."
After sitting down, Annabel sighed and
said, "Don't mention it. Just now, I met
my beloved. I lost control of myself and
told him that I loved him. But he should
turned me down!"
Edith asked with a surprised expression,
"Does your beloved come here for a
tour, too?"
"Who knows why he comes here?
Maybe he comes here to go after a
woman. I saw that he was with a rather
pretty woman." Annabel said with a sad
expression.
"Ah? Didn't you mention that you have
to marry the man who touches your feet
according to a family rule? And your
beloved had intentionally touched your
feet, right?" Edith blinked.
"Yes. I didn't expect him to be so cruel.
He even said that he wouldn't marry me
for the rest of his life. Edith, what should
I do?" Annabel looked at Edith with an
aggrieved expression.



Edith became immediately angry,
saying, "That man is really too bad. How
could he do that? Annabel, don't be sad.
Such a bad man doesn't deserve your
love. You'll meet someone better than
him in the future."
"But...But I just like him. What should I
do?" Annabel looked so poor that
anyone would pity her.
Edith was troubled and didn't know how
to comfort Annabel.
At this moment, Annabel gave Casey a
glance and said, "Edith, your husband is
also a man. Men know men best. Can
you ask your husband to analyze what
that bad man is thinking about for me?"
Casey's lips twitched. He didn't
anticipated that Annabel would talk to
Edith about this matter and she even
made Edith scold him. He even couldn't
refute it!
Edith turned her head, gave Casey a
glance and said, "Quick, analyze it for
her. Why would there be such a bad
man? He knew that there's such a rule
in the family of Annabel, but he still
deliberately touched her feet. Now, he
refused to take the responsibility. He's
too bad!"
Casey coughed slightly and said with an
embarrassed expression,
"Maybe...Maybe there is some
misunderstanding."
He wondered how Edith would react
when she knew that her husband was
the bad man Annabel mentioned.
Seeing that Casey was so embarrassed,
there was a hint of playful expression in
Annabel's eyes.
"Misunderstanding? Are you speaking



for that bad man?" Edith glared at
Casey.
"Well, I don't know. You know that I'm
slow in this respect." Casey hurriedly
explained.
Edith sighed and talked to Annabel,
"Annabel, Casey's indeed slow in this
respect. Don't be sad. That man is bad,
and you'll certainly find a better one."
Annabel nodded, put on a smile and
said, "Well, stop thinking about that bad
guy. Let's have our meal now."
Edith nodded. Seeing that Annabel no
longer talked about this matter, Casey
was relieved.
After finishing eating, they went
downstairs and headed out of the
Crescent Hotel. They were going to
have a walk in the square.
At this moment, the square was already
a sea of people, most of whom were
gathering in front of a stage of an arm?wrestling match.
A host was speaking to the crowd on the
stage. According to him, the match was
at half-time and it would came to the
climax of the match later.
"Annabel, let's go to watch the arm?wrestling match." Edith said.
Annabel nodded and agreed. Casey
followed them to the stage.
Edith and Annabel were indeed too
beautiful, so they attracted the attention
of many people the moment they came
here.
Many men enviously looked at Casey. It
was indeed enviable to stay with two
such beautiful women at the same time.
They stopped somewhere not far from
the stage and looked at the stage. At
this time, eight strong and muscular
men were standing on the stage. They



were all winners of the first half. Later,
they would contend for a championship
in the final.
The host was talking about the rewards
the champion would receive.
"Ladies and gentlemen, apart from the
rewards I just mentioned, the champion
of this match could get another lucky
reward. As for what it is, I'm not going to
tell you now. Now, let's choose a lucky
audience from the present audience!"
After the host finished speaking, the
spotlight on the stage moved and finally
shone on Annabel.
"Congratulations to this beautiful young
lady! You're the lucky audience!"
The host shouted with passion. Not
knowing how she became the lucky
audience, Annabel was a little puzzled.
Then the host invited Annabel to come
to the stage, telling her that she would
get a gift on condition that she played
mora with the host and won. However, if
she lost, she would become the lucky
reward for the champion of the arm?wrestling match.
Certainly, the champion would just get
the chance to have dinner with Annabel.
Annabel had never participated in such
a game before. As the young lady of the
Thompson family, how was it possible
for her play such a game? She found it
very novel, so she agreed.
However, Annabel was not good at
playing mora and lost to the host.
According to the rule, she would have to
have dinner with the champion of the
arm-wrestling match.
The arm-wrestling match went on.
Annabel came down from the stage,
approached Edith and talked to her like



a child, "I'm so stupid that I lost."
Edith smiled at her and said, "It doesn't
matter. You just need to have a meal
with the champion. Maybe he would be
accidentally your ideal man."
Just when they talked, the crowd stirred.
The people present all turned their
heads and looked at one side of the
square. At that place, a handsome
young man was coming under the
protection of a few bodyguards in suits.
"Look! It's the young master of the Chan
family, Mylo Chan!"
Chapter 613 Let Casey Challenge Him
As the developer of Moon Island, the
Chan family was undoubtedly like a
royal family on this island. Because of
the Chan family, the people living on this
island was able to make a living here.
Because Moon Island was a high-end
tourism destination, the level of
consumption here was very high.
Therefore, the Chan family became a
very powerful family in just a few years.
Even some top families in inland area
were not as powerful as the Chan family
was.
Therefore, even tourists knew that the
Chan family was powerful and that
people of the Chan family were the last
to offend on this island.
Paisley, whom Casey came to before,
was a collateral relative of the Chan
family.
Because of the fact that the Chan family
was powerful, the young master of the
Chan family was also very popular on
the Moon Island. After all, if one could
build a good relationship with the young
master of the Chan family, it meant that



one had built a good relationship with
the Chan family. People all wanted to
build a good relationship with the Chan
family.
"Wow, is that the young master of the
Chan family? He's so handsome. If only
I could friend him on Wechat."
"You had better not daydream about it.
He must be surrounded by many
beauties, so he would only take a fancy
to the most beautiful ones."
Many girls were deeply attracted by
Mylo after seeing him.
Casey, Edith and Annabel also gave
Mylo a glance, but they didn't have
much reaction.
Edith loved only Casey, and Mylo was
not her ideal type at all. Annabel was
even the young lady of the Thompson
family. the Chan family was powerful on
Moon Island. However, compared with
the Thompson family, it was far from as
powerful as the Thompson family.
Annabel naturally didn't take the young
master of the Chan family seriously.
After coming to this place and seeing
that people were looking enviously at
him, Mylo put on a somewhat proud
expression. He liked to be admired.
After looking around, Mylo finally looked
at Annabel with a hint of greed in his
eyes.
It could be said that he came here for
Annabel. He had noticed Annabel, an
extraordinary beautiful woman, since
they came out of the Crescent Hotel.
Annabel found that Mylo was looking at
her and immediately frowned.
Obviously, being looked at by Mylo in
that way, she felt sick.



After coming close to the stage, Mylo
directly walked onto the stage. The host
immediately ran to him with a respectful
expression and handed the microphone
to him.
Mylo took it and said, "I found that it's
humming here, so I come here to have a
look. Coincidentally, I'm also interested
in arm-wrestling match. Besides, I'm
confident in myself. What about allowing
me to challenge these eight strong men
and seeing if I can be the champion of
the match today?"
The host immediately said with a smile,
"It's really our honor for us to have you,
Mr. Mylo, to participate in this match. I
believe that our eight players are also
looking forward to having a game with
you. I'll ask someone to prepare for it
now. Let's see how powerful Mr. Mylo
is!"
Mylo nodded and looked
contemptuously at the eight players. It
seemed that he looked down upon
them.
So far, this match was actually designed
by Mylo. He usually used this trick go
after girls. When the host chose a lucky
audience in the name of the match, he
was actually choosing the beauty Mylo
took a fancy to.
Then the host would manage to make
the lucky audience to agree to have
dinner with the champion of the match.
After that, Mylo would defeat all the
players in person. In this way, he had
the opportunity to have dinner with the
girl he liked.
As the young master of the Chan family,
Mylo naturally had the tricks to make



that girl sleep with him.
Most of the people on Moon Island were
tourists and would basically just come
here once. It were always new tourists
who watched the match. Therefore, he
dared to repeatedly use this trick without
worrying that it would be saw through.
After all, people who knew his trick had
already left Moon Island.
Soon, the host prepared the table for the
arm-wrestling match. Mylo came over
and sat at the table.
Then he gave the eight players a glance
and said, "Take turns to compete with
me. If I defeat all of you, I'll be the
champion."
The girls under the stage immediately
screamed. It was obvious that they
considered Mylo to be cool.
"Wow, he's really so handsome! He
should challenge eight people! I'll take
Mr. Mylo as my idol!"
"He's so cool. Mr. Mylo's really powerful!
He's a real man. I want very much to be
with him!"
"Ah, I'm going to fall in a faint. I need Mr.
Mylo to give me artificial respiration."
……
The eight players began took turns to
compete with Mylo. Mylo didn't look very
strong, but he indeed had great
strength. The strong men were defeated
a short time after competing with him.
The girls under the stage kept
screaming to show their adoration to
Mylo.
Seeing that, Edith turned her head,
looked at Annabel and said, "At this
rate, the young master of the Chan
family will be the champion. Annabel,



you'll have to have dinner with him. How
do you like him?"
There was immediately a hint of dislike
on Annabel's face. She said, "I don't
want to have dinner with that guy. I can
tell that he's very cunning at first sight.
Besides, look, he's so proud. I doubt
that those people deliberately lost to him
because of who he is. It's really a
terrible match."
"But you had already agreed. What
should we do?" Edith spoke.
Previously, Annabel wanted to say that
she could just refuse. After all, she didn't
take the young master of the Chan
family seriously at all.
However, when she saw Casey, she
immediately rolled her eyes and talked
to Edith with a nervous expression,
"Edith, he's the young master of the
Chan family, and no one on this island
dares to offend him. Besides, when I
have dinner with him, he won't simply
have a meal with me. He'll certainly take
the opportunity to do something to me. I
don't want to be ruined by him. Can you
help me?"
Thinking that Annabel was right, Edith
was immediately worried about Annabel.
However, she didn't know how to help
her.
"Annabel, I want to help you, but I don't
know how to. What if directly refusing to
have dinner with him? They can't force
you to have dinner with him, right?"
Edith said.
Annabel gave Edith a glance and said,
"Edith, didn't you mention that your
husband has great strength? I believe
he could defeat the young master of the



Chan family. Why not let him challenge
the young master of the Chan family?
As long as he defeats that guy, I won't
need to have dinner with that guy."
Thinking that it worked, Edith's eyes lit
up at once, turned her head and looked
at Casey.
Casey was lost in his thought. He didn't
take this matter seriously. Now, when he
heard what Annabel said, he
immediately put on a puzzled
expression.
Can Chapter 614 Can I Come to the
Stage Now?
"Casey, help Annabel, please. You
didn't sign up for this match. However, if
you challenge the young master of the
Chan family later, he'll definitely not
refuse. As long as defeat him, Annabel
won't have to have dinner with him."
Edith said.
"Yes! Who knows if that guy will do
something terrible to me while having
dinner? I heard that he is lascivious and
has ruined many girls."
Annabel blinked innocently, looking like
a poor little kitten that people loved.
Casey was a little speechless. He
wondered: you're the young lady of the
Thompson family. How is possible that
you'll be afraid of the young master of
the Chan family?
He guessed that Annabel deliberately
made him challenge the young master
of the Chan family, but he couldn't
expose it in the presence of Edith.
"It...It's not appropriate. If I do that, could
it be that I openly go against the young
master of the Chan family? He'll
definitely make trouble for us for it later."



Casey found a casual reason.
"Anyway, we'll just have fun here for a
few days. Could it be that he will come
to inland area to make trouble for us?
Casey, at ordinary times, you're quite
willing to help others. Why are you
afraid of getting into trouble now?
Annabel's my best friend. Can't you be
hardhearted enough to watch her be
bullied by the young master of the Chan
family?" Edith began to blame Casey.
"Forget it, Edith. Since he's afraid of
getting into trouble, I'm not going to get
you into trouble. I'll figure out a way to
deal with it." Annabel was somewhat
frustrated.
She didn't pretend to be frustrated. It
was her real feelings. She knew that
Casey could do that easily. However, he
was unwilling to do that for her. How
was it possible for her not to be
frustrated?
Seeing Annabel become frustrated,
Edith became anxious at once. After
staring angrily at Casey, she hurriedly
comforted Annabel.
Casey had no choice but said, "Well, I'll
go to challenge the young master of the
Chan family later."
There was originally frustrated
expression in Annabel's eyes. Now, her
eyes lit up again at once.
Soon, Mylo defeated all the players. The
host immediately excitedly announced
that the champion of this match was
Mylo.
Mylo stood up and looked arrogantly at
the crowd. Finally, he looked at
Annabel.
The host spoke at once, "Now, the lucky



audience, please come to the stage.
Tonight, you'll have a chance to have
dinner with Mr. Mylo. I believe it's lucky
for you to have this chance."
People all looked at Annabel. Most girls
were envious.
Annabel didn't move. Instead, she
looked at Casey.
After giving the stage a glance, Casey
spoke in a not loud voice, but everyone
could hear him. He said, "Before, I
forget to sign up for the match. Now, I
also want to participate in it. Can I come
to the stage?"
Hearing that, the audience were all
surprised. They didn't expect that there
would be someone wanting to compete
in the match now.
After all, Mylo had defeated all the
players. When Casey said those words,
he was challenging Mylo. In their
opinion, it was definitely bold and
reckless for Casey to do so.
"Damn, doesn't he want to live? He
should dare to challenge Mr. Mylo.
Doesn't he know that it's the people of
the Chan family that give orders on
Moon Island?"
"Judging from his expression, it's
obvious that he does it on purpose.
Could it be that he also wants that girl?"
"Just now, that man was with that
beauty. It seems that he doesn't want
that beauty to have dinner with Mr.
Mylo. But he should know who he is.
Daring to try to get the girl Mr. Mylo
wants, he'll get himself into great
trouble."
The girls who took Mylo as an idol also
looked at Casey with disdain and



considered him to be their enemy.
The host didn't expect it and
subconsciously gave Mylo a glance,
seeking his opinion.
Mylo stared at Casey with his eyes
narrowed. Just now, he didn't notice
Casey who stood beside Annabel. It
was only then did he have a good look
at him.
"Of course! Whoever wants to challenge
me can come to the stage now. I'll prove
to you that I deserve to be the
champion." Mylo said.
Casey nodded and stepped onto the
stage.
Seeing that, the host hurriedly stepped
in for the rescue and conditioned the
atmosphere, pushing the match to a
new climax.
On the other side of the stage, Rowan
and Rosa were also watching. There
were too many people, so they could
only hear what people say and couldn't
see who wanted to challenge Mylo.
Now, Casey was on the stage. Both of
them widened their eyes.
"Is Casey out of his mind? It should be
him that challenges the young master of
the Chan family. Doesn't he want to
live?" Rowan spoke with a surprised
expression.
"Could it be that he becomes so
confident that he doesn't take the young
master of the Chan family seriously just
because someone treated him to a meal
at the Crescent Hotel??" Rosa taunted.
Soon, Rowan's surprised expression
changed into a sneer. Rowan said,
"Maybe you're right. This is what
someone who suddenly becomes rich is



like. Since he's not afraid of the danger
and go to challenge the young master of
the Chan family, we don't have to be
worried there isn't anyone who would
teach him a lesson. Offending the young
master of the Chan family, he'll suffer
more."
Rosa nodded with a hint of expectation
in her eyes.
Rowan gave the people watching
around a glance and said, "Let me tell
you something. I know the guy who
comes to challenge the young master of
the Chan family. He's a well-known loser
in his hometown. There must be
something wrong with his mind. He
should dare to go to the stage. It's
ridiculous."
Hearing that, a few people around her
were curious and asked her about
Casey at once.
Rowan took the opportunity to belittle
Casey.
After Casey came to the stage, Mylo
looked at him up and down a few times
and said with a smile, "Compared with
those players, you're so weak. Are you
sure that you want to challenge me?"
Casey nodded.
Mylo laughed and went on speaking
with contempt, "Why, is that beauty your
beloved? You're afraid that I'll take her
away from you, so you come here to
prove yourself, right?"
"Stop talking nonsense. I don't have
much time." Casey said coldly and then
came close to the table and sat down.
Seeing Casey treated him in that way,
Mylo's expression became dark at once.
Then he also approached the table and



said coldly, "Guy, how dare you. I'll
make you regret it."
The host watched them. Looking down
upon Casey, he said with a smile, "It
never occurs to me that there would be
someone coming to challenge our
champion at this time. This player's
courage is admirable. However, he's
weak. I'm a little worried about him. Let's
wish him good luck!"
The audience all laughed. Obviously, no
one believed that Casey could defeat
Mylo.
Chapter 615 You Lost
The game began.
Both Casey and Mylo put their elbows
on the table and took each other's
hands.
The moment Mylo took Casey's hand,
he sneered and said, "Your hand is very
soft. Could it be that you were kept by a
woman before? I saw that you were
close to the other beauty."
"She's my wife." Casey said tonelessly.
Mylo immediately laughed, saying,
"Since you already have a wife, why do
you interfere with this matter? Could it
be that you have an affair with the other
beauty?"
"To be honest, when I do this, I also
save you. You can't afford to offend that
woman." Casey said.
Mylo sneered at once and shouted,
"There isn't any woman that I can't
afford to offend on Moon Island. I warn
you. If you interfere with this matter,
you'll have to pay the price!"
Casey no longer talked to him and just
waited for the host to tell them to begin.
Seeing that they were both ready, the



host asked them to start.
Both of them used strength at once.
Previously, Casey was going to defeat
Mylo quickly. In this way, he could put
an end to this matter. However, to his
surprise, Mylo really had great strength.
Just now, he used thirty percent of his
strength and failed to defeat Mylo.
At this moment, Mylo was more shocked
than Casey. Just now, he also intended
to defeat Casey quickly, so that others
could know how weak this stupid guy
was.
However, after he used strength, he
couldn't move Casey's hand at all. It
was indeed out of his expectation.
"Unexpectedly, you're not too weak. But
do you think you're strong enough to
defeat me?"
Mylo sneered and then used greater
strength.
Casey used ten percent more strength.
Once again, they all failed to defeat
each other.
"It's impossible!" Mylo thought. He
began to look at Casey in another way.
The audience only saw that none of
them could move their hands and defeat
the other people after the host asked
them to start.
"Mr. Mylo didn't defeat that guy in a
second. It seems that he's quite nice to
that guy."
"Yes, Mr. Mylo's too nice. If I were him, I
would defeat him in a short time and
make him lose face."
"Mr. Mylo's just wants to have some fun
with him. When he becomes serious
later, he'll easily defeat that guy."
……



Seeing that they were in a stalemate,
the host wanted to cheer Mylo. So he
said with a smile, "It seems that Mr.
Mylo's not going to defeat this guy in a
short time. It's the greatest respect for
his opponent. In my opinion, Mr. Mylo's
going to defeat him. I believe that this
player will be grateful to Mr. Mylo later.
After all, he loses, but Mr. Mylo doesn't
make him lose with dignity."
Hearing that, Mylo cursed him secretly
at once. He thought: fuck, how do you
know that I'm going to defeat him? This
guy is not weak. If he lost, what the host
said would make him lose more face.
Casey stared at Mylo with a playful
expression. He wore a calm expression.
However, Mylo had begun to grit his
teeth. Besides, the veins on Mylo's
forehead bulged.
"Is that all the strength you have? If
that's the case, I'll put an end to this
game now." Casey said with a smile.
"Don't be fucking pretentious. I haven't
used all my strength yet. When I do that,
you'll be done." Mylo said while gritting
his teeth.
After that, Casey found that Mylo used
greater strength again. At the same
time, he heard some sound made by
machine.
Feeling puzzled, Casey looked at Mylo's
arm. It seemed that there was
something in his sleeve.
Guessing what that was, Casey put on a
playful smile at once.
Then, he used twenty percent more of
his strength. Immediately, Mylo found
that he couldn't resist anymore. His arm
was immediately falling to the table.



He tried hard to resist. However, Casey
had used sixty percent of his strength
and ordinary people wouldn't be able to
resist it. Mylo's arm fell to the table little
by little. Soon, the back of his hand
would touch the table.
The audience were all shocked. They
didn't expect that Mylo would possibly
lose.
"Give it up. Even if you use this kind of
trick, you can't still defeat me." Casey
spoke.
"Bullshit! I won't lose!" Mylo gritted his
teeth. After that, the strength from
Mylo's hand became stronger, as if Mylo
had pressed a switch. Then, Mylo nearly
moved Casey's hand.
Casey frowned. Wanting to put an end
to this game, Casey used another
twenty percent of his strength. At this
moment, there was suddenly a puff of
smoke coming from the arm of Mylo.
Then there was the sound made when a
machine had short-circuited. The sleeve
of Mylo was immediately burnt.
Mylo was so frightened that he hurriedly
stood up, rolled up his sleeve and threw
a machine to the ground. Soon after
that, it caught fire and made a sharp
sound.
The audience were all shocked and
stared at the burning machine
dumbfounded. It never occurred to them
that Mylo had defeated all the players
with it.
The machine was just like a booster.
When it was attached to the arm, it
could enable people to use dozens of
times more strength. However, even
with it, Mylo still failed to defeat Casey.



His machine was even ruined because
of it.
The girls, who admired Mylo, were
immediately disillusioned with him.
People who taunted Casey felt
ashamed.
Mylo stood on the stage with an
extremely dark face. It never occurred to
him that the fact that he cheated in the
arm-wrestling match would be exposed
in the presence of so many people. His
reputation was ruined.
Casey stood up, gave Mylo a glance
and said slowly, "You lost."
Then he came down from the stage.
The host watched it in a daze. He had
long not known what to say.
Mylo maliciously looked at Casey's back
with a murderous look in his eyes.
"Damn, you make me lose face. I won't
let you off!"
"Mr. Mylo...Mr. Mylo, what should we do
now?" The host gave Mylo a glance.
Mylo directly slapped the host in the
face and cursed, "What the fuck can we
do? Announce that the match is over
now. Hurry up! Do you fucking want me
to continue to lose face?"
Being very scared, the host hurriedly
took the microphone, announcing that
the match was over and urging the
audience to leave here.
Casey approached Edith and Annabel.
Edith happily kissed Casey and praised
him, "Darling, you're so good!"
Seeing that, Annabel was a little jealous
and licked her lips.
She also wanted to kiss Casey like that,
but she clearly knew that Casey
wouldn't let her do that.



"Casey, thank you very much. That guy
should cheat in the match. He's too bad.
If it wasn't for you, I might have been
bullied by that guy." Annabel said with a
smile.
Casey just calmly nodded and didn't say
anything.
They walked in the square for some
more time. Seeing that it was getting
late, Casey reminded Edith that it was
time to go back.
At this moment, Annabel rolled her eyes
said with a smile, "Edith, what about
living with me tonight? I've booked a
presidential suite in the best hotel. It's
very large, but I live there alone. To be
honest, I'm a little afraid. Besides,
Casey helped me, and I should thank
you for it. How about that?"
Casey gave Annabel a glance and said
with finality, "No, we're not going."
Chapter 616 Why Are You So Ill? formed?
On the way back to hotel, Annabel wore
an angry expression. She clenched her
fists tightly and kicked the stones away
from time to time, venting her anger.
"Casey, you're bad and stupid! You
wretch! Am I so terrible? I just want you
to accompany me in the hotel for one
night. Why do you act as if I would do
something to you?"
"I just want to secretly follow you to the
bathroom, flirt with you there and do
something we should at night. Is that
terrible? You should directly refuse! You
piss me off!"
Annabel spoke to herself. When she
thought of Casey's cold expression, she
got angry.
"Humph, it doesn't matter. There's still a



lot of time. I'll stay with you all the time. I
can definitely find a chance to do that."
When she was lowering her head and
trying to find stones on the ground, two
people suddenly blocked her way.
Annabel stopped and looked up at them,
finding that a man and a woman were
standing there.
"What do you want to do?" Annabel
asked while staring at them.
The man immediately smiled and asked,
"Girl, are you a friend of Casey and
Edith? Was it you that treated them to a
meal in the Crescent Hotel today?"
"Yes. Who are you?" Annabel looked at
them with a puzzled expression, feeling
a little suspicious.
"To be honest, I'm Edith's distant
relative. The reason why we come to
you is that we want to tell you that
Casey and Edith are completely frauds.
Don't be fooled by them."
It was Rowan that spoke to Annabel.
The woman beside him was naturally
Rosa. Before, when they watched
Casey challenge Mylo in the square,
they guessed that this woman, who was
as beautiful as a fairy, knew Casey and
Edith. They also guessed that it was her
that treated Casey and Edith to a meal
in the Crescent Hotel.
They speculated that Casey and Edith
got a room on the top floor of The Pearl
to get to know some powerful people. In
their opinion, Annabel was a friend
Casey and Edith got to know on the top
floor of The Pearl.
When they saw that Casey defeated
Mylo in the arm-wrestling match and
that Casey exposed the fact that Mylo



cheated in the match, they were
naturally extremely astonished.
However, in their view, even if Casey
won, it was still not a good thing. In their
opinion, when Casey did all those
things, he had offended the young
master of the Chan family. And the
young master of the Chan family would
certainly not let him off.
When they thought that the young
master of the Chan family would give
Casey and Edith a lesson, Rowan and
Rosa were a little happy. Believing that
they should stop a beauty like Annabel
from being fooled, they followed
Annabel to this place.
Annabel was somewhat speechless.
She looked at them and thought that
they were seemingly a little mad.
"Well, why do you claim that they are
frauds?" Annabel asked while staring at
Rowan.
Rowan said with a smile, "If I'm not
wrong, you should get to know them on
the top floor of The Pearl. They did get a
room on the top floor of The Pearl, but
they're actually very poor. They spent all
the money they had on getting a room
on the top floor to get to make friends
with people like you."
"Edith's from a family in a small place
called J City. Her family is somewhat
related to my family, but it's not very
powerful and is far from as powerful as
my family is. I'm afraid that Edith can't
even make 6000 dollars a month."
"Casey is even worse. He's a well? known loser in J City, being unable to
do
anything. He always does housework at
home, and is being cursed by his wife's



mother every day. They're not eligible to
make friends with you."
Hearing that, Annabel smiled. When she
collected the information about Casey,
she had known what he told her.
However, she knew that Casey had just
pretended to be a loser. After all, she
also knew how Casey dealt with Sasha
and Margaret.
Now, in J City, no one dared to say that
Casey was a loser. People who had
taunted him were all anxious to flatter
him.
Judging from Rowan's telling her these
things now, he obviously didn't know
how powerful Casey was in J City.
Annabel rolled her eyes, pretended to
be very astonished and spoke, "Oh, my
God. Why are you so ill-informed? The
information you gave me has long been
out of date. Could it be that you don't
know Casey is the young master of the
Davies family in B City?"
Rowan was expecting that Annabel
might appreciate him after he exposed
the lies Casey and Edith told. Now,
hearing that, he immediately widened
his eyes.
"What...What? He's the young master of
the Davies family in B City? How is that
possible?" Rowan asked in disbelief.
Rosa also didn't believe that and said,
"It must be Casey that told you this.
Don't believe him. He had just made it
up. He's a complete loser. How is it
possible that he's the young master of
the Davies family?"
"If you don't believe that, you can check
it on the internet." After saying that,
Annabel continued on her way.



Rowan and Rosa stared at Annabel
dumbfounded. They came to expose the
lies Casey told. Unexpectedly, they got
such a reply.
"Darling, she's a fool. She should
believe that Casey is the young master
of the Davies family in B City. If he is,
how is it possible that he would be
considered to be a loser by everyone?"
Rosa muttered.
Rowan didn't speak. Instead, he took
out his mobile phone and hurriedly
searched for information about the
young master of the Davies family in B
City. Soon, he found a post about the
experiences of the young master of the
Davies family. He clicked on it and the
saw a picture of Casey.
He quickly glanced over the post, during
which his face became darker and
darker. According to the first half of the
post, Casey had once been a loser in J
City. However, according to the second
half, Casey held a wedding in the
Crystal Castle, inviting a lot of guests
and causing a sensation in J City.
Rowan was instantly dumbfounded.
Looking at the names of the people who
attended the wedding of Casey and the
gifts they sent, he was afraid.
The branch of the Patel family, who
lived in G City, had lost contact with the
branch of the Patel family in J City for
many years, so the branch of the Patel
family in G City didn't know what had
happened in J City at all. It turned out
that that loser was really the young
master of the Davies family in B City
and that he just came to J City and
married Edith to prepare for getting the



Davies family back.
When he thought of how he treated
Casey and Edith before, Rowan
regretted very much. Sweat came out of
his forehead.
Seeing that, Rosa hurriedly asked,
"Darling, what's wrong with you?"
Rowan gave her a glance with a
despairing expression and murmured,
"What she said just now...should be
true. Casey is really the young master of
the Davies family in B City."
As he spoke, he handed his mobile
phone to Rosa and let her have a look
at the post.
After reading that, Rosa also wore a
panicky expression, looking uneasily at
Rowan and asking, "Darling, what
should we do now? We directly offended
the young master of the Davies family
by treating him in that way."
"Don't ask me. I fucking don't know!"
Rowan angrily shouted.
Just at this moment, Rowan's cell phone
rang. Rosa handed it to him and said,
"Darling, it's from your father."
Rowan took it, feeling uneasy. He
answered the phone and asked,
"Father, what's the matter?"
"Rowan, do you remember the branch of
the Patel family in J City? It's the family
that marries one of their daughters to a
well-known loser in that city. I just got a
news, saying that that loser is actually
the young master of the Davies family in
B City. He's super powerful. After you
come back home, let's go to J City and
visit them with gifts. We can try to build
a relationship with the Davies family. It's
very beneficial to our family."



After hearing that, Rowan helplessly
sighed and said, "Father, you can give it
up now. Even if we visit them with
precious gifts, we might be driven out."
"Father, I've made a big mistake!"
Chapter 617 She Likes Me
At Gardner's house.
In Casey and Edith's bedroom.
Edith thoughtfully stared at Casey for a
few seconds, as if she were going to
see through Casey with her big clear
eyes.
Being looked at in that way, Casey was
embarrassed and asked, "Is there
anything on my face?"
"No, no. You're not normal today.
Casey, have you concealed anything
from me?" Edith asked thoughtfully.
Casey was stunned at once and asked,
"Why do you say so?"
"You've been not normal since we met
Annabel. For example, when Annabel
invited us to live in her presidential suite
for one night, why did you directly
refuse?" Edith stared at Casey as if she
were interrogating a criminal.
Casey shrugged and said, "We've a
place to live in. Why should we live in
her place? Besides, aren't Fisher and
Anika going to cook us a big meal for us
tomorrow? If we live there, we might not
be able to come back in time."
"Excuse. It's obviously an excuse.
Humph, Casey, you no longer love me,
right?" Edith compressed her lips and
put on an aggrieved expression.
Feeling embarrassed, Casey looked at
her and said, "Darling, how is it possible
that I don't love you? The reason why I
want to come back here is really that



Fisher and Anika are going to cook a big
meal for us tomorrow."
Edith ballooned her cheeks, put her
hands on her hips and said, "I don't
believe it. Don't underestimate the
intuition of women. When I believe
there's something wrong with you, there
must be something wrong with you."
Looking at Edith, Casey secretly agreed
with Edith. There was really something
wrong with the relationship between him
and Annabel. But it was different from
what Edith thought.
Besides, Edith became lovelier and
lovelier after she was pregnant. Casey
wondered if all pregnant women were
like that.
"Well, then I'll tell you. I feel that she
seems to like me, so I don't want to live
with her." Casey said.
Previously, Edith was going to listen to
him seriously. After hearing what he
said, she immediately widened her
eyes.
Then she touched Casey's forehead and
asked, "Casey, do you have a fever?"
Casey rolled his eyes and spoke, "I'm
serious. Didn't you find that she looked
at me in a strange way? Listen, men's
hunch could sometimes be quite right."
Edith stuck out her tongue at Casey.
After knowing the reason why Casey
was not normal today, she was
immediately not suspicious and spoke to
him, "You're a narcissist. In my opinion,
it's you that like her."
"Didn't you really find it? If that's not
true, why did she want me to challenge
the young master of the Chan family? It
already tells something." Casey said



seriously.
"She's as beautiful as a fairy. How is it
possible that she would like you?
Besides, you're already married. Could it
be that she wants to take you away from
me?" Edith lay down on the bed.
Casey silently said "yes" and thought
that that was indeed what Annabel was
thinking.
"Well, go to bed now. We need to help
Fisher and Anika to cook tomorrow."
Edith said.
"Wait. I need Annabel to do me a favor."
Casey said.
"What?" Edith asked.
"Today, I defeated the young master of
the Chan family. Besides, I made him
lose his face in the presence of so many
people. As a young master of a family
like him, he wouldn't let me off. I'm
afraid that he would take revenge later
and that Fisher and his family would be
involved in it. So, I want to take the
initiative to deal with it." Casey said.
Edith nodded. In this respect, Edith
deeply trusted Casey.
"Well, I'll just tell you her cell phone
number. You can make a phone call to
her tomorrow and tell her what you want
her to do yourself. But you mustn't like
her. Understand?" Edith said with her
eyes wide open.
"Yes! My wife's pregnant. How is it
possible that I would like other women?
Tomorrow night, just cook and wait for
me with Fisher and Anika. After I come
back and have dinner, we'll soon go
home." Casey said.
Edith nodded, lay down in Casey's arms
and then slowly fell asleep.



......
On a cliff of Moon Island.
A strong men was standing on the edge
of the cliff. The waves were breaking on
the shore. The moon shone on him,
making him look mysterious.
After a long time, another people came
here, bowed to him and said, "Mr.
Theodore, I've got the information.
Casey is now living in a resident's house
here, and he does come here for a tour."
"Humph, it's indeed difficult to find him.
To find him, I went to J City from B City.
Now, I come to this place. If I don't let
him die in a painful way, it will not match
the effort I made." The strong man said
in a cold voice.
"Mr. Theodore, Casey is not in B City
now. You can take this opportunity to
attack the Davies family. In this way,
when Casey is back, he'll find that the
people of the Davies family have all
been killed. It's fun." The people
standing in front of Theodore said.
"Ho, ho. The Davies family is just a
weak powerful. It's unworthy of my
making effort to deal with it. Father just
asks me to take Casey's head back. For
me, commercial competition is but a
game. When you're as powerful as I am,
you'll find that it is power that is the most
fascinating thing in the world."
"The reason why the Davies family isn't
ruined is that they have Casey as their
head. After I kill him, every problem can
be solved."
Theodore said slowly.
"Yes!" That people flattered him, "Then
when is Mr. Theodore going to attack
Casey?"



"Tomorrow night. Let him live one more
day. Tomorrow night, he'll be dead."
......
In the early morning of the next day,
Casey made a phone call to Annabel
and told Annabel what he wanted her to
do. He asked Annabel to send someone
to give the head of the Chan family a
message: Casey, the head of the
Davies family, had come to the Moon
Island and would visit the Chan family
tonight.
On Moon Island, no one worked for him.
If he went to give the head of the Chan
family this message on his own, it would
be less effective. So, he asked Annabel
to do that.
Annabel was the young lady of the
Thompson family, and now she was
traveling. So Casey was sure that there
must be a few hundred people
protecting her secretly. Therefore,
Annabel could definitely help him.
Annabel understood that Casey wanted
to threaten the people of the Chan
family with his status, so she soon sent
someone to give the message to the
Chan family.
After receiving this message, the head
of the Chan family immediately asked
someone to prepare a banquet.
Although the Chan family developed
quite well in recent years, it was still
quite far from as powerful as the Davies
family in B City. When the head of the
Davies family, an important person,
came, he would certainly entertain him
with care.
At this moment, he still didn't know that
his son was planning to deal with the



head of the Davies family.
In the afternoon, Casey left after saying
a few words to Edith. He told her that he
would come back to have dinner after
dealing with the matter.
It was not a good thing, so Casey didn't
let Edith go with him.
Before, Casey had asked Gardner about
the location of the house of the Chan
family. Now, he was heading for it.
When he arrived at the junction, he felt
that someone was waiting for him at the
corner. He became a little alert. When it
was time for him to make a turn, he
stopped.
Right at this moment, a beautiful girl
wearing a long pink dress and a garland
came out of the corner at once. It was
Annabel.
"He, he, he. Are you scared?" Annabel
asked with a smile.
Casey was a little speechless. He gave
her a glance and asked, "What are you
doing here?"
"I come here to go to the house of the
Chan family with you." Annabel said
while blinking her big eyes.
"My going there alone is enough. You
don't have to go there with me." After
saying that, Casey continued on his
way.
"No, it's not enough. I've told the people
of the Chan family that the head of the
Davies family and his wife would come
to visit them. You can't go there on your
own." Annabel immediately followed him
and took Casey's arm.
Casey immediately got rid of her, stared
at her and said, "What? My wife is Edith.
In any case, you're not eligible to go



there with me."
Annabel instantly stared at Casey with
tears in her eyes, looking aggrieved
while saying, "I'm wrong. If you don't like
it, I won't do that again. Why are you so
angry with me?"
Casey didn't know how to deal with it.
The last person he could cope with was
the girl who knew how to turn her charm
on others.
"Considering that you've sent a
message for me, I allow you to go with
me. However, if you dare to say
anything you shouldn't, I'll turn against
you." Casey spoke while staring at
Annabel.
Annabel's aggrieved expression
immediately turned into a smile. She
went skipping forward.
"Got it. Got it. I won't do that. However,
others might say something. In that
case, don't blame me. After all, I did ask
them to tell the people of the Chan
family that Casey and his wife would
come to visit them."
Chapter 618 Is This How You
Entertain Guests?
The Chan's House.
Arlo Chan, the head of the Chan family,
was busy in directing the people of the
Chan family to arrange the decorations
in the living room to make the house
more luxurious.
This morning he received a letter saying
that the head of the Davies family in B
City would bring his wife to visit them in
the evening. Arlo, who knew the status
of the Davies family in B City, naturally
did not dare to neglect, and immediately
refused all invitations, concentrated on



the home layout, ready to meet the
arrival of the head of the Davies family
and his wife.
Before that, Arlo only knew that the
Davies family was very powerful and
had supremacy in B City. It was not
comparable to his family on the island.
As for the head of the Davies family, he
didn't know who it was.
Therefore, he made people collect all
the information about the head of the
Davies family in the shortest time. After
reading it, he admired Casey heartily.
"He is so young, but has such a bumpy
experience, strong connections,
tyrannical methods, and able to sit firmly
as the head of the Davies family, this
person is quite outstanding," Arlo
muttered to himself.
In fact, his son and the head of the
Davies family were not much different in
age. Thinking of his own son, Arlo felt
angry in his heart. Casey had already
been the head of the Davies family,
while his son only played the field.
"How disappointing he is." Arlo sighed,
then walked to a servant and asked,
"Where is Mylo?"
"Mr. Mylo is in the backyard. He called a
dozen thugs at home. It seems that he
is going to have a fight with someone,"
the servant answered honestly.
Arlo suddenly snorted, frowned and
walked towards the backyard. Today,
the head of the Davies family would be
here. He also thought Mylo and Casey
might have a common topic as they
were at the same age. If his son could
make friends with the head of the
Davies family, it would be great.



However, he didn't expect that his son
planned to go out to start a fight.
"Bastard, if he dares to go out today, I'll
break his leg!"
In the backyard.
Mylo was standing in front of a dozen
burly men, and said aggressively, "I
have already found out where that guy
lives. You will follow me later. As long as
you see him, go and beat him right
away. Don't be merciful. That guy can't
afford to stay in a hotel, and he probably
has no background. Even if he is killed, I
will take responsibility for you. Did you
hear me?"
"Yes!" everyone replied in unison.
Then Mylo turned around to take a
group of people out. At this moment, he
saw Arlo, who was already standing
behind him with a pale face.
Mylo was a little embarrassed, coughed
slightly, smiled and said, "Dad, why are
you here."
Arlo walked directly in front of Mylo,
kicked him on his ass, and cursed,
"Damn it, you only know to go out and
make trouble for others, and you even
want to beat someone to death. How
dare you! You are really lawless!"
"Dad, what I want to do is for the
reputation of the Chan family. Last night,
a stupid guy made me make a fool of
myself in front of everyone in the square
of the Crescent Hotel. I was humiliated.
He doesn't pay attention to the Chan
family at all. If we don't teach that guy a
hard lesson, people will look down on us
in the future," Mylo explained
immediately.
Arlo glared at him, and said coldly, "I



don't care your dignity. Later, the head
of the Davies family in B City will be
here. You must show up at that time.
The head of the Davies family is about
the same age as you. If you can
become his friend, it will be of great
benefit to the Chan family. As for you to
teach that person, do it another day."
"Okay, I see, I'm sure to show up later,
okay?" Mylo answered.
Arlo glared at him again, then turned
back to the living room and continued to
command.
Mylo watched Arlo go, turned around
and looked at the dozen thugs, and
said, "It only needs a short time to beat
up that guy. I'll just rush back before the
head of the Davies family arrives. Let's
go out through the back door and move
faster.!"
A group of people immediately followed
Mylo out through the back door.
On the way, Casey and Annabel walked
in the direction of the Chan's house.
Casey was expressionless all the way,
and Annabel was like a magpie, walking
around Casey, very happy.
It seemed that being able to walk alone
with Casey on the road was a very
happy thing for her.
"Casey, in fact, actually, it's only good to
marry more wives, and there's no harm.
My father has several women besides
my mother. They all get along well. It's
very conservative of you to marry only
one woman in your life," Annabel said
as she walked.
Casey was speechless. While walking
along the road, Annabel had already
told him the benefits of polygyny for a



long time.
Annabel was also a little helpless. She
found that Casey couldn't leave Edith no
matter what, so she had to settle for
second best and ask Casey to marry
her.
Just as Annabel continued to instill in
Casey the notion of polygyny, Mylo also
brought a group of thugs to this road.
Mylo noticed Annabel next to Casey at a
glance, and then his gaze fell on Casey.
"How lucky I am. I still want to go to your
place to find you, but I didn't expect you
to come by yourself." Mylo sneered,
waved to the thugs behind him. Those
thugs rushed up and surrounded Casey
and Annabel.
Casey didn't expect to meet Mylo on the
way to the Chan family. Mylo seemed to
come for him.
"Boy, I happen to be looking for you. I
didn't expect to meet you here. You can
only blame yourself for your bad luck.
You should pay for what you did last
night," Mylo said, looking at Casey
sullenly.
Casey looked calm. He went to the
Chan family to solve this matter, as long
as Mylo did not cause trouble to
Gardner's family, it was fine to solve this
matter anyway.
"I am going to talk to your father about
this matter now. Are you sure you want
to stop me here?" Casey asked in reply.
Mylo laughed, full of mockery at Casey.
"Are you fucking crazy? Do you want to
talk to my dad about this? Pee and take
a look at whi you are. Is it possible that
you still want to ask my dad to give you
justice?"



When the dozen thugs heard Mylo's
words, they all laughed.
When the dozen thugs heard Mylo's
words, they all laughed.
"Then how do you want to solve this?"
Casey asked.
Mylo glanced at Casey, then moved his
gaze to Annabel, his eyes full of greed.
"It's very simple. If you don't want to be
beaten to death, then let this beauty go
back with me. If she makes me
comfortable at night, I will naturally let
you go. Otherwise, you may not leave
Moon Island alive," Mylo said with a
sneer.
Annabel heard what he said, and
immediately snorted, and said angrily,
"You are too shameless. Who is going
to serve you? How dare you say such
words in front of my future husband, he
will definitely not let you go."
"Future husband? Are you his fiancée?
If that's the case, it would be even more
exciting." Mylo's smile turned wretched.
Although Casey was a bit speechless
about Annabel's words, he didn't bother
to explain, and said to Mylo, "Go and
call your dad over, and then kneel and
kowtow to admit your mistake. I can
spare you one time. Otherwise, even
god will not be able to save you."
Mylo glanced at Casey contemptuously,
and said, "Don't be pretentious. On
Moon Island, my Chan family is the
most powerful. Who are you? It is just a
piece of a cke to kill you!"
After speaking, he gave the thugs a
gesture, and the thugs immediately
rushed towards Casey.
Casey moved quickly, with one punch,



knocking all the thugs Mylo had brought
to the ground, and then he came to
Mylo, slapped him in the face, and
directly caused him to fall to the ground.
In the distance, someone from the Chan
family, who secretly followed to look on
passively, was so scared that he ran
back to the Chan's house and told Arlo
about it.
Arlo came over in a hurry, and was a
little surprised when he saw a group of
people lying on the ground. When he
saw Casey, his look changed even more
and he blurted out, "Lord... Lord Davies,
why are you here? "
Casey turned his head and glanced at
Arlo, and said coldly, "Is this the way the
Chan family entertains guests?"
Chapter 619 I Had Given Him a
Chance
The atmosphere in the living room of the
Chan's house was a bit solemn.
Casey and Annabel sat on the sofa and
looked at Arlo and Mylo standing in front
of them.
"Lord Davies, I'm really sorry. If I knew
that this bastard was going to trouble
you and your wife, I would have broken
his leg. Please do not be angry. I will
definitely give you an explanation. "
Arlo said to Casey with a guilty
expression on his face, then turned to
look at Mylo, kicked him and cursed,
"Dozy bastard. How dare you make
trouble for Lord Davies. Do you want to
put the Chan family into the abyss of
suffering?"
Mylo was already a lot more quiet at this
time, a little afraid to look at Arlo. How
could he know the guy who made him



embarrassed last night turned out to be
the head of the Davies in B City.
"Your son is not only making trouble for
Casey. He also wants to plot against
me. Lord Chan, if you don't give us a
reasonable explanation, my husband
will not let you go," Annabel said
seriously.
When Casey heard this, he immediately
turned his head and glared at her. Since
he was in the Chan family now, it was
not better to refute Annabel directly, so
he could only give her a warning look.
Annabel had a playful look, didn't take
Casey's warning seriously, and
narrowed her eyes mischievously.
After Arlo heard Annabel's words, he
clenched his fist immediately, turned his
head and glared at Mylo, and said
quickly, "Mrs. Davies, don't worry, I will
give you a reasonable explanation."
Casey sighed. It seemed that Annabel
was treated as his wife and he couldn't
explain it clearly.
"Rebellious! Hurry to kneel down and
apologize to Lord Davies and Mrs.
Davies!" Arloshouted at Mylo.
Mylo looked at Arlo a little unconvinced,
and said, "Dad, I just..."
"What are you just? I asked you to
kneel. Don't talk so much nonsense."
Arlo slapped Mylo's face.
Mylo held his face and slowly knelt in
front of Casey and Annabel.
"Apologize!" Arlo said.
"I'm sorry." Mylo said in a barely audible
voice.
Arlo kicked Mylo without saying a word,
and shouted, "Speak louder!"
"I'm sorry." Mylo raised the volume this



time, but there was some impatience in
his voice.
"Lord Davies, my son has been spoiled
by me since he was a child, and he did
this kind of wrong thing. Please forgive
him this time. He has already knelt down
and apologized. I will certainly educate
him well in the future and prevent him
from making such mistakes again." Arlo
pleaded.
Casey suddenly sneered and said, "Lord
Chan, your son has no sincerity in
apologizing. I'm afraid I can't forgive him
so easily."
Arlo immediately showed a hint of
embarrassment on his face, and said,
"You are right, Lord Davies. My son is
really ill-bred. Could you tell me how can
you forgive him. I will definitely do what
you say."
"I have given him a chance before and
let him kneel down to apologize, but
unfortunately he refused. I am a
principled person. Since he did not
cherish the opportunity given to him,
then I will not show mercy anymore."
"But since he is your son, I can punish
him lightly."
"Broken his arms, I won't pursue this
matter anymore."
Casey said his request calmly.
Both Arlo's and Mylo's expressions
changed. They didn't expect Casey's
light punishment to be so terrifying.
Annabel felt the infinite charm from
Casey's temperament that easily
determined a person's fate, and her
eyes became brighter.
"Lord Davies, breaking both arms is too
serious. My family can pay you financial



compensation. As long as you say how
much you want, I will definitely pay,"
Arlo said.
"I am not short of money. What I just
said is my bottom line. If you are
reluctant, then I will do it myself," Casey
said lightly.
Mylo showed a brutal look in his eyes,
stood up directly from the ground, and
said to Arlo, "Dad you have also seen
this person, this person is so excessive.
Why do we have to be polite to him? He
is the head of the Davies family, but
here is Moon Island. Here is our
territory, he is so excessive, even if we
kill him, no one can find out that we did
it."
"What nonsense are you talking about!
Hurry up and shut up!" Arlo looked at
Mylo in shock, but he didn't expect him
to say something like this.
"Dad, he wants to break my arms. Is it
possible that you still have to help him at
this time?" Mylo yelled angrily.
Arlo also sighed helplessly. At this
moment, he didn't know what to do.
Mylo looked at Casey viciously, took out
his phone, and said, "Wait for me, I'll call
someone. Since you are so arrogant..."
Before he could finish his words, Casey
stood up, walked to Mylo, threw the
phone in his hand on the ground, and
then grabbed one of his shoulders and
exerted force. With a click, Mylo
screamed.
It happened in a flash, Mylo had no idea
what happened, and then there was a
sharp pain in his arm.
Arlo looked dumbfounded, and it took a
minute for him to react.



"Lord Davies, you... what are you doing,
let go of my son, why is his arm hanging
down?" Arlo asked anxiously.
"Dad, my arm is broken, you...you call
for help!" Mylo shouted with a pained
expression on his face.
Expression on Arlo's face suddenly
changed. At this time, he didn't care
about anything, and immediately called
for someone.
Casey slowly said, "Stop, you should
have seen my skill just now. Before you
call someone, I can easily kill both of
you. And others will not notice it, even if
I continue to play on this island for a few
days, there will still be no trouble. I can
leave calmly."
Arlo's body froze all of a sudden, he did
not doubt Casey's strength at all. As the
head of the Davies family, he would not
use such words to fool him.
"Lord Davies, please forgive us. My son
is not sensible, please give him another
chance, if both of his arms are
abolished, his life will be over!" Arlo
begged for mercy.
Casey glanced at Mylo and said, "Didn't
I tell you that I gave him a chance, but
he didn't cherish it. He is ignorant, but it
cannot be a reason for me to forgive
him. I hope he can learn a lesson after I
break his arms this time."
As soon as the voice fell, Casey's hand
was placed on Mylo's other shoulder
again. Mylo's arm dropped immediately
as soon as Casey
moved.
Chapter 620 My Name Is Theodore
Turner
When Casey and Annabel came out of



the Chan's House, the island had
already been enveloped in darkness,
and the colorful lights all over the Moon
Island had also been lit up. A full moon
hung in the sky, setting off the entire
island to be extremely beautiful.
"Casey, you were so handsome just
now. You really pull me, and you
deserve my favor," Annabel said
happily.
Casey glanced at Annabel, but replied
indifferently, "Go away."
Annabel immediately clenched her small
fist and said angrily, "How can you be so
rude to me, do you really think I have no
temper?"
Casey immediately laughed and said,
"Since I make you so angry, then you
should leave as soon as possible. It's
best not to come to me in the future, so
that you won't be pissed off by me."
Annabel rolled her eyes and raised her
head and said, "Well, don't think I can't
see through your tricks. You deliberately
made me angry, and then took the
opportunity to get rid of me. I won't be
fooled."
Casey sighed helplessly, and recalled
the fear of being badgered by Lily.
He had never expected that Annabel
would appear after he finally convinced
Lily, which made him really troubled.
He stopped talking to Annabel and
continued to walk forward.
Annabel hurriedly followed without
speaking, just enjoying the quiet and
beauty of walking with Casey.
The difference from Lily was that
although Annabel was sometimes
naughty and made some jokes with



Casey, she still had a touch of
gentleness in her essence, with unerring
sense of comedy which made Casey
helpless but did not annoy him.
While Lily was a little immature girl. She
was stubborn. She would try her best to
get the thing she wanted. Annabel had
the same purpose as Lily, but she didn't
force Casey to be with her. Except for a
few jokes, what she did was always
showing Casey her charm.
She wanted Casey to like her from the
bottom of his heart, instead of grabbing
Casey blindly.
When she also had a place in Casey's
heart, even if she didn't plague Casey,
Casey wouldn't let her leave.
When passing a cliff, Casey stopped
suddenly and turned to look at the top of
the cliff. There, a figure appeared.
Although only the outline could be seen,
Casey could feel that the man was also
looking at him.
Casey felt a strong danger from that
figure, which he had never had before.
Annabel also stopped, glanced at the
top of the cliff with some doubts, and
asked, "What's the matter?"
"Nothing." Casey turned back and
continued to walk forward.
At this moment, a man appeared in front
of the two people, blocking their way.
"Since you've seen it, why don't you go
up there and meet it?" the man said.
"Who are you?" Casey asked warily.
"Turner" the man said lightly.
Casey's heart sank, and his eyes
narrowed. He didn't expect people from
the Turner family to follow him here.
He turned his head and glanced at



Annabel on the side, and said, "You go
find Edith now and take her away from
Moon Island. This time I owe you a
favor, and I will repay it twice in the
future."
Annabel could see that Casey hadn't
joked with her. She who knew Casey's
real life experience naturally knew the
hatred between the Turner family and
Casey.
"Okay." Annabel nodded.
Casey stepped forward and stood in
front of that man. If the man tried to stop
Annabel, Casey would attacked him
instantly.
Now Casey didn't know how many
people the Turner family sent to Moon
Island, nor whether the the Turner family
had found Edith, so he could only ask
Annabel to find Edith as soon as
possible, and he spun things out here.
Seeing Casey's reaction, the man
smiled, and said, "Don't worry, only me
and Mr. Theodore are here this time,
and Mr. Theodore's goal is only you. As
for the others, they are no more than
ants in the eyes of Mr. Theodore. He is
not bored enough to care about some
ants."
After speaking, the man turned and
walked over the cliff.
"Casey, why don't you go to Edith with
me. Let's leave here first. There are a lot
people following me and they may be
able to cope with them," Annabel said.
Casey shook his head and said, "Since
they have found me, they would not give
up. Although I am not afraid of the
Turner family, I can't do much on this
island. It is not clear how many people



from the Turner are here. I'm afraid they
will hurt Edith if I just leave.Please help
me take Edith out of here, and I will
meet the person on the cliff."
Hearing Casey's words, Annabel did not
continue to persuade him. In this case,
Casey's judgment was more reliable
than her, and it was indeed the best way
to do so.
"Then I'll go to Edith. Be careful!"
Annabel said.
Casey nodded, then turned and walked
over the cliff.
The sea breeze was blowing gently. The
further away Casey went, the more
indescribable a feeling appeared in his
heart.
Casey believed in intuition. Sometimes,
intuition could play a certain role as an
early warning.
The people sent by the Turner family
this time were just not trivial.
But he didn't have any fear, even if he
was in a passive situation this time, as
long as Edith was okay, then he would
have the confidence to escape from the
Turner family.
Once he left Moon Island and returned
to the mainland, after being able to
borrow the power of Guanling, Casey
would have no fear of the Turner family.
This cliff was very high, nearly a
hundred meters, and it took Casey a
long time to reach the top. Of course, he
also walked slowly on purpose to buy
time for Annabel and Edith.
The man standing at the top had been
facing the sea, looking out, deep in
contemplation. He just stood there, but
giving people a feeling of being unable



to approach.
"How dare you, a descendant of a man
who was abandoned by his family,
compete with the Turner family. And
Finn Turner even lost his life because of
this. You are really courageous."
Just as Casey stopped, the man facing
the sea said coldly.
"He deserves to die, not only Finn,
everyone in the Turner family has been
written on my death list. I will kill all of
you, to avenge my grandfather,
including you two," Casey said.
The man just smiled and looked very
contemptuous.
"Before you do it, tell me your name. I
don't want to kill an unknown person."
Casey's eyes narrowed.
The man turned around directly, his
sharp gaze was like a blade, across
Casey's body.
"My name is Theodore Turner! I come
here to kill you. Do you understand?"
Chapter 621 The Power of Theodore
"I'm afraid you don't have the ability!"
Casey snorted coldly, and the aura on
his body suddenly exploded, releasing
the power of his whole body to the apex.
He could feel the danger on Theodore.
When he came up just now, he also
observed the surroundings and
determined that there were only three of
them on the cliff, which also showed the
other party's confidence in his own
strength.
So Casey planned to do his best this
time. He wanted to directly defeat the
two people on the cliff, so he could go to
meet Edith quickly.
Theodore felt the aura erupting from



Casey, and raised his eyebrows. It
seemed that he didn't expect Casey to
have such a strong aura.
"It seems that you are not as simple as I
thought. It is interesting. I thought you
were another boring guy who would be
killed by me with one movement. Maybe
you will give me some surprises."
Theodore said with a smile, and then
rushed towards Casey.
The other person just stood on the side
and watched quietly, and had no
intention of making a move.
Casey didn't neglect at all. After seeing
Theodore's movements, he directly
punched out and hit Theodore in the
face.
Theodore narrowed his eyes and
immediately raised his hand to grasp
Casey's fist. A huge power burst out
suddenly. Theodore's body had to
retreat backwards, unloading all the
power from Casey's fist.
There was obvious surprise in the eyes
of both people. Casey was surprised
that Theodore was able to resist his full
punch without any damage. Theodore
was surprised that Casey's punch could
explode with such a powerful force,
which was completely beyond his
expectation.
"Unexpectedly, you can play such a
powerful force with only your physical
strength. Among those people I have
seen in my life, you are the only one
who can exert such a powerful physical
strength," Theodore said with some
excitement.
Casey was naturally aware of the
strength of his body. The medicine his



master used that special mushroom to
make for him back then made his
physical strength surpass the limits of
normal humans.
It was with such a tyrannical physical
strength that Casey had the opportunity
to succeed in climbing.
However, seeing that Theodore was just
a little surprised, Casey very puzzled.
He didn't think that there were people in
this world whose physical power could
surpass him.
"You are the first one who can resist my
punch with all my strength, but I don't
know if you can resist a few more
punches!"
Casey didn't waste any time, and rushed
toward Theodore again.
A faint sneer hung on Theodore's lips,
and his figure moved with the wind,
instantly fighting with Casey.
Casey broke out with all his strength.
This strength was not something
ordinary people could bear. If he were
Kacper, he would have been seriously
injured by Casey.
Theodore blocked Casey's attacks with
effortless artistry. Although Casey could
feel that Theodore had been struggling,
his strength still shocked Casey.
Casey relied on his master's prescription
and the magic mushroom to get his
current power, so how did Theodore
achieve such a terrifying strength?
After dozens of moves, Casey seized
the opportunity, gritted his teeth, and
smashed Theodore with a heavy fist.
This time, Theodore failed to hold the
huge strength of Casey's fist, retreated
seven or eight meters behind, barely



stopped, and then vomited blood.
"You are not my opponent," Casey said
coldly while watching Theodore vomit
blood.
Theodore wiped the blood from the
corner of his mouth, but an excited smile
appeared on his face, "Unexpectedly, a
person who only relies on physical
strength can achieve this level of
strength. Even if my teacher will
definitely be quite shocked."
"I used my inner strength to protect my
body and used my physical strength to
fight against this guy And I was even
beaten to vomit blood. His strength is
probably the strongest among the outer
strengths."
"Fine, I'm here to kill him today. Even if I
am curious about how his physical
power was trained, I can't keep him in
the world."
Casey didn't know what Theodore was
muttering. He frowned and looked at
him, and said, "You can let your man
help you. Even if you two get together, I
will beat you up."
"It's not necessary yet. No matter how
strong your physical strength is, there is
an upper limit. Next, I will kill you."
Theodore said, and then his breathing
method immediately changed, and his
aura suddenly changed, and Casey felt
a crisis in an instant.
Immediately afterwards, Casey saw
Theodore's figure transform into an
afterimage. Almost in the blink of an
eye, he had rushed to him.
Casey's pupils shrank sharply, and he
quickly raised his hand to block
Theodore's fist, but at this time



Theodore's fist had already hit Casey's
chest.
A force that made Casey unimaginable
exploded, and went straight to Casey's
chest. The next second, Casey's body
flew upside down and rolled on the
ground several times before stopping.
Casey gritted his teeth and got up from
the ground, looking at Theodore in
disbelief. At that moment, Casey felt the
threat of death. If it weren't for his strong
physique, Theodore's punch just now
might have killed him.
"Why is your strength completely
different from just now? There was a
strange force in your fist, extremely
tough. What kind of power is that?"
Casey asked with pain.
Theodore smiled and shook his fist, and
said, "Before that I was just playing
around with you. Now, what I show is
my real strength."
"As for the power I just used, you are a
dying person, what use is it to know?"
After speaking, Theodore walked
towards Casey.
Casey gave birth to a sense of
powerlessness for the first time. The
strength that Theodore showed just now
was completely beyond his imagination.
The strength he has always been proud
of is so vulnerable in front of Theodore,
which made him feel a strong sense of
frustration.
"It's not that easy to kill me!"
Casey roared and rushed towards
Theodore again, trying to get a chance.
A playful smile appeared on the corner
of Theodore's mouth, and the moment
Casey rushed over, he had already



moved.
With a bang.
Theodore's fist hit Casey's stomach, and
Casey spurted out a mouthful of blood,
softened directly in front of Theodore,
and was about to fall to the ground.
Theodore grabbed Casey's collar like a
dead fish, his eyes full of contempt.
"Trash is always just a trash. Your
grandfather is a trash. You, as his a
grandson, are the same as him. It's no
wonder that your grandfather would be
kicked out of the Turner family. If you
are still in the Turner family, I'm afraid
the whole Turner family will be dragged
down by you." Theodore sneered.
"Fuck your mother!" Casey gritted his
teeth, feeling weak.
Theodore snorted and said, "Now I give
you a chance. Kneel down and admit
that your grandfather is a trash and you
are an incompetent person who is not
as good as a dog. I will kill you directly.
Otherwise, I will let you die in pain."
Casey's eyes flushed. He stared at
Theodore, and then used his last
strength, shouting every word,
"No way!"
Chapter 622 What Can I Do If You Die
Theodore looked at Casey with a sneer,
an evil arc formed at the corner of his
mouth, and he said, "This is what you
asked for, so don't blame me for being
impolite!"
After speaking, Theodore punched
Casey's chest again, and a huge burst
of power broke out, and Casey vomited
another mouthful of blood, his face
turned pale a little.
"What?" Theodore looked at Casey a



little strangely, and gave an exclamation
of surprise.
"Ordinary people would have broken
their bones a long time ago with such a
punch from me. Now you've taken two
punches from me, and there's nothing
wrong with your bones. It seems that
your body is quite unusual," Theodore
murmured.
Casey looked at Theodore with erratic
look, and didn't care what he said. He
was already dizzy and unconscious.
"If you are favored by my teacher, and
get a little guidance from him, it won't
take many years before you become a
Grandmaster in C Country. Even I envy
your potential."
"Unfortunately, you won't survive today,
no matter how good your potential is, it's
meaningless."
After speaking, Theodore raised his
hand again, intending to break Casey's
arm first to make him feel the pain.
At this moment, several men quickly
rushed behind Theodore, still holding a
dagger in their hands, piercing
Theodore's vitals.
Theodore narrowed his eyes, and his
raised hand instantly changed its
direction, slapped the face of the man
who was in front of him, and made him
seven or eight meters away.
The person from the Turner family who
had been standing by the side also
noticed the changes on the cliff, and
immediately said, "Mr. Theodore, there
seem to be dozens of men rushing
towards us, the origin of which is
unknown."
Theodore held Casey's collar in one



hand, and quickly solved the few people
who rushed in front of him, and snorted
coldly, "A bunch of mobs. Now that they
come here for death, then I will satisfy
their hunger for death."
With that said, he threw Casey directly
on the ground, intending to deal with the
people who appeared suddenly, and
then torture Casey.
In the blink of an eye, dozens of men
surrounded Theodore, and the person
from the Turner family also fought a few
men.
Theodore deal with the dozens of
people who suddenly appeared without
difficulty. Basically, he could beat one
person with one movement. After a
while, nearly half of them fell.
At this moment, there was a roar of the
motorcycle engine, and a beautiful
woman riding on the motorcycle
appeared here. It was Annabel.
The dozens of men that suddenly
appeared were the masters of the
Thompson family that she brought when
she came to Moon Island.
At that time, Annabel wanted to follow
Casey's request to find Edith and take
Edith away, but she worried about
Casey. Out of selfishness, Annabel
ordered a member of her family to find
Edith, and she stayed and arranged the
family by her side gathered together.
Although Casey might blame her for
doing so, she couldn't watch Casey take
the risk alone, and she didn't want to
see Casey have an accident compared
to Casey blaming her.
Seeing Theodore fighting with dozens of
men and the masters who fell on the



ground, Annabel was shocked. The
people arranged by the family for her
were all first-class masters. These
people looked so weak in front of
Theodore. He made them fall to the
ground with a punch. How strong was
this man from the Turner family?
Soon, Annabel found Casey who was
dying on the ground, frowned slightly,
and quickly rushed over on a
motorcycle.
There was a hint of luck in her heart.
Fortunately, she didn't leave directly,
otherwise Casey would really die today.
Riding a motorcycle to the side of
Casey, Annabel quickly pulled Casey
up, let him sit behind her, and then left
here quickly.
"You... why are you back?" Casey asked
Annabel, holding on to his last trace of
consciousness.
"You are stupid, if I don't come, you will
die today. If you die, what should I do?"
Annabel seemed to be wronged, and
tears flashed in her eyes.
Casey's chest was suffocated at this
time. He felt extremely uncomfortable,
but after hearing Annabel's words, he
couldn't help but laugh.
Shouldn't it be Edith's line? Why could
she say it so naturally, as if the two of
them have been together for a long
time.
Annabel didn't talk nonsense with Casey
anymore, and was about to leave here
on a motorcycle. At this time, Theodore
had already noticed the situation here.
After seeing Annabel trying to save
Casey, he snorted. Then he moved
quickly and rushed to them.



Theodore's speed was very fast. Before
Annabel's motorcycle sped up,
Theodore was already in front of them.
"I only wanted to kill him today. Mind
your own frigging business! Otherwise, I
will kill you as well." Theodore snorted
coldly.
"Hurry up and get out of the way, or I will
run into you and you life will die,"
Annabel frowned and said.
Theodore laughed, glanced at the
motorcycle Annabel was riding, and
said, "With it? You can try."
Annabel was anxious. This guy could
almost kill Casey who had succeeded in
climb the ladder, which was enough to
show his strength. As a lady of the
Thompson family, Annabel knew that
there were some people in the world
who were so powerful that even science
couldn't tell the reason. Theodore was
probably one of them.
She hesitated for a moment, then gritted
her teeth, squeezed the accelerator, and
a roar sounded. Then, the motorcycle
turned its head and ran to the other
side.
Seeing Annabel run away, Theodore
curled his lips and quickly chased her.
"Why is this person so perverted, he can
catch up with me on a motorcycle."
Annabel glanced back, frowning her
eyebrows.
Seeing that there was no road ahead,
and the steep cliff on the other side,
Annabel felt desperate.
At this time Theodore increased his
speed, then he jumped up, and a flying
kick came towards Casey's back.
Upon seeing this, Annabel turned



quickly, trying to hide.
Theodore kicked on the rear of the
motorcycle. The tremendous force made
the motorcycle lose its balance and
rushed out to the side.
Annabel suddenly screamed because
Theodore's kick just made the
motorcycle rush toward the cliff.
It was too late, and the whole process
just took a second or two. When
Annabel reacted, the motorcycle had
already jumped out of the cliff and fell
into the rough sea below.
Chapter 623 Down the Cliff
On the cliff, dozens of men fell to the
ground, and there was no movement.
Theodore stood in front of the last
person who could still breathe, looking
cold.
"You killed our young lady, the
Thompson family will definitely not let
you go!" The man gritted his teeth and
shouted at Theodore.
"The Thompson family, the one in the R
Country?" Theodore said lightly.
"Since you know it, then take the
initiative to go to the Thompson family to
confess your guilt, otherwise you will not
end well," the man continued speaking.
Theodore laughed and asked, "Do you
know who I am?"
The man was taken aback for a
moment, and suddenly felt that
Theodore was hitting the point. He really
didn't know who the man in front of him
was, and he was far from R Country. As
long as Theodore used some methods,
on one could find out what happened
here.
"Actually, it doesn't matter to tell you. I'm



Theodore from the Turner family,"
Theodore spoke slowly.
The man's eyes widened. As the world's
top family, he naturally heard the name
of the Turner family.
"It's just that you may not be able to
send the news back."
After speaking, Theodore raised his foot
and stepped on the man's neck. With
force, the man struggled twice, and then
there was no movement.
After killing the last person, Theodore
walked to the edge of the cliff and
glanced under the pitch-black cliff,
where there was the sound of waves
hitting the rocks.
Even he himself did not expect that such
a change would happen, and the young
lady from the Thompson family rushed
down the cliff with Casey.
The person from the Turner family
walked behind Theodore and said, "Mr.
Theodore, the strength of the Thompson
family should not be underestimated.
Although the people here have been
killed, it is not certain whether there are
some people that have slipped away. If
this thing spreads out, the Turner may
become the Thompson family's enemy."
"It's okay. It's is Moon Island. It's not
easy to find out. What's more, it's just
the Thompson family. In the past, the
Turner family might scruple their
existence, but it won't happen in the
future. I, Theodore, will let the Turner
family step on a new level!"
Theodore was domineering, and there
was an unrivaled aura all over his body.
The man from the Turner family was
also shocked by Theodore's momentum,



and he immediately said, "You are
right!"
"Is it possible for the two of them to
survive if they fall from here?" Theodore
asked.
The man glanced under the cliff and
said, "It's a hundred meters high from
here to the bottom, and there is endless
sea water below. The place where they
can climb to the shore is also a few
kilometers away. Casey was hurt badly
by you, and the other one was a weak
woman. If they really survived, it would
be a miracle. I don't think that wimp is so
favored by God."
Theodore laughed, then turned and
walked under the cliff.
"Just deal with it here. Casey is dead.
Let the news go. Even if we don't do
anything, the enemies of the Davies
family will definitely not let them go."
"Yes!"
...
At Gardner's house.
Fisher and Anika were busy working in
the kitchen. Gardner was also on the
sidelines. Edith stood aside and wanted
to go up and help, but was stopped by
Fisher and Anika.
"Fisher, Anika, let me help you, or else I
will be idle and have nothing to do,"
Edith said.
"No need, you are delicate, just let
Gardner do this kind of thing. You go sit
and wait, we'll be done soon," Anika
said with a smile.
Edith could only walk to the table and
sat down, and took a look at the time by
the way, thinking that Casey had been
out for so long, and logically he should



have dealt with the trouble. Why hadn't
he returned yet?
Thinking about asking where Casey was
now, Edith took out her phone and
called Casey.
"The phone you dialed is turned off." A
cold voice came from the phone.
Edith frowned immediately, and
muttered, "Why does this guy turn off
the phone? Is it possible that he is afraid
that I will disturb him?"
But she didn't think too much, put her
phone aside, and continued to wait.
After a short while, Fisher and Anika
cooked all the dishes and brought them
to the table. A large table was full of
delicious food. All of them were Fisher
and Anika's best dishes. Just a glance
could arouse people's infinite appetite.
"Edith, it is because you and Casey are
here that my parents are willing to cook
so many dishes. If I were at home, I
would only have to eat pickles." Gardner
put down the last dish and joked.
Fisher and Anika glared at him
immediately. Anika said, "Are we
starving you? If you have an opinion,
don't eat this meal today."
Gardner hurriedly begged for mercy and
sat down at the dining table.
"What did Casey do, why hasn't he
come back?" Anika glanced at Edith and
asked.
"He has something to deal with. I called
him just now, but his phone is turned off.
It may be dead. He should be back in a
while," Edith said.
Anika nodded and said with a smile, "It's
okay, don't worry, just wait for Casey."
Edith snorted, but there was a sense of



uneasiness in her heart. It was the first
time that Casey's phone was turned off
in such a long time. Casey didn't play
with his phone very much. Normally,
there was no problem in standby for one
day. It was reasonable to say that it
would not run out of power. And Casey
also told Edith that in order for her to
contact him at any time, he would keep
his phone turned on for 24 hours.
Could it be that those in the Chan family
were too difficult to deal with, even
Casey couldn't handle it?
Edith groaned for a while, then picked
up her phone and called Casey.
It was still off.
Edith thought for a while, then dialed
Annabel's number.
Her phone was also turned off..
Edith suddenly became a little anxious,
and several thoughts appeared in her
mind.
"Fisher, Anika, maybe you guys eat first,
I will look for Casey outside and ask him
to come back quickly."
Edith stood up and walked outside.
At this moment, a man appeared in the
house. After seeing Edith, he asked,
"Are you Edith?"
Edith looked at the strange man in front
of her with some confusion, then
nodded, "Yes, what's the matter?"
"Please pack your things right now and
leave here with me. I have already
found the boat. Except for your
valuables, don't take the rest. The most
important thing is to leave here first," the
man said.
Edith immediately felt a sense of
alertness, and Fisher and his family of



three were also a little puzzled, not
knowing what the person who appeared
suddenly wanted to do.
"I don't know you at all, why should I go
with you?"
The man sighed helplessly, then took
out a necklace and said, "I came to pick
you up at Miss Annabel's order. She
said that you will understand if you see
this."
Edith stared at the necklace and her
pupils shrank. It was Annabel's
necklace.
"What the hell is going on, you make it
clear first," Edith asked.
"After our lady and Mr. Casey finished
dealing with the Chan family's affairs,
they ran into two people who claimed to
be from the Turner family on the way
back. One of the two people was
superb. Our companions were killed by
him. Miss Annabel and Mr. Casey
rushed down the cliff on their
motorcycles, hovering between life and
death," the man explained with some
pain.
When Edith heard what he said, she
only felt pain, her body softened, and
she fainted.
Chapter 624 Tenacity
In J City.
CZ Community, Edith's house, in the
living room.
The atmosphere was a little serious.
Nicholas and Jennifer sat on the sofa
and said nothing.
Conor, Charles, Morgan and the others
all stood on the side with gloomy faces,
silent.
Lily curled up on the chair next to her,



she was already crying. There were two
clear tear streaks on her face, and her
beautiful big eyes were already swollen
from crying.
"Let's not be so pessimistic for the time
being. That person said that Casey and
their young lady rushed down the cliff
and were not killed directly. Now no one
knows whether they are alive or dead.
Casey has always been blessed, may
he is alive."
Conor saw that the atmosphere in the
living room was so dignified that he was
about to suffocate, and he said
something first.
"Casey will never die. He hasn't watched
me chase his son, how could he die like
this?" Lily shouted hoarsely.
Although her words sounded like a joke,
no one could laugh at this moment.
At this moment Edith was lying on the
bed in the bedroom, her face was pale,
her eyes were staring straight at the
ceiling, and she was thinking of scene
after scene that happened to her in the
past with Casey.
The bed sheet on her head had been
soaked with tears, but Edith was lying
motionless here as if she had lost
consciousness, like a dead body.
It had been two days since she returned
from Moon Island. That night, the man
from the the Thompson family found
Edith and explained the reason. After
Edith fainted, she was sent back to J
City by boat overnight.
On the way back, the person from the
Thompson family had already sent a
letter to the Thompson family, asking
them to come to the Moon Island to



search for Casey and Annabel.
However, the whereabouts of the two
people are still unknown.
After Edith returned to J City, the first
thing she did when she woke up was to
ask Charles and Conor to send
someone to Moon Island and do the
same thing as the Thompson family.
However, the cliff where Casey and
Annabel fell down stretched for several
kilometers. Under the cliff was the deep
sea, and there was no diving beach for
people to stop. The people from Conor
and the Thompson family searched for
two days and two nights, but didn't find
any clue.
In the deep sea, there were countless
kinds of fishes, among which there were
fishes that eat carrion. The local
fishermen judged that the Casey and
Annabel had probably been eaten by
the big fishes, so they couldn't find any
clues.
There were also some people who fell
off a cliff on the island. Anyone that fell
from a cliff had never been successfully
retrieved once.
This news was undoubtedly devastating
for Edith and all those connected with
Casey. Most people had to accept this
fact, but only a few people were
unwilling to believe it and firmly believed
that Casey was still alive.
The news was still being blocked. On
the surface of J City, it was still calm,
and many people would still talk about
Casey's deeds when chatting.
After a long time, Edith sat up from the
bed and wiped her tears with her hands.
If it was before, she might just let herself



cry and forget everything and immersed
in sadness, but now she was pregnant,
she must consider the child in her belly.
And Edith also firmly believed that
Casey couldn't die so easily. He had
promised her that he would protect her
forever.
So now she must cheer up. Casey's
disappearance must not be kept for
long, and most people would not think
that Casey was just missing like her. If
the outside world confirmed that Casey
was dead, whether it was for the Davies
family or TY Group and all corporate
forces that had a relationship with
Casey would face an immeasurable
disaster.
These were Casey's lands. Now Casey
was not there. As his wife, Edith was
obliged to fight for Casey. At the very
least, she couldn't let the Davies family
fall.
And blindly sadness would only make
her body worse, for her and Casey's
child, she couldn't continue to immerse
herself in the sadness willfully.
Edith stood up, took a deep breath,
reached out to touch her stomach, and
walked out of the room.
The door opened, and everyone's eyes
fell on Edith.
Between Edith's eyebrows, there was
more tenacity and inexplicable
persistence than usual.
"From today, I will be responsible for all
the affairs of the Davies family until
Casey returns safely!"
...
Guanling, Huxin Island.
Terence was sitting at his desk, working



with a thick stack of documents.
At this time, a person rushed in from the
outside in a hurry and knelt directly in
front of Terence on one knee.
"What's the matter? Why are you
panicked?" Terence raised his head and
glanced at the man.
"My lord, I just got the news, Lord
Casey... Lord Casey was attacked on
Moon Island and fell from a hundred?meter cliff. His life is still uncertain
and
his whereabouts are unknown. And
missing with Lord Casey is the young
lady from Thompson family. The clues
from the investigation infer that this
incident is likely to be the work of
Theodore, the eldest master of the
Turner family who learned from
Grandmaster Myles," the person said
with a trembling voice.
After Terence heard the man's words,
he slapped a palm on the table, and the
table shattered in an instant, and
documents were flying all over the room.
"What are you talking about! My son is
missing?" Terence's ferocity suddenly
erupted, and the man was so frightened
that he fell on his knees with both legs.
"Yes..., and based on the height of the
cliff, Lord Casey may already..."
Before he finished speaking, Terence
had already punched the wall, and a big
hole appeared on the wall immediately,
and the cracks spread around it like a
spider web.
"Theodore! Damn, what a Theodore, if
something terrible really happens to my
son this time, even at the risk of
offending Grandmaster, I will kill you
myself!



However, thinking that he could not
leave Guanling, Terence felt a sense of
powerlessness in his heart.
In recent years, in terms of business,
Guanling had surpassed most of the top
families. For families like the
Cunningham family, it was a piece of
cake to destroy them. The Turner family
was at most one level better than the
Cunningham family. But for so many
years, Terence had not destroyed the
Turner family.
There were two reasons for this, one
was that Terence could not leave
Guanling, and the other was that there
was a Grandmaster behind the Turner
family.
The power of a Grandmaster had
exceeded people's inherent imagination.
A Grandmaster could contend with an
army. The Grandmaster could kill
anyone they want. Angering a
Grandmaster, even with the most
powerful commercial power, the
Grandmaster could kill your entire
family.
And unless with the help of a
Grandmaster of the same strength, no
one could catch a powerful
Grandmaster, let alone use the law to
sanction it.
To reach this state was already beyond
the shackles of secular society.
"Mobilize all the forces deployed by
Guanling, look for the whereabouts of
my son at all costs, and secretly infiltrate
all the commercial forces of the Turner
family. If my son is really gone, I will
never let go of the people from the
Turner family."



"In addition, allocate a part of the
strength to go to J City to protect my
son's wife. She is pregnant. I don't want
the child in her stomach to be hurt
again."
After a long time, Terence ordered.
"Yes!"
...
M Country, in a villa.
Sitting in front of an old man, Theodore
slowly said, "Casey fell from a 100-
meter cliff. Under the cliff is the deep
sea. There is absolutely no possibility of
survival. I have completed the task you
gave me."
The old man laughed immediately and
said, "You deserve to be my most proud
grandson. Casey is dead. Has the
Davies family ever been removed?"
"The rest are just mobs. I don't have the
energy to play with them. If you want to
get rid of it, send someone by yourself."
Theodore's tone was ordinary, and he
didn't have the slightest respect for the
old man in front of him.
"By the way, call the principals of the
four major families, it's time for the
Turner family to take another step."
Chapter 625 Surviving A Great
Disaster
Q City.
In a house close to the dock.
Casey was lying on a bed. His face was
pale, there was no bloody color, and his
lips had been cracked and trembling
from time to time. If it hadn't been for
this slight change, no matter who looked
at it, he would think that there was a
dead person lying here.
At this time, a girl of about eighteen



years old in the room was staring at
Casey curiously, her gazes swept over
Casey's face, looking a little bored.
After a while, Casey's lips moved, and
there were dry noises in his throat.
"Water...water..."
When the girl heard this sound, her eyes
widened, then she quickly got up and
shouted to the outside, "Annabel, he
seems to be awake, he is talking!"
Annabel, dressed in plain clothes,
quickly rushed into the room. She
leaned close to Casey and lowered her
heads. After hearing what Casey said,
she quickly said to the girl, "Water, he
wants to drink water, get water."
The girl nodded quickly, ran outside to
pick up a glass of water, and handed it
to Annabel.
Annabel held the water to Casey's
mouth, and feed him a little. Casey
immediately coughed violently, making
Annabel a little at a loss.
"Annabel, if you feed water like this, you
will choke him to death. The doctor said
that his five internal organs have been
severely damaged, and this violent
cough will aggravate his injury," the girl
said.
Annabel suddenly became anxious and
asked, "Christine, how should I do? I
have never done anything like this
before."
The girl named Christine blinked her
eyes and a smirk appeared on her face.
She said, "He is lying down now. It must
be impossible to feed him water directly.
He is also badly injured. He has to drink
slowly. I know a way which is gentle and
effective, that is..."



"Tell me quickly, I am so anxious,"
Annabel said anxiously.
"Hey, it's actually very simple, you can
just feed him mouth-to-mouth, but it may
be a little unsuitable for children,"
Christine said with a smile.
Annabel's face immediately showed a
blush, but this was indeed a good way.
She stared at Casey and saw that
Casey was full of pain and still shouting
to drink water, she took a deep breath,
and said to herself, "I'm here to feed you
water, I don't want to take advantage of
you at all. Well, that's it."
After speaking, she looked at Christine
and said, "What are you still watching
here? Get out."
Christine stuck out her tongue at
Annabel, and then walked out of the
room wittily.
Annabel took a sip of water, stared at
Casey's lips, then leaned down and
started to feed Casey.
Probably because he was too thirsty,
Casey sucked greedily as soon as he
touched the water.
Annabel's eyes widened, her cheeks
flushed a little bit.
In this way, Annabel fed a glass of water
into Casey's mouth bit by bit. When the
cup was finally put down, Annabel could
hear her pounding heartbeat.
After feeding the water for a while,
Casey's eyes moved. After struggling
hard for a while, Casey's eyelids finally
lifted.
Casey squinted and looked around. The
first picture that caught his eyes was
Annabel, who was blushing and patted
her chest to calm herself down.



Then Casey found himself lying in a
fairly clean, but somewhat crude room.
The memory in his mind emerged. He
remembered that before he lost
consciousness, he was beaten to death
by Theodore. Then Annabel brought
someone to rescue him. Theodore
chased them. Annabel directly let the
motorcycle rush out of the cliff and fell
into the sea.
He didn't remember what happened
after that.
"What's the matter with you? Why are
you blushing? Where are we?" Casey
stared at Annabel and asked.
Annabel directly ignored Casey's first
two questions and said, "We are at
Herman's house. He rescued us. They
said here is Q City. I don't know exactly
where it is."
Casey searched for the memory of Q
City in his mind. He found that he didn't
have any impression of this city. He only
vaguely remembered that it is a
relatively remote and small coastal city
in the south. Because the city was not
large, it was not well-known.
He wanted to sit up on the bed, and
after using a bit of force, a heart-like
pain came from his chest, making him
unable to use the upper half of his
strength.
"Don't move, your internal organs have
been seriously injured, and you can only
lie down now," Annabel said with some
concern.
"How long have I been in a coma?"
Casey asked.
"Five days," Annabel replied.
Expression on Casey's face suddenly



changed. According to the situation at
the time, he fell into the sea for five days
without being found, so others might
think that he was dead.
He knew that Edith must be desperate
now, so he wanted to call Edith
immediately and report his safety, but
he couldn't move at all.
Soon, he calmed down. Five days had
passed anyway, and it didn't matter to
call her later.
Annabel saw the thoughts in Casey's
heart and said jealously, "Are you trying
to contact Edith? Your phone has been
scrapped. If you still remember her
number, I can go to Herman to borrow
his phone."
She originally thought that Casey would
be grateful for being saved by her when
he woke up, but she didn't expect that
the first thing Casey thought of was still
Edith, and she was naturally a little bit
disappointed in her heart.
"No, it's okay to call her later. How did
we get here? The cliff is so high, and the
chances of survival should be very low
after falling from there." Casey saw that
Annabel was jealous, so he changed the
subject.
"Thanks to the motorcycle I was riding at
that time. I borrowed that motorcycle
from a nearby person at the time. That
person was going to the dock to deliver
life jackets. Those life jackets were tied
to the back of the motorcycle. After we
fell into the sea, I took a lot of effort to
help you put on a life jacket. At that
time, I almost sank into the sea. Later,
thinking that if I died, you would
definitely not be able to live. God knows



where I got the strength, I put on my life
jacket too."
"There was an undercurrent in the
water, and we were flushed away. I was
afraid of being separated from you, so I
held on to you. Later, I fainted because I
was too tired. When I woke up, I found
that we were on a fishing boat,
Herman's fishing boat. He said that the
two of us were next to each other, my
hand was holding you, no matter what,
he couldn't get it off. It was the first time
he saw someone in a coma and still had
so much strength. "
"We are so lucky. The undercurrent did
not rush us to the stretch of the sea, but
into a piece of water between Moon
Island and the inland. At that time,
Herman went out to sea to fish, and
found us."
"Thinking about it is indeed a bit
magical. It looks like a certain death
situation, but we were lucky to survive. It
may be that God was moved by me,
that's why there was such a miracle. "."
Annabel said, also full of emotion.
Casey listened quietly to Annabel.
Although her voice was calm, the
danger at the time was definitely
unimaginable. She, a girl, could actually
catch him in that situation. It really
needed extraordinary willpower.
Could it be that this girl really liked him
to such an extent?
Casey was extremely grateful for
Annabel for saving his life, but the girl's
feelings for him made Casey a little at a
loss.
The more Annabel paid for him, the
more guilt in Casey's heart, because he



knew what Annabel wanted, but he
couldn't give it to her.
For a long time, Casey said
affectionately to Annabel, "Thank you."
Annabel lowered her head, a contented
smile appeared on her face.
She didn't know why. She had always
been spoiled and could get anything she
wanted, but she was so easily to be
satisfied in front of Casey.
Obviously she was still jealous at that
time, but now because of Casey's
simple thank you, she felt happy at
bottom of her heart.
When they were immersed in a
somewhat ambiguous atmosphere,
Christine's voice rang, "Annabel, have
you finished feeding the water? I have
invited the doctor here."
Casey was suddenly puzzled. He
glanced at Annabel, remembering that
he was very thirsty at the time, and then
felt a touch of softness to relieve his
thirst.
"How did you feed me water at that
time?"
Casey licked his tongue and felt a sweet
smell.
Chapter 626 I Have Decided You to
Be My Husband
Annabel suddenly felt guilty, coughed
slightly, ignored Casey's question,
turned and looked towards the door.
"Christine, bring the doctor in, he is
already awake," Annabel said.
Seeing Annabel like this, Casey felt
more and more that her way to feed him
water was not simple, but his
consciousness was too vague at that
time, and he could only vaguely



remember a soft touch, nothing else.
At this time, Christine came in with an
older man. Seeing Casey woke up,
Christine immediately took a look, and
then said with some disappointment,
"Annabel, he looks so ordinary, you are
beautiful like a fairy. Why would you like
him?"
Annabel glared at Christine and said,
"Of course you don't understand it as a
kid."
Then she looked at Casey and said,
"This is Christine, the daughter of
Herman who rescued us. She has also
helped take care of you a lot these
days."
Casey didn't take Christine's words to
heart, but gave her a grateful look and
said, "Thank you."
"It's not me that you should thank, it
should be Annabel. You don't know. In
the past few days when you were in a
coma, Annabel only slept for three hours
a day, and stayed with you the rest of
the time, helping you put on a drip,
change your clothes, wipe your face,
and wipe your body. When you make a
strange cry in pain, Annabel kept
touching your forehead until you calm
down. When dad brought you back,
Annabel's hands were pretty. At first
glance, she is a rich lady, but she has
done so many things for you without
hesitation, and her hands have been
broken several times. You should thank
her and treat her well in the future,"
Christine said, staring at Casey.
"Oh, Christine, why do you say about
this?" Annabel looked at Christine with
some reproach.



Christine made a grimace at Annabel
and said, "I'm not afraid that he doesn't
know how kind you are. If my dad is
lying on the bed, my mom will definitely
not be able to do the same things as
you."
Casey glanced at Annabel with
complicated gaze. Unexpectedly, in the
past few days when he was
unconscious, Annabel would have done
so much for him. An inexplicable feeling
that was beyond words arose in Casey's
heart.
Annabel avoided Casey's gaze directly,
looked at the doctor Christine brought
back, and said, "Hurry up and let the
doctor check him. He can't get up
because of the pain. If it's serious, I'll try
to take him to the hospital in the big city
for treatment."
Christine nodded, and then asked the
doctor to diagnose Casey.
The doctor took out the stethoscope and
some diagnostic tools, sat on the side of
the bed, and took Casey's pulse.
After check, the doctor's brow furrowed
deeper and deeper, and the look at
Casey became more and more strange.
When Annabel, who was so happy
because Casey woke up, saw the
doctor's expression, she also had an
uneasy premonition in her heart.
The atmosphere in the room suddenly
became dignified, except for breathing
and doctor's movements, no one made
any noise.
Finally, the doctor put down the tools in
his hand, took a look at Casey, and
said, "I have been working as a doctor
for so many years. This is the first time I



have seen such a severely injured
person who is still alive. If I am not
mistaken, your chest must have been hit
by a heavy object several times your
body weight. If you were an ordinary
person, you should have died under this
kind of impact."
"I checked your bones just now. They
are much harder than those of ordinary
people. Maybe this is why you are still
alive."
"It's just that your internal organs have
suffered very serious damage, which
are worn out. Even the most advanced
equipment may not be able to cure you.
I guess you have at most one to two
months of life. "
"Do something you like to do in these
two months, I have no way to help you."
When the doctor finished speaking, he
got up from his chair.
Annabel listened to the doctor's words,
tears filled her eyes suddenly, she stood
in front of the doctor a little anxiously,
and said, "Doctor, are you wrong? Isn't
he well? How can he only have two
months left? Please check him carefully.
He can't die so easily."
The doctor shook his head and said,
"His injury is so serious. Even if I am
dim-eyed, I can't misdiagnose. Whether
it's a Chinese or Western medicine, its
conclusion will be the same as me."
Annabel's tears slipped from her face in
an instant, "This is impossible! You must
be mistaken."
"Annabel, this doctor is the most famous
Chinese medicine doctor in Q City. His
diagnosis and treatment level is better
than those of the attending doctors in



the hospital. He should not be mistaken.
Don't be too sad," Christine looked at
Annabel sympathetically.
The doctor also sighed helplessly, then
turned and walked out of the room.
Casey also didn't expect that the
doctor's diagnosis result for him turned
out to be only one to two months of life
left, which was undoubtedly a
thundering news for him.
But he was not as flurried as Annabel,
even in the face of death, Casey
remained calm.
Christine stared at Casey and Annabel
and said, "Well, I'm going out first,
Annabel, don't get too fevered, the
doctor's words are not absolute, maybe
we can find other ways."
After speaking, Christine left the room
and closed the door by the way.
Annabel's tears couldn't stop streaming.
She stared at Casey for a while and saw
Casey staring at the ceiling dumbly.
Then she stood up, wiped her eyes, and
walked out of the room.
After a while, Annabel walked back from
the outside, holding a phone in her
hand, and sitting next to Casey.
"I know you must be thinking about
Edith now, do you want to call her, tell
me the phone number, and I will call for
you," Annabel said and choked up.
Casey was indeed looking back at his
past life at this time, and he did not
expect that although he survived, he
only had the last two months left.
He saw Annabel coming over with
phone, and he really wanted to call
Edith.
But he only had two-month life, and now



Edith probably thought he was dead. If
he called, Edith might be happy, but two
months later, it would be a bigger blow
to her.
Casey was already like this. He didn't
want to irritate Edith who was pregnant,
so he shook his head and said, "No.
Since this is already the case, why
should I give her any hope. "
"You bastard, do you want to give up? I
don't agree! You can't die before I let
you like me!" Annabel suddenly yelled,
shocking Casey. Well
Casey laughed and said, "I'm dying. You
don't need to chase me anymore."
"Well, don't want to use this excuse to
get rid of me, tell you, even if you will die
in two months, I will make you like me in
these two months," Annabel said while
crying.
Casey smiled and shook his head. At
this time, he didn't plan to care about
Annabel anymore. Annabel saved his
life. Before leaving, it would be better to
satisfy her, as repaying Annabel's
kindness.
"Okay, if you can make me like you,
then I'll try my best to live a few more
years." Casey smiled.
Annabel glanced at Casey angrily and
said, "Don't underestimate my charm, I
have decided you to be my husband in
this life, even if you are going to die, I
will bury my name in your heart!"
Chapter 627 I Can Save You
In the next few days, Annabel found
several different doctors to diagnose
and treat Casey, and the results were
exactly as the doctor said. They were all
amazed that Casey was still alive after



suffering such a serious injury. It came
to the conclusion that Casey had little
time to live. The only difference was that
whether Casey could live one month
more or one month less.
For this result, Casey accepted it
frankly, as if a person knew that he was
going to die, he didn't think so much
about life and death.
Annabel did not continue to show any
sadness in front of Casey. Even the
doctors were very sure that Casey
would die soon, and Annabel still faced
Casey with a smile every day.
Casey knew that Annabel didn't want
him to be affected by the sad
atmosphere. For several nights, he
could hear a slight sob when he couldn't
fall asleep and lay in the bed with his
eyes closed.
Casey also admired Annabel's
persistence. Since she said those words
that day, Annabel began to take care of
Casey meticulously, and while taking
care of him, she was able to show
Casey the best of herself. It fully
embodied the charm and self-restraint of
a lady from a top family.
Several times, Casey was wavered,
thinking that if he had a wife like her, he
might really have a different life.
But it's just a trance. If Annabel could
meet Casey before Casey knew Edith,
maybe Casey would be fascinated by
her, but now Casey already had Edith in
his heart, even if Annabel was better, he
couldn't fall in love with her.
A week passed in a flash, Herman and
his family provided help to Casey as
much as they could. It may be that they



knew that Casey was already a dying
person, so they would be more patient.
To everyone's surprise, after a week of
recuperation, Casey, who could only lie
on the bed, could barely sit up.
This change was still very surprising.
Annabel thought that this was a sign of
Casey's body gradually recovering.
Since the doctors thought that Casey
should have died from this kind of injury,
and he was still alive, this was a miracle
in itself, so Casey may could live longer
than two months.
Seeing Casey's improvement, Annabel's
mood improved a lot. She got a
wheelchair. After Casey could sit up,
she pushed him to take a walk on the
pier to enjoy the sunshine every day.
This afternoon, it was warm and the
breeze was gentle.
Annabel pushed Casey to the dock
again.
"Casey, you are a bastard." Annabel
stopped abruptly on a small road by the
sea and said to Casey.
Casey was taken aback and asked,
"What do you say?"
"When I came out at that time, people
praised me for my beauty and said I was
you wife, why did you tell them that I
was your sister," Annabel said with a
gloomy look. No
"You're two months younger than me.
It's okay to say that you are my sister,
right?" Casey said.
"No, I am not going to be your sister.
During this period of time, the neighbors
around Herman think that I am your
wife. I have never denied it. You made
embarrassed by saying so. Anyway,



from now on, I am your wife, you have
to admit it," Annabel said angrily.
Casey was helpless, and said, "Hey,
please let go of me. I have a wife."
"You are already a dying person, the
past is meaningless, and the one who
accompanies you in the end is me.
Anyway, I must have a status, if you
don't admit that I am your wife today, I
will push you down from here." Annabel
pushed the wheelchair to the side of the
guardrail.
"Then you push me down, so that I can
relief from pain as soon as possible."
Casey smiled.
Annabel stomped her feet angrily, this
damned guy just knew her softhearted.
"Then you stay here by yourself, no one
will help you. What can you do?"
Annabel turned around and left. She
looked like she didn't want to care
Casey, but as soon as she walked ten
meters out, she turned back again.
"What's wrong with me? As the noble
lady from the Thompson family, I am
bullied by you. If my parents know it,
they would feel distressed," Annabel
said.
Casey didn't respond to her. Annabel
was a little strange. She glanced at
Casey and found that Casey was staring
at a slightly rickety man at the end of the
road.
It was an old man with a hat. The old
man was standing in front of a fishing
rod with a bamboo basket beside him.
There were many people like him by the
river.
But on the side of the road, there was
an endless sea with roaring waves,



even if there were fish, it was impossible
to catch them, so it was a little strange
that such a man appeared here.
"Push me over there, the old man
seems a little special," Casey said.
Annabel nodded and pushed Casey to
the old man's side.
"Sir, the waves are surging here, and
fish will be flushed away. If you are
fishing here, I'm afraid you will get
nothing" Casey smiled.
The old man turned his head and
glanced at Casey and Annabel, and
said, "What I catch is not a fish, but a
state of mind, just like the girl next to
you. She knows that she can't get your
love, but still stayed by your side. She
knows it is futile, but she did not give up.
Sometimes doing things based on the
results will lose a lot of fun."
Annabel didn't expect the relationship
between her and Casey to be seen
clearly, and suddenly blushed.
Casey was thoughtful, thinking that the
old man's words were quite meaningful.
"That do you get anything?" Casey
asked.
The old man smiled and said, "I didn't
have it before you came, but now..."
As he said, the old man grabbed the
fishing rod, and a half-foot-long fish
came out of the water. The old man put
away the rod and put the fish into the
bamboo basket.
"Wow, that's amazing," Annabel
exclaimed.
Casey frowned, he always felt that the
old man was suggesting something to
him.
After collecting the fish, the old man



stood up and looked at Casey. Only
then did Casey see his appearance
clearly. He was a more amiable old man
with no characteristics.
"Young man, I have been observing you
for a few days. You and your wife
should be foreigners, right?" the old man
said.
Annabel immediately smiled and
nodded. Just as Casey was about to
explain that Annabel was not his wife,
Annabel glared at him.
"Sir, you are fishing here to wait for me,
right?" Casey asked with some
confusion.
"The doctor who visited you is a friend of
mine. He told me about your situation. I
was a little curious, so I observed you
for a few days," the old man said without
concealment.
"Oh? Why do you want to observe me? I
am a dying person, how can I arouse
the your interest?" Casey asked with
some caution.
The old man smiled and said, "Dying
person? Before things happen, it's best
not to rush to a conclusion."
"I came to you because I can save your
life."
Chapter 628 A Promise
Hearing what the senior citizen said,
both Casey and Annabel were shocked.
Annabel asked with some excitement,
"Are you serious? Can you really save
Casey?"
The senior citizen said with a smile, "It's
highly possible that I can save him, but it
finally depends on the condition he is in
now."
"Check him now, please. If you can save



him, I'm willing to do anything for you."
Annabel was so excited that she nearly
burst into tears.
However, Casey was staring at the
senior citizen with some hesitation. He
didn't believe that there would be
pennies from the heaven. What he didn't
believe more was that such a capable
person would come to save him for no
reason.
"If I'm not wrong, it's conditional for you
to save me, right?" Casey asked.
The senior smiled and said, "Yes, there
is no such thing as a free lunch. People
have to pay a corresponding price for
anything they want."
"What do you want from me?" Casey
asked.
"Don't be anxious. I'll check you first. We
can talk about the condition after I'm
sure that I can save you."
As he said, he approached Casey and
touched some of Casey's bones and
acupuncture points.
Casey didn't resist. He would die soon,
so he was naturally not afraid that the
senior citizen would take the opportunity
to do something to him.
As he touched Casey's bones and
acupuncture points, the senior citizen
smiled more and more brightly and
murmured to himself, "You've extremely
good physique and smooth meridians.
Genius. You're a once-in-a-century
genius. It never occurs to me that I can
meet such a genius at my old age. No
wonder you can survive such a serious
injury."
Casey was not too surprised to hear
what he said. When he met his teacher,



he had heard the same thing from his
teacher.
Casey didn't know who this senior
citizen was. But he was sure that he
was really afraid of this senior citizen.
Even Theodore just made him feel a
little threatened. Apart from this senior
citizen, only his master had made him
feel afraid.
"Your injury can still be cured.
Coincidentally, I have three pills that can
even bring the dying back to life. They
will help you heal the injury to your
internal organs." The senior citizen took
out a small bottle from his pocket and
showed it to Casey.
Casey was not excited at all, because
he clearly knew one thing: the more
valuable it was, the greater price he
would have to pay.
"What should I do to make you give me
those pills?" Casey asked.
"It's very simple. I just want you to make
a promise to me." The senior citizen
said slowly.
"Make a promise?" Casey was stunned.
He didn't anticipate that the senior
should put forward such an easy
request. However, sometimes, the
simpler the condition was, the harder it
was to achieve.
"Yes. I'll give you the pills on condition
that I can ask you to do one thing at
anytime and anywhere after you recover
from your injuries. Don't worry. I would
just ask you to do one thing for me. If
you agree, I can give the pills to you
now." The senior citizen said.
Hearing that, Casey immediately asked,
"Must I do that even if you ask me to kill



my family members?"
The senior citizen smiled and said, "I
don't hate you. Why would I ask you to
kill your family members? You should
have guessed the reason why I ask you
to make such a promise. You're
potential. If you survive, you'll definitely
become a great talent in the future. I'll
only ask a talent like you to do
something very important for me."
"If you believe me, take these pills. If
you don't, I won't force you to do so."
Casey stared at the bottle held by the
senior citizen with a hint of hesitation in
his eyes.
This senior citizen didn't look like a bad
person. However, he was not sure about
that. Besides, he didn't what the senior
citizen wanted him to do. Under this
circumstance, he might have to pay a
great price in the future.
However, if he didn't agree with the
condition, he would definitely die.
He was so seriously injured now. He
was afraid that even Owen couldn't cure
him.
When Casey was struggling, Annabel
quickly took that small bottle and said,
"I'll do that for you. As long as these pills
can cure him, you can ask me to do
anything for you."
The senior citizen laughed and said,
"Girl, you're beautiful and it'll be good to
have you married to my grandson.
However, there's nothing you can do for
me. So let him make the decision."
Annabel compressed her lips, feeling
somewhat helpless.
After a long time, Casey took a deep
breath and said, "Well, I agree."



Anyway, he had to save his life now,
otherwise he would have no future.
The senior nodded with satisfaction.
After that, he took his fishing rod and
bamboo basket and spoke to Casey
with a smile, "Well, it's a deal. I'll come
to you in the future. If you refuse my
request, you'll suffer more than death."
After saying that, he left.
Casey was a little astonished, hurriedly
asking, "You just need me to make a
verbal promise? Shouldn't we exchange
contact information? Otherwise how can
you find me?"
"If you're an honest people, making a
verbal promise is enough. I don't need
your contact information. When I need
you, no matter where you are, I can
certainly find you."
The senior citizen kept walking without a
pause.
Soon, he was out of their sight.
"It seems that this senior citizen is not
very clever. The world is so big. If you
try hard to hide from him, how is it
possible for him to find you?" Annabel
said with a smile.
"Think in the other way. The world is so
big, but he's confident that he can find
me at any time he wants. Considering
that, can you guess how powerful he is
and how many resources he has?"
Casey asked while staring at Annabel.
Annabel's expression immediately
changed. She was scared by what
Casey said. If that's true, the senior
citizen might be more than ten times
more powerful than the Thompson
family.
"Could it be that it's just a prank?



Perhaps the pills from him not only can't
help you heal the injuries to you, but is
also poisonous. What should we do?"
Annabel was worried again.
Casey narrowed his eyes and said,
"Now, I have no other choice. Take me
back. Soon, we can know whether these
pills are useful or not."
......
The senior citizen wandered with the
bamboo basket. Soon, a SUV with
camouflage paint stopped in front of
him. A man with a straight back got off
the SUV, bowed to the senior citizen
and said respectfully, "Command,
you've been staying here for a week. It's
time to go back to Northern Border."
The senior citizen nodded, and handed
the fishing rod and the bamboo basket
to that man.
Just when he was going to get on the
SUV, he suddenly raised his hand,
patted his forehead and murmured, "Oh,
I forgot to tell that fella that he would
have strong sexual desire after taking
the pills I gave him. Forget it. Anyway,
that girl is with him. It should be ok."
Chapter 629 Side Effects
At Christine's home. In Casey and
Annabel's room.
There were only three rooms in
Christine's home. So Casey and
Annabel had to live in one room. At
night, Annabel slept on the sofa in the
room; sometimes she would secretly
slept beside Casey for a while.
Annabel wasn't trying to touch Casey. In
fact, the sofa was very hard and it was
very uncomfortable to sleep on it. Since
she was a child, she had never slept on



this kind of sofa. When she could still
bear it, she wouldn't secretly sleep on
the bed for a while.
Now, Annabel was looking solemnly at
Casey with a glass of water in one hand
and the small bottle containing three
pills in the other hand.
"Are you really going to take these
pills?" Annabel asked with a solemn
expression,
Casey smiled and said, "Give it to me.
Aren't you very afraid that I'll die? Why
are you hesitating now?"
"I'm worried that there would be
something wrong with these pills. If
anything goes wrong after you take
them, I'll regret it." Annabel said.
"Anyway, my situation has been at the
worst. It can't be even worse. Give it to
me." Casey spoke.
Annabel helplessly sighed, handing the
water and pills to Casey.
Casey put the pill into his mouth without
any hesitation, drank some water and
then swallowed them.
Before long, Casey found that he began
to burn all over. The sweat burst through
the skin of his forehead. His face
became red.
What surprised Casey was that the pain
on his chest began to slowly ease.
"These pills should be useful, but I fell a
little dizzy. It might be the side effect of
the pills. Besides, I'm very sleepy. I
might sleep for a long time." While
speaking, Casey was nearly unable to
open his eyes.
Annabel hurriedly helped Casey to the
bed. At this moment, Casey had already
fallen asleep.



She touched Casey's forehead, finding
that he had a very high body
temperature. She was a little worried, so
she hurriedly asked Christine to ask the
doctor they asked last time to come
here.
The doctor checked Casey again after
coming here, surprisingly finding that
Casey began to recover from his
injuries.
Annabel told the doctor that Casey had
taken those pills. The doctor couldn't
make sure what that was, but the doctor
was sure that those pills greatly helped
Casey recover from his injuries.
Having a fever and falling asleep were
just the side effects of those pills. Of
course, the doctor was not sure if there
were other side effects.
After making sure that Casey would be
fine, Annabel was relieved. Meanwhile,
she was somewhat excited. If Casey
could really survive, she would be
happier than Casey.
The doctor told Annabel to take good
care of Casey and that she should turn
to him in time when anything went
wrong.
Casey slept for seven days, during
which Annabel kept staying by Casey's
side and dared not to go away for a
while.
In these days, Casey looked better and
better. Annabel was sure that those pills
could help Casey recover from his
injuries.
At the same time, she was somewhat
puzzled. Who on earth was the senior
citizen that gave Casey those pills? As
the young lady of the Thompson family,



Annabel had never heard that there was
a medicine that could bring the dying
back to life. Presumably, the senior
citizen must be more powerful than
anyone could imagine.
In one afternoon, the doctor came to
check Casey. After that, the doctor
smiled and spoke to Annabel, "He is
basically doing well and has recovered
from the injuries to his internal organs.
So far, he just need some time to
recover from some minor injuries. His
life is no longer under serious threat."
Annabel was excited at once.
Surprisingly, Casey had really recovered
from major injuries.
"It's reallyａmiracle! The pills he took
are definitely great. It's a pity that I don't
have a chance to get such a pill to
study." The doctor stood up, "From
tomorrow on, I'll not come here. Just
wait for him to wake up and take good
care of him, helping him to recover from
his minor injuries."
After seeing the doctor off, Annabel
returned to the room and couldn't help
shedding tears excitedly.
"You baster are finally fine. I know that
you won't die so easily." Annabel said.
At this moment, Casey slowly opened
his eyes. He felt that he was burning.
These days, he had been asleep, so he
didn't feel anything. Now, as he became
conscious, it was getting more and more
difficult for him to control himself.
"Casey, are you awake?" Annabel wiped
her eyes and looked at Casey with a
smile.
Casey sat up at once. Now, he had
nearly recovered from his injuries, so he



could move easily.
"I'm...very hot." Casey's eyes were red.
He looked at Annabel with a hint of
greed in his eyes.
Seeing his eyes, Annabel was startled
and subconsciously took a step back.
"Is...Is it also the side effect of those
pills?" Annabel asked with great care.
Casey kept tearing at his clothes,
saying, "It should be. Go out now. I'm
losing control of myself."
When he just finished speaking, he tore
his clothes.
Hearing that, Annabel didn't go out.
Wasn't it something that she had always
been thinking about?
She smiled at Casey and said, "If it's
really a side effect, I believe that you
should do what you want to. Otherwise,
if it affects the effectiveness of the
medicine, previous efforts will be
wasted. To save your life, I can only
sacrifice myself."
As she spoke, she approached Casey.
Casey tried hard to control himself. He
had already cursed that senior citizen a
hundred times for not informing him of
such a side effect of the medicine.
"Go out now and let me calm myself
down. If others hear what you say, we
can't explain it clearly." Casey spoke
while gritting his teeth.
"Herman and Bonnie have gone sea
fishing while Christine has hung out with
friends. Only we're here." Annabel's face
became red, looking a little shy.
Seeing that, Casey found it more difficult
to control himself. His instinct was
pushing him to hold Annabel into his
arms right now.



"Go out now! I'm losing control of
myself. I can't do that with you!" Casey
shouted himself hoarse.
Looking at him, Annabel spoke gently,
"But I don't want you to be so miserable.
If can't do that, you'll suffer a lot."
Casey took a deep breath and finally
lost control of himself. At this moment,
Annabel is to him what a big meal to a
hungry person.
He couldn't stop himself, directly
pouncing on Annabel.
Chapter 630 A Bad Man
In the bathroom.
Casey was lying in the bathtub with only
one underpants. He was soaking in the
water, which made his bronze skin more
charming.
Annabel was standing by the bathtub.
Her clothes were wet. Besides, she
wore her wet hair down, making her
delicate face more attractive.
There was water and toilet requisites all
over the bathroom. It could be seen that
someone had made some violent
motions here.
At this moment, Annabel was biting her
red lips with a complicated expression in
her eyes, wondering something.
Before long, Casey slowly opened his
eyes. Now, he was no longer burning
and was surprisingly calm.
Finding that he was soaking in the cold
water, he took a deep breath, sat up and
looked at Annabel.
Seeing that Casey was awake, Annabel
hid the complicated look in her eyes,
then angrily stared at Casey and
complained, "You bastard. Why not just
lie down there? Why do you get up?"



Remembering what happened before he
lost his mind, Casey was nervous. Then,
he hurriedly checked his body, looked
anxiously at Annabel and asked, "What
did we do? Why are we here? Why are
you all wet?"
The wet clothes clung to Annabel's
body, highlighting her curvy figure. After
giving her a glance, Casey
subconsciously swallowed his saliva.
Fortunately, he was no longer under the
side effects of those pills, otherwise he
would lose his mind again.
"What did we do? You, as a man,
should dare to ask me this question. I
really suspect that you're a gay. Before,
when you were in that situation, I was
beside you, trying my best to cooperate.
But you just stopped yourself and went
to the bathroom to take a cool bath to
calm yourself down. Casey, you're really
not a man!" Annabel was angry, as if
she had suffered a great loss.
"Are you saying that I didn't do that kind
of thing with you?" Casey asked
tentatively.
Annabel somewhat angrily punched
Casey in the chest and complained,
"You bastard. You lied down in the
bathtub for a long time. What could you
do with me? I offered to sleep with you,
but you should do that. I shouldn't have
saved you!"
Hearing that, Casey was immediately
relieved. It seemed that he didn't do
anything with Annabel. He guessed:
after losing his mind, he had strong
sexual desire. But he managed to
control himself with willpower, went to
the bathroom and then calmed himself



down with cool water.
Casey smiled at Annabel and spoke,
"You should be happy that I didn't do
anything to you. I don't want to ruin your
innocence."
Annabel glared at him and said, "I don't
want you to do that. I'm going to marry
you in the future. You can't be said to
have ruined my innocence!"
Casey approached Annabel, patted her
on the shoulder with a smile and said,
"Well, you've made the greatest
contribution in saving my life. I'll
remember it for the rest of my life. In the
future, I'll definitely repay you."
"Well, I don't want anything. I just want
you to marry me." Annabel spoke at
once.
"Except for this request." Casey
hurriedly added, "Your clothes are all
wet. Go to get changed now. Don't catch
a cold."
After saying that, he went out of the
bathroom.
When watching his back, Annabel
gritted her teeth. Then, anger gradually
disappeared from her face. There was a
flash of playful and sly expression on
her beautiful face.
After getting changed, Casey carefully
checked his body, being sure that he
had indeed recovered from his major
injuries. He was still suffering from a few
minor injuries, but he should be able to
recover in a short time.
He went to the bathroom and pulled
Annabel into the room. Then, he
cleaned up the messy bathroom on his
own, leaving Annabel to get changed in
the room.



Before long, Herman, Bonnie
(Christine’s mother) and Christine came
back one after another. Casey sincerely
expressed his gratitude to them and
thanked them for taking care of him and
helping him in recent days.
After knowing that Casey had basically
recovered from his injuries, Herman,
Bonnie and Christine were all surprised.
They considered it to be a miracle that
Casey could recover from his injuries.
To celebrate it, Bonnie specially went to
buy some food to cook a big meal.
Casey and Annabel helped Bonnie to
cook, during which Annabel had been
trying to approach Casey. Casey had
been trying to keep away from her. As
long as Annabel came to him, he would
immediately go away.
Christine saw it. Not knowing the exact
relationship between Casey and
Annabel, she always considered them to
be lovers. Now, seeing Casey kept
away from Annabel as if he disliked her,
Christine was very unhappy.
From the very beginning, Christine had
believed that Casey was good enough
to be Annabel's boyfriend. Now, seeing
Casey should dare to dislike Annabel,
she got the worst impression of Casey.
When Casey was injured, Annabel took
care of him so carefully. Now, after he
recovered from his injuries, he began to
dislike Annabel. In Christine's view,
Casey, who did that, was completely a
bad man.
However, considering that Casey had
just become healthy, she didn't say
anything.
After dinner, Casey came to Christine



and asked her if there was a mattress
with which he could sleep on the floor.
Now, since he had recovered from his
injuries, it was all right for him not to
sleep in bed. There was no spare room
in Christine's home, so he had to share
a room with Annabel. It should be
Annabel that slept in bed, so he should
naturally sleep on the floor.
Hearing that, Christine was immediately
unable to contain her anger and shouted
at Casey, "Casey, what do you mean?
Annabel took care of you for such a long
time, and you begin to dislike her just
after you become healthy. Now, you're
even unwilling to sleep in the same bed
with her. You're too ruthless!"
Hearing that, Casey was stunned and
then tried to explain, "You've
misunderstood..."
"I didn't misunderstand anything.
Obviously, you're kicking down the
ladder. Humph, a man like you is the
most disgusting. It's really unlucky for
Annabel to meet you." Christine didn't
give Casey the chance to explain at all.
At this moment, Annabel came close to
them and said pitifully, "Christine, don't
blame him. It's just my wishful thinking."
"Annabel, it's too unfair for him to treat
you like that." ASs Christine spoke, she
glared at Casey and said, "You either
share a bed with Annabel or sleep
somewhere outside my home. Bad
man!"
After saying that, she turned around and
went back to her room.
Casey sighed helplessly. He understood
that he couldn't explain this matter
clearly anymore.



Annabel made faces to Casey, and said
with a smile, "Bad man." She stuck out
her tongue.
Casey glared at her and stretched out
his hand to catch her. Annabel hurriedly
turned around and ran back to the room.
Casey went back to the room after her.
Even he didn't realize that he could get
along with Annabel so well. If it were in
the past, he definitely wouldn't have fun
with any other woman but Edith.
......
In the room.
Casey was sitting on the sofa. Annabel
asked while staring at Casey,
"According to the doctor, you'll recover
from the minor injuries soon. What're
you going to do next?"
Casey narrowed his eyes. Before, he
believed that he could only live for two
months and therefore was not in the
mood to think about the future.
Now, he had recovered from his injuries.
He immediately thought of taking
revenge on Theodore.
However, he clearly knew that Theodore
was more powerful than he had
imagined. Casey didn't even know how
Theodore could have such a great
strength.
If he recklessly came to Theodore to
seek revenge now, he would only lose
to Theodore again and he would
definitely be killed.
Therefore, what he should do now was
to find out why Theodore was so
powerful. In addition, he should manage
to become more powerful. At the very
least, he must be well prepared before
coming to Theodore to seek revenge.



Now, everyone believed that he had
been dead. It was a good news for him
in that it gave him enough time to
become more powerful.
Coming to his teacher was the only way
for him to figure out why Theodore was
so powerful and to become more
powerful.
"After I fully recover from my injuries, I'll
go to my teacher and get prepared for
killing Theodore." Casey said solemnly.
Annabel nodded and asked, "Are you
not going to inform Edith of your current
situation?"
Casey hesitated for a while. In his
opinion, he couldn't let anyone know
that he was still alive. Once Theodore
knew that, Theodore would definitely do
something to Edith to force him to
appear.
Now, at most, he could let Edith know
that he was still alive. As for other
people, he couldn't even inform
someone like Conor of that.
"Tomorrow, I'll go to buy a mobile phone
and inform Edith of my current situation,
so that she won't be worried about me
all the time." Casey said.
"Oh." Annabel said. After that, she lay
down in bed.
"What about you? Are you not going to
contact the people of the Thompson
family?" Casey asked.
"I can't contact them now. Theodore is
so powerful. I believe that even the
people of the Thompson family can't
defeat him. If my family know that I'm
still alive, the Turner family will notice it.
It'll not do any good. Moreover, you
haven't fallen in love with me yet. So I



can't go home." Annabel spoke.
"Besides, I'm going to go to your teacher
with you. You can't refuse me. If you
disagree, I'll tell Christine that you're
going to run away without me and ask
her to condemn you." After some
thought, Annabel added.
Casey didn't know what to do. Now, he
simply couldn't do anything with
Annabel. Moreover, just now, he...was
not seemingly going to refuse her.
"Why didn't you wear your jewelry these
days? Is it because I look too common
while you want others to consider us to
be better matched?" Casey moved to
another topic and asked with a smile.
"It's none of your business." Annabel
glared at Casey. Then she turned and
no longer spoke to Casey.
At night, Casey lay on the sofa and
found that it was so cold and hard. He
turned his head and gave Annabel a
glance.
It was so uncomfortable for her to sleep
on the sofa these days, but she had
never complained about it.
After a long time, he got up, quietly
approached the bed and looked at
Annabel under the moonlight.
She was sleeping soundly. She wore a
contented expression, as if she had
never had such a sound sleep.
"Casey...you're a bastard." Annabel
murmured in her sleep.
Casey couldn't help smiling. Then, he
spoke to the beauty sincerely, "Thank
you."
Chapter 631 Hock
In the next morning.
Casey was awake, but he didn't get up.



Instead, he lay on the sofa with his eyes
closed, having a rest while thinking
about his plan.
At this moment, Annabel sat up and
stretched herself lazily. She had long
not had such a sound sleep.
After getting out of bed, Annabel quietly
came close to the sofa. Seeing that
Casey's eyes were closed, she thought
that he was still asleep.
"Humph, you were so stubborn. You
deserve to sleep on such a hard sofa. I
was so generous that I agreed to share
a bed with you, but you should not
cherish it. Stupid!"
As she murmured, she pulled the
blanked for Casey.
Then she came close to the bed, took a
watch from the table and stared at it for
a long time with reluctance.
"That bastard needs to buy a mobile
phone. I can only sell you. I hope that I
can find a good host for you today. You
can't be with me in the future anymore."
Annabel spoke to herself.
These days, Annabel and Casey lived in
Christine's home. It took a lot of money
to live and get a doctor for Casey.
Besides, Annabel clearly knew the
situation of Christine's family, knowing
that they couldn't afford to support two
more people. Therefore, at the very
beginning, she sold some of her jewelry
and gave a sum of money to Herman.
Otherwise, they might have been driven
out.
After that, to help Casey recover from
his injuries, she needed to get
something like nutrient solution.
Besides, a wheelchair was also needed.



Annabel bought all of them with the
money she got from selling her jewelry.
When her mobile phone was dropped
into the sea, it had been broken. And
she was not in the habit of taking a bank
card with her. Therefore, she could only
support their life in this way.
The pieces of jewelry she sold were her
favorite. In the past, she spent a lot of
money on them. Now, in this strange
place, she could only sell them at a very
low price.
This watch was the last thing she had.
She didn't know what to do after using
the money got from selling it.
At this moment, Casey secretly opened
his eyes and looked at Annabel, feeling
puzzled. Annabel spoke in a low voice,
so he didn't hear what she was
muttering.
Before long, Annabel was ready and left
with that watch.
Casey wanted to know what Annabel
went out for. Therefore, not long after
she left, he hurriedly got up and followed
her to the center of Q City.
They had been Q City for a long time.
Casey had just been to the wharf for a
few times. In the rest of the time, he had
been staying at Christine's home. It was
the first time for him to go to the center
of Q City.
As a relatively remote coastal city, Q
City didn't develop very well. However,
although it was a small city, it had all the
facilities a city should have. Besides,
because of the wharf, the trade had
developed quite well. Therefore, people
here lived a life nearly as good as
people in other places.



Annabel came to a pawnbroker's shop
in the center of the city. After hesitating
for a while, she went in with that watch.
The pawnbroker was a middle-aged
man in his forties. He wore a mustache
and looked a little cunning.
At this moment, he was sitting at a table
and leisurely basking in the sun by the
window with a teapot in his hand.
When Annabel went in, he gave her a
glance. Then, his eyes lit up. He stood
up hurriedly.
When the employee just approached
Annabel, the pawnbroker pulled him and
said, "I'll take care of her. You go inside
and tell Young Master Huang that the
beauty I mentioned last time comes."
That employee nodded at once, turned
around and went inside.
"Miss, you come to hock something
again. This way, please." The
pawnbroker led Annabel to the table
with a smile.
Annabel didn't talk nonsense, directly
handing the watch to him.
"I want to sell this watch, how much
does it worth?" Annabel spoke.
The pawnbroker took it and looked at it
for a while. His eyes lit up at once.
"It's a good watch. It's a Patek Philippe
watch. But it seems to be a fake one. It's
a bit rough. Considering that you're a
regular customer, I'll give you five
thousand dollars. It's a good price. How
about that?" The pawnbroker spoke with
a smile.
Annabel frowned and said, "It's a limited
edition watch. I spent more than one
million dollars on it. And you'll just give
me five thousand dollars. You go too



far."
"Miss, don't try to fool me. If you can
afford a watch worthy of more than a
million dollars, you won't need to hock it
here. If you can show me the invoice for
this watch, I'm willing to give you more
money." The pawnbroker was cunning.
Annabel was somewhat helpless. How
was it possible for her to get the invoice
for this watch now? If it were in the past,
even if this watch was just dropped on
the ground, she wouldn't bother to pick it
up. Now, she was forced by life to sell it
for money.
"I don't have invoice with me. But 5000
dollars is chicken feed. At least, you
should pay me 500000 dollars.
Otherwise, I won't sell it to you."
Annabel said. It was the last valuable
thing she had, so she had to get more
money from selling it. Only in this way
could she support the life of Casey and
her for some days.
The pawnbroker immediately laughed
and said, "Miss, you're demanding an
exorbitant price. You want to get 500000
dollars by selling a fake watch. Why
don't you go to rob somebody of it?"
Hearing that, Annabel stretched out her
hand to take her watch back and said,
"Then I'm not going to sell it to you. I'll
go somewhere else."
The pawnbroker immediately gripped
the watch tightly. He was not going to
give it back to Annabel.
"What're you doing? Give it back to me!"
Annabel became anxious at once,
stretching out her hand to get the watch
back.
The pawnbroker stood up, looked at



Annabel with a smile and said, "Miss,
don't be anxious. In fact, it's possible for
me to give you 500000 dollars."
Annabel frowned, stared at the
pawnbroker and asked, "What do you
mean?"
"He, he. The condition is that you can
take the hint. If you listen to me, I'm
willing to give you five million dollars, not
to mention 500000 dollars." The
pawnbroker laughed obscenely.
Annabel subconsciously took two steps
back, looked warily at the pawnbroker
and asked, "What do you want to do?"
Right at this moment, several people
came out from inside. The first people to
come out was a slovenly young man in
his twenties. Several bodyguards
followed him.
After seeing Annabel, the young man's
eyes immediately lit up. He hurriedly
asked, "Boss Chang, is she the beauty
you mentioned to me before? Fuck,
she's really as beautiful as a fairy."
Boss Changnodded with a smile. Then,
he looked at Annabel and said, "Miss, I'll
come straight to the point. He's Howell
Huang, Young Master Huang, the son of
the boss of Qiansheng Mall. He takes a
fancy to you. As long as you're willing to
be his
Chapter 632 It Is All My Fault
Howell looked at Annabel with greedy
eyes. He had never seen such a
beautiful woman before. Now, he was
anxious to make Annabel his girlfriend.
He took two steps forward, stared
obscenely at Annabel and said, "He's
right. If you become my girlfriend, I
promise that you'll live a wealthy life."



Annabel gave Howell a glance with
dislike and said, "Who are you? How
dare you talk to me like that?"
As the young lady of the Thompson
family, she was only gentle, lovely and
naughty when Casey was present. She
hadn't taken other men seriously at all.
Being reproached by Annabel, Howell
was stunned at first and then became
even greedier.
The pawnbroker looked at Annabel with
some irritation and said, "How dare you
talk to Young Master Huang like that!
Qiansheng Mall is the largest shopping
mall in Q City. Young Master Huang's
family has at least a billion dollars! You
should say that he is no match for you!"
Annabel twitched her lips. With only a
billion dollars, they should boast! She
could receive gifts worthy of no less
than a billion dollars in total for one
birthday.
Howell waved at the pawnbroker and
said with a smile, "I like this kind of
women. If she loves money very much, I
won't take a fancy to her. It'll be more
fulfilling for me to conquer this kind of
women."
Annabel felt a little sick. She stared at
the pawnbroker and said, "Give me back
my watch now. I'm leaving."
Howell laughed obscenely, approached
Annabel and said, "Since you're here,
why are you anxious to leave? Go inside
and have a chat with me. I'll let you
know how capable I am."
As he spoke, he stretched out a hand to
touch Annabel's chin.
Annabel hit his hand, so that he couldn't
touch her. Her face became a little



darker.
"If you don't give the watch back to me,
I'll definitely make you regret it."
Annabel knew that she couldn't deal
with Howell. Now, she was not under
the protection of the Thompson family
and was just a common girl. If she went
on talking to them, something might go
wrong. So she had better leave this
place now.
When she just turned around and was
about to leave, Howell looked at his
bodyguards and them those bodyguards
immediately blocked Annabel's way.
Annabel was worried and asked coldly,
"What do you mean? Could it be that
you're going to limit my freedom after
robbing me of my watch?"
Howell laughed and said, "Hey, you can
inquire about if I have failed to get the
women I take a fancy to. I'm not sure of
other things. However, in Q City, as long
as I want to sleep with you, no one
dares to stop me!"
As the son of the boss of Qiansheng
Mall, Howell could be said to unruly in Q
City. Besides, he always forced the
pretty girls, who came to hock their
belongings in pawnshops, to sleep with
him. Since they had gone to hock their
belongings in pawnshops, it meant that
these girls were in trouble and generally
had no powerful connections. It would
be easier for him to get what he wanted.
This pawnbroker was responsible for
selecting beauties for Howell. When he
met a pretty girl, he would inform Howell
of it.
Over the years, many girls had been
harmed by Howell. However, they dared



not to do anything about it because of
the connections Howell had.
Annabel became a little scared. She
didn't want Casey to know that she was
hocking her belongings for money, so
she didn't inform Casey of it before
going out. If Howell really took her away,
she would suffer misfortune.
She gave one side a glance and then
tried to run away from somewhere
between two people. However, those
bodyguards immediately caught her.
Annabel struggled and shouted, "Let go
of me! Listen, my husband is very
powerful. If you dare to do anything to
me, he won't let you get away with it!"
"You have a husband? He, he. It's
interesting. It would be funnier. Take her
to the inside. I'll teach her a good lesson
and see if she can still be so stubborn!"
Howell said with a sneer.
The bodyguards immediately pulled
Annabel to the inside. The pawnbroker
also went to close the door, so that no
one could disturb Howell.
The moment he closed the door, he
heard a loud sound. Then, the door fell
off the wall, pinning the pawnbroker
against the ground.
Everyone was startled by it, turning their
heads and looking at the direction of the
door.
A tall man was standing there. It was
Casey who had secretly followed
Annabel to this place.
"Let go of her! Otherwise, I'll kill you!"
Casey said with a murderous look.
Seeing Casey, Annabel shed tears at
once. Meanwhile, she was relieved. She
knew that Casey wouldn't let her be



harmed by others.
"Who the hell are you? Could it be that
you're her husband? Listen, I'm the son
of the boss of Qiansheng Mall. You had
better don't offend me, otherwise I'll
make you pay a price!" Howell shouted
while glaring at Casey.
Casey didn't reply. He directly
approached him, grabbed him by the
neck and threw him against the wall.
Then, Casey moved quickly,
approaching those bodyguards and
knocking them down.
Although Casey didn't fully recover from
his injuries, he was already able to use
most of his strength. It was very easy for
him to knock these useless bodyguards
down.
Moreover, after recovering from the
injuries, he became stronger. Besides,
the pills from the senior citizen had
some effect. Casey had a hunch that he
would be more powerful after he fully
recovered from the injuries.
Seeing that Casey had knocked all the
bodyguards down, Annabel hugged
Casey and cried.
This time, Casey didn't resist.
"I was so scared just now. I thought that
I would really be bullied by these
disgusting guys. Why didn't you come
earlier?" Annabel complained between
sobs.
Casey felt that Annabel was holding him
tightly. It seemed that she was really
scared. As a girl, she stayed calm when
she was faced with Howell. She had
been brave enough. She would only
show her weakness in the presence of
Casey.



"You're so silly. When we have no
money, you should tell me about that,
instead of hocking your belongings in
such a place. Fortunately, I followed to
here this time. If I didn't, the
consequences would really be too
ghastly to contemplate."
Hearing that, Annabel immediately
widened her eyes and punched Casey
in the chest with her fist.
"Are you saying that it's my fault? You
bastard. If it wasn't that I need to buy
tonics and cell phones for you, how
would I, the young lady of the
Thompson family, hock my belongings?
Now, you should blame me for it. Why
am I so poor?"
Annabel spoke in an aggrieved way.
Hearing that, Casey immediately
realized that he had said the wrong
thing. Feeling guilty, he looked
somewhat anxiously at Annabel and
said, "I...I'm sorry. I shouldn't have
blamed you like that. It's all my fault.
You can hit me to vent your anger."
Annabel stopped, looking at Casey in a
daze. Soon, she put on a silly smile.
Just now, the way Casey apologized to
her was very much similar to the way a
man apologized to his girlfriend.
Annabel felt instantly as if she was in
love.
Chapter 633 Give the Shopping Mall
to Us
Howell watched Casey and Annabel flirt
in pain. When he was thrown against
the wall by Casey just now, he was in so
much pain that he almost lost his
consciousness.
He maliciously stared at Casey and then



gave a glance to the bodyguards who
were lying on the ground, realizing that
he couldn't fight with Casey now. Now,
he should figure out a way to run away
first, after which he could try to find a
way to seek revenge.
He quietly got up and then rushed to the
door.
However, the next second, Casey
blocked his way. Howell felt as if he had
bumped into an iron wall. Then, he
stumbled backward and finally fell to the
ground again.
Casey looked at Howell coldly and
asked, "Do you think that it's over?"
Knowing that he couldn't defeat Casey,
Howell hurriedly begged for mercy, "Bro,
I know that I'm wrong. I really didn't
know that she's your wife. If I had known
that, I would definitely not have done
that. Forgive me!"
Casey sneered, turned his head to look
at Annabel and asked, "What do you
want to do with him?"
"This disgusting guy should want to
sexually molest me. Anyway, I can't let
him easily get away with it. I can't vent
my anger unless...he's at least made
unable to have any descendant."
Annabel glared at Howell with an angry
expression.
Casey was here, so she was fearless
and acted as if she were the wife of the
head of a gang.
Howell felt a chill in the lower part of his
body. He shivered and hurriedly spoke,
"Miss, I just did that on impulse. And I
didn't really do anything to you. Live and
let live. If you let me off now, I won't
make any trouble for you anymore. How



about that?"
"Do you still want to make trouble for
me?" Annabel stared at him at once.
"You're not eligible to negotiate terms
with us." Casey said coldly.
Hearing that, Howell was not convinced.
In Q City, no one dared not to show him
some respect. Now, he kindly offered to
make peace with them, but they should
try to push their luck. In his opinion, it
was considered to be a provocation.
He glared at Casey with a dark face and
said, "You had better be smart. I've
showed you enough respect by being
willing to make peace with you. I've
never been afraid of anyone in Q City.
Go out and inquire about how powerful
my father is. Everyone in Q City has
been to Qiansheng Mall which is owned
by my father. If you deal with me,
sooner or later, you'll regret it."
Casey twitched his lips and said, "You're
but the son of a boss of a shopping mall.
There's nothing to show off."
"Fuck, you talk as if you're very rich. If
you really are, why would you let your
wife hock her belongings at this pawn
shop? Don't be pretentious." Howell
taunted.
Hearing that, Casey had an idea. He
looked at Annabel and asked, "What
about asking his father to give us that
shopping mall? These days, you've
really suffered a lot for me. It's time for
me to repay you for it. What about my
buying that shopping mall and then
going shopping with you?"
Annabel's eyes lit up at once. As
someone who was accustomed to
spending money like water, Annabel



had long wanted to buy some new
clothes for herself. However, to support
Casey, she had to stop herself from
doing so. Now, hearing what Casey
said, she certainly wanted to agree.
However, Casey and she were now in a
difficult position. They were strangers to
this place. A shopping mall was nothing
for them, but Howell's father would
definitely not give it to them just
because of this matter.
"But they won't give the mall to us for
nothing, right? We don't have any
resources here, and his father is
supposedly not a fool." Annabel
reminded.
Casey smiled and said, "If he's unwilling
to give it to us, I can buy it with money.
There's nothing that can't be dealt with
money."
"But how can we get the money?"
Annabel stared at Casey.
Casey took a bank card out of his
pocket with a mysterious expression. It
was exactly the bank card he offered to
give Darius. Before, when he went to
Moon Island, he took it with him. There
was previously a hundred billion dollars
in this bank card.
This card had been placed in Casey's
pocket. Perhaps because Casey was
lucky, he didn't lose this card when he
fell into the sea.
Casey spent quite a lot of money on
Moon Island, but there was still more
than 90 billion dollars in this card. He
could afford to buy a hundred shopping
malls that are as big as Qiansheng Mall,
not to mention just the Qiansheng Mall.
Annabel gave a curious glance at that



bank card and asked, "How much
money is there in this card?"
"I should be able to buy half of the
enterprises in Q City with the money in
this card." Casey said with a smile.
Annabel was surprised. She didn't
expect that Casey still had so much
money with him.
Then she put on an aggrieved
expression, compressed her lips and
spoke to Casey, "You bastard. Why
didn't you tell me that you have so much
money? I hocked my belongings for
money before! Do you know how much I
had suffered these days? You go too
far!"
Feeling embarrassed, Casey looked at
Annabel and said, "I didn't know that
you were hocking your belongings. I
thought that you had enough money
with you. Besides, you have never
mentioned it to me. You're the young
lady of the Thompson family, so I
thought that you wouldn't be short of
money."
Annabel raised her fist again to show
her anger to Casey.
"Humph, anyway, you have to
compensate me for it. Just buying a
shopping mall isn't enough." Annabel
said proudly.
"Well, well, well. I'll buy you whatever
you want." Casey promised.
Hearing their conversation, Howell
suspected that they were mad person
who were anxious for money. Finally, he
couldn't bear it anymore, speaking,
"How dare you brag like that? Why don't
you just claim yourself to be the young
master of a top family in the world? Buy



my shopping mall? I'm afraid that you
can't even afford to buy a pancake!"
Casey and Annabel turned their heads
and looked at Howell at the same time.
For a moment, Howell thought that they
were really from top families in the
world.
He considered it to be just an illusion.
How was it possible that such big shots
would come to Q City?
"Don't talk nonsense. Take us to your
father and ask him transfer the shopping
mall to us. Otherwise, I'll kill you." Casey
spoke coldly to Howell.
"No way!" Howell cursed.
Casey took Howell by the shoulder with
some strength. Then, Howell cried. He
was in so much pain that he shed tears.
"Do I have to repeat it?"
"No, no. I'll take you to my father now.
Please, don't use strength anymore.
Otherwise, my arm will be broken."
Howell hurriedly begged for mercy.
He secretly sneered, considering it
stupid for Casey to take the initiative to
meet his father. In his opinion, when
they met his father, Casey would not be
able to decide what would happen.
Casey and Annabel were putting
themselves into a perilous position.
Chapter 634 He Tripled the Price
At Qiansheng Mall.
At the office area, in the Chairman's
office.
Mitchell Huang, the boss of Qiansheng
Mall, was sitting in the office with a bald
middle-aged man. He was listening to
the bald man with a smile. This bald
man was the general agent of all the
suppliers of Qiansheng Mall. All the



merchandise Qiansheng Mall sold was
got through this bald man. Therefore,
Mitchell certainly treated him in a
respectful way.
"Boss Huang, don't worry. Having been
cooperating with you for so many years,
I would definitely guarantee the supply
of goods to you. But as for the price, I'm
afraid that you'll have to purchase them
at a higher price." The bald man said
with a smile.
Mitchell hurriedly spoke, "Don't worry
about that. I know the situation in Q City
now. Things are not easy for your
suppliers, and I should pay more."
So far, all the shopping malls in Q City
had to buy goods from this bald man. It
could be said that he could determine
the future of Qiansheng Mall. Therefore,
even if Mitchell was dissatisfied with this
bald man, he dared not to mention it.
Now, he owed the bank a lot of money.
The interest of the loan was about
hundreds of thousands dollars.
Therefore, he had to ensure the supply
of goods. If there was no goods in his
shopping mall, however popular his
shopping mall was, he would still be
unable to pay back the loan.
When they were chatting happily, the
door of the office was suddenly kicked
open, making a loud sound. Mitchell and
the bald man were both startled.
Casey entered the office with Howell.
Then, he looked around with cold eyes
and asked coldly, "Who's his father?"
Seeing that Casey took his son as if he
were taking a chicken, Mitchell stood up
at once and asked, "Who are you? Why
are you holding my son?"



Casey looked at Mitchell up and down,
speaking, "He has done a wrong thing,
and I'm coming to get compensation."
Mitchell narrowed his eyes, looked at his
son and asked, "What wrong thing did
he do?"
"Dad, I didn't do anything wrong. Quick,
ask someone to catch him. He's just a
fool who deliberately come to make
trouble for us!" Howell hurriedly shouted.
Casey immediately tightened his grip on
Howell's arm. Howell cried in pain and
hurriedly begged for mercy, "Stop, stop,
stop. I'm wrong."
Seeing that his son was being bullied,
Mitchell was somewhat angry. He
asked, "Who on earth are you? What do
you want to do?"
Casey narrated what Howell had done
in the pawnbroker's shop in an
unhurried manner.
Hearing that, Mitchell secretly sneered
at once. He knew something that his
son had done. However, in his view, his
son was eligible to do that kind of thing.
If those people couldn't do anything with
his son, it meant that they were weak.
Besides, considering that people who
hocked their belongings in the
pawnbroker's shop must be someone
without much power, Mitchell directly
said, "It's lucky for her that my son takes
a fancy to her. Why? Could it be that
you want me to apologize for that?
Quick, let go of my son and get out of
here. Otherwise, I'll take some action!"
Hearing such a response, Casey was
unhappy and said, "Like father, like son.
In my previous plan, if you deal with it in
a somewhat reasonable way, I might



show you some mercy. It seems to be
unnecessary now."
"What do you want to do?" Mitchell
stared at Casey while putting one of his
hands under the table and pressing
down a red button.
"You can't compensate me for what your
son has done by just apologizing. Give
me Qiansheng Mall. Otherwise, you'll
lose your son." Casey said in a
determined voice with a murderous look.
Hearing that, Mitchell immediately
widened his eyes and then sneered.
"Fella, is there anything wrong with your
mind? You ask me to give you
Qiansheng Mall? Who do you think you
are? How dare you say so?" Mitchell
taunted.
Considering this young man to be a little
ridiculous, the bald man also laughed.
Casey shook his head. It seemed that
he had to take some action now.
Otherwise, they wouldn't know who they
had offended.
However, before Casey did anything, he
heard many footsteps coming from
outside. Then, a group of people in
security uniforms rushed in.
Seeing those people, Mitchell
immediately shouted, "This guy is
holding my son. Quick, hit him!"
After giving Casey a glance, those
security guards didn't say a word and
were going to attack Casey.
Casey let go of Howell. Before the
security guards could approach him, he
gave a punch to one of them.
These security guards just fought a little
better than ordinary people. Casey
could knock one down with just one



punch. Soon, he knocked all of them
down. In just a while, the security
guards were lying on the floor.
Only then did Mitchell realize how
serious this matter was. He didn't
anticipate that Casey would be so good
at fighting that he could defeat the
security guards he carefully trained so
easily.
The smile gradually faded from the bald
man's face. Then he stood up to leave
here, so that he wouldn't be in trouble.
"Fella, I'm not with them. I'm just the
general agent of the suppliers of the
mall, and I come here to talk business.
Since you're busy, I'm not going to
hinder you. Take your time to deal with
the matter. I'm leaving."
Casey immediately stretched out his
arm to stop him and asked, "You're the
general agent of the suppliers of
Qiansheng Mall?"
That man immediately nodded.
Casey had an idea at once. Before, he
had already figured out a way to make
Mitchell transfer the mall to him.
However, knowing that this man was the
general agent of the suppliers of
Qiansheng Mall, he got a simpler way.
Casey gave Mitchell a glance and asked
with a smile, "I'll say it just once. If you
transfer the mall to me, I'll forgive you
for what happened today. Besides, I can
pay you a million dollars. If you don't,
you'll suffer consequence that you can't
imagine."
Mitchell somewhat feared Casey.
However, in any case, Qiansheng Mall
was worth more than 50 million dollars.
Casey offered to buy it with a million



dollars. It was no different from robbery.
He sneered and said, "Impossible.
Buying this mall with a million dollars?
Why don't you just rob me of it? Even if
my son have done a wrong thing, you're
not eligible to make such a requirement.
I'll give you a million dollars. Then, it's
over. If you don't agree, I'll take other
action. Fella, you must understand that
it's useless to be just good at fighting in
the society!"
Casey smiled and didn't say anything
more. Then he pointed at the bald man
and said, "Follow me."
The bald man was immediately afraid.
However, worrying that Casey would hit
him, he just followed Casey out of the
office.
Casey even closed the door of the
office.
Howell approached Mitchell, looked at
him with uneasiness and asked, "Dad, in
your opinion, what does that guy want to
do?"
Mitchell looked somewhat angrily at him
and said, "No matter what he wants to
do, it's impossible for him to get
Qiansheng Mall. He's but a stupid young
man. How is it possible that he knows
how to do business? Presumably, that
guy wants to turn to him for help just
because that guy heard that he's the
general agent of the suppliers if
Qiansheng Mall."
"If that's the case, he's really stupid. In
any case, the general agent will help us,
instead of him. He's really an idiot that
knows nothing." Howell said with
disdain.
"Well, how dare you say that? If it wasn't



for you, we won't be in this kind of
trouble now." Mitchell stared at Howell.
Howell hurriedly said, "Dad, I know that
I'm wrong. I won't do that in the future
anymore."
About fifteen minutes later, the door of
the office was opened. Casey went in
with the bald man.
At this moment, the middle-aged man
was smiling happily and was not afraid
of Casey at all.
"Manager Lau, no matter what he has
said to you, don't believe him. I'm willing
to give you 10% more profit. How about
that?" Mitchell hurriedly spoke. When he
saw the smile the bald man wore, he
had realized that there was something
wrong.
The bald man sneered and said,
"Seriously, Boss Huang, you don't know
how powerful he is at all. I won't help
you."
"Now, I announce that I officially
terminate the cooperation between my
company and your mall. You can ask
others to supply goods for you."
Mitchell's expression changed a lot. He
didn't anticipate that the general agent
would terminate the cooperation
because of Casey just after talking to
Casey for more than ten minutes. He
really couldn't guess what Casey had
said to him.
"Manager Lau, don't say so. You've
cooperated with me for so many years.
How can you say so just because of a
stupid young man? Well, I'll give 20%
more profit to you. I can't give you more.
You know that I have showed my best
sincerity, right?"



Once the goods were out of stock,
Qiansheng Mall would run out of cash.
At that time, Mitchell would be broke. He
might have to commit suicide.
The bald man looked at Mitchell with
playful expression and said with a smile,
"You want to get my help with only 20%
of the profit? Boss Huang, you're so
generous."
"Listen, he offered to pay three times of
the price for my goods. I won't continue
to cooperate with you, unless you give
me 300% of the profit!"
Mitchell's eyes were immediately wide
open. He stared at Casey with shock.
Chapter 635 You Are the Owner of
This Shopping Mall
"Manager Lau, don't joke with me. Didn't
you hear that he needs to hock
something in the pawnshop for money?
How is it possible that he could afford to
pay three times of the price for your
goods? Don't be fooled by him."
It wasn't that Mitchell was unwilling to
believe what the bald man said. If one
paid three times of the price for goods,
one would definitely lose money. No one
would do that. Moreover, Casey seemed
to be a common people. It was
impossible for him to pay so much
money.
The bald man sneered, took out his
mobile phone, showed it to Mitchell and
said, "Have a good look. He had
transferred the money to me. How can it
be not true? Boss Huang, I have to say
that your effort is ruined by your son."
Mitchell looked carefully at the transfer
record on the mobile phone of the bald
man, and then he was stunned.



His blood ran cold. He even couldn't
move quickly.
"How...How is it possible? He should
spend so much money to buy your
goods just because of the
misunderstanding between my son and
him?" Mitchell muttered to himself.
"In your opinion, it's just a
misunderstanding. However, in his
opinion, your son has done something
that can't be done. Boss Huang, you're
a member of the upper class now. Could
it be that you still don't understand that
there are someone you can't offend?"
The bald man said with disdain.
Mitchell turned his head, looked at
Casey and began to regret. He begged,
"Fella, I'm so stupid that I didn't realize it
until just now. Spare me, please. My
family live on the money earned from
this mall. If you want it, I'm willing to sell
it to you at normal price. I'm even willing
to sell it to you at a much lower price.
Why do you buy those goods at three
times the price instead of letting me
off?"
Casey twitched his lip and said,
"Because you're self-righteous. Besides,
it's just a very small sum of money for
me. I don't care about who gets it. I just
want you and your son to receive
punishment."
"Now, he has sold the goods to me.
Without goods, you can't make money
from this mall. I guess that you owe the
bank a lot of money. If you can't earn
money back and therefore fail to pay
back the loan in time, this mall will close
down. And you'll owe huge debt. I'm
afraid that you'll have to keep running



away in the future."
"Transferring the mall to me is your only
option now. I'm going to give you five
minutes. Think about it."
Hearing that, Mitchell was dizzy. Just
now, he was talking and laughing with
the bald man, imagining the future of the
mall. Now, in less than half an hour, he
was faced with bankruptcy. Such
change was really too sudden.
After regaining his footing, Mitchell
turned around and looked at Howell.
Howell was trembling. Without saying a
word, Mitchell gave Howell a kick.
Howell dared not to resist at all. Now, he
finally understood that his family all
suffered because of his lust.
"Stupid! I achieve all these by working
hard for so many years. Now, we're in
trouble just because you're obscene! I
really regret having given birth to you!
You're useless!"
After saying that, he slapped Howell in
the face without any mercy three times.
After that, he was still angry. So he gave
Howell a few kicks.
"Dad, I've done that before and you've
never stopped me. Now, when we're in
trouble, you blame me. You should also
be responsible for it." Howell said with a
sad face.
"Fuck, you should complain me. As your
father, I must beat you up!"
After a long time, Howell was seriously
injured by Mitchell. He lay on the ground
and didn't move. It was only then that
Mitchell stopped.
He turned his head, looked at Casey
and said with regret, "Fella, this time, I
lose. Transfer one million dollars to me,



and I'll sign transfer contract with you
now."
Casey smiled and said, "I'm afraid that
you've got me wrong. Before, I offered
to give you a million dollars, but you
refused me. Now, I won't give a penny
to you."
Mitchell asked with his eyes wide open,
"Could it be that I should give you the
shopping mall for nothing?"
"Maybe you can just declare insolvent."
Casey laughed.
Mitchell helplessly sighed. He knew that
he had no other choice.
The bald man got a lawyer to draw up
the transfer contract for them. Mitchell
reluctantly signed the contract. Then,
Casey became the owner of Qiansheng
Mall.
Then, Casey asked all the executives of
Qiansheng Mall to come here and
announced that their boss changed in
the presence of Mitchell.
The No. 2 executive of Qiansheng Mall
was the general manager Mitchell
specially employed. His name was
Reynolds. In the past years, he had
been operating Qiansheng Mall. Mitchell
was only in charge of something related
to capital and goods.
After getting to know with these
executives, Casey found that Reynolds
was honest. Besides, having operated
Qiansheng Mall for so many years,
Reynolds could be said to be
experienced. Therefore, he asked
Reynolds to manage most of the affairs
of Qiansheng Mall, including the supply
of goods.
After all, Casey just treated this



shopping mall as a compensation to
Annabel. He was not really going to do
operate this shopping mall. After he fully
recovered from his injuries, he would
leave this place.
Being in charge of goods supply,
Reynolds was very surprised.
Immediately, he admired Casey, the
new boss, very much and swore that he
would operate Qiansheng Mall well.
Later, Reynolds gave a golden card to
Casey, telling him that it was specially
made to send others as gift. People with
this card could take whatever they want
in Qiansheng Mall. Generally speaking,
only boss and the family of boss could
have this kind of card.
Casey didn't make ritual noises. He took
the card and asked Reynolds to manage
the affairs of the shopping mall. After
that, he left the office area and headed
towards the gate of Qiansheng Mall.
At this moment, there were many people
coming in and out at the gate of the
shopping mall. As the most famous
shopping mall in Q City, it was very
popular.
Annabel was sitting on a public seat at
the door. It seemed that she was a little
bored. Looking at people coming and
going, she sighed.
Since she was a child, she had been
taken good care of and loved by
everyone. Now, she was living a life that
ordinary lived. She found that it was
quite good.
Before long, Casey approached
Annabel. Seeing that she sat there in a
daze, he smiled.
"Don't just sit there. Let's go in." Casey



said with a smile.
Seeing Casey, Annabel immediately
stood up and asked, "Have you settled
the matter?"
Casey nodded and said, "From today
on, you're the owner of this mall."
Annabel was so happy that she jumped.
Casey handed the golden card to
Annabel and said, "With this card, you
can take anything you want in the mall.
Go to get what you want now."
Annabel took it. Feeling puzzled, she
asked, "Are you not going in with me?"
"Now, I've recovered from my injuries,
so I could tell Edith my situation now. I'm
going to buy a cell phone and make a
phone call to her. You can go shopping."
After saying that, Casey turned around
and headed towards nearby mobile
phone shop.
Previously, Annabel was very happy. As
she watched Casey go away, she
gradually felt a sense of loss. After a
long time, she sighed helplessly, came
close to a garbage can and threw the
golden card into it.
"I made so much effort, but it seems that
I can't change your mind even a little bit.
You're so silly. Without you, I don't want
anything."
Annabel spoke to herself. After that,
Annabel turned around, went to the side
of the road and went home by taxi.
......
After buying a mobile phone, Casey got
a phone card. He went to the park and
found a place with no one else around.
He sat down on the bench, took a deep
breath and then entered the phone
number of Edith.



After staring at the familiar numbers for
a long time, Casey finally tapped the
screen to make the phone call.
Before long, Edith answered the phone
and asked in a somewhat hoarse and
weary voice.
"Hello, who's that?"
Casey was very excited. After trying
hard to calm himself down, he slowly
said,
"Edith, it's me."
Chapter 636 I Will Take Care of the
Davies Family for You
In the Davies House, B City.
In the room Casey used to live in, Edith
put down the phone. There were
obviously tears on her pinched face. But
she was smiling now and was not sad at
all.
That was because she had just received
a phone call from Casey. Her husband,
who was believed to be dead by
everyone, was still alive.
From the very beginning, Edith was sure
that Casey wouldn't die so easily.
All people were pessimistic about
Casey's chance of being alive. These
days, there were dark clouds gathering
over the Davies House. Even Edith
would sometimes suspect if she was
deceiving herself.
To get rid of that feeling, Edith chose to
live a busy life. By believing firmly that
Casey was alive and living a busy life,
she was not that miserable.
Therefore, she left J City, came to B City
and took over most affairs of the Davies
family.
On the second day Edith returned to
inland areas, the news of Casey's death



spread all over B City. Before, only Edith
and the person who sent Edith back
knew this news. Now, it spread quickly.
Edith could guess one thing without
even thinking: the person who attacked
Casey was trying to destroy the Davies
family with this issue.
When the people of the Davies family
got this news, there was a panic. Jordan
made countless phone calls to Casey,
but Casey never answered.
Because of it, more people believed that
Casey was really dead. As a result,
there were some problems in the Davies
family. A lot of people thought of running
away from the Davies family.
At any time, losing the head was the
worst disaster for a family. At this point,
Jordan alone was unable to quell the
panic among the people of the Davies
family caused by Casey's death. In
order to protect their benefits, some
people even wanted to divide up the
property of the Davies family.
Fortunately, Edith came B City in time
and quelled the panic among people of
the Davies family.
It was certainly impossible for Edith to
achieve that alone. The trusted
subordinates of Casey also came to B
City with her, including Conor, Charles,
Morgan, and so on.
Lily also asked Natan to send members
of Tianyuan Chamber of Commerce to
help Edith. Most importantly, Terence
sent top three experts in fighting on List
of the Ares to B City. One of them was
Kacper.
With Kacper and two other experts in
fighting and under the help of Conor,



Charles and so on, Edith quelled the
disturbance in the Davies family on the
first day of her arrival in B City in
unsparing ways.
As for those who tried to divide up the
property of the Davies family in crisis,
they were all killed by Kacper.
When the people of the Davies family
watched Kacper and other two experts
kill those people, they all gave up the
idea of disloyalty. None of them dared to
say anything that would threaten the
steadiness of the Davies family.
With the help of Jordan, Edith soon took
over the affairs of the Davies family.
With the experience she accumulated
when managing the company of the
Patel family, Edith handled the affairs of
the Davies family with ease.
The affairs of the Davies family was
actually not different from that of the
company of the Patel family. It was just
that the affairs of the Davies family
involved more property.
Edith told the people of the Davies
family that Casey was still alive and that
he would be back sooner or later, asking
them not to worry about it.
After the people of the Davies family
saw how Edith dealt with the
disturbance in the Davies family, the
Davies family restored the stability for
the time being.
Edith could quell the disturbance in the
Davies family with Kacper, but she
couldn't stop others from spreading the
rumors.
People in B City had all known that
Casey was dead. The families that bore
grudges against the Davies family



began to pay close attention to the
Davies family with ill intentions. Some
organizations that had never conflicted
with the Davies family also began to
attempt to get some benefits from the
Davies family. After all, the Davies
family was so rich. Anyone would want
to get some benefits from it.
In just a short time, many families began
to secretly nibble away at the property of
the Davies family tentatively.
The situation of Tianyuan Chamber of
Commerce, which had a good
relationship with the Davies family, was
even worse. The Davies family got
some help from Terence, but Tianyuan
Chamber of Commerce didn't.
To prevent the Turner family from
dealing with the Davies family, Terence
dealt with the Turner family with most of
the resources of Guanling. With the
resources from Terence, the Davies
family could do nothing but protect itself.
However, luckily, Edith received a
phone call from Casey and knew for
sure that he was still alive. As long as
Casey was fine, no matter what difficult
situation the Davies family was in now, it
was no big deal for Edith.
Certainly, so far, Edith couldn't tell
anyone that Casey was alive now. Once
people of the Turner family knew that
that Casey was alive Casey was alive,
Theodore might come to B City. If that
happened, the Davies family would face
a catastrophe.
Before Casey had the ability to defeat
Theodore, Edith could only keep this
news a secret. And the Davies family
could only become low profile for a



while.
Casey told Edith what he had
experienced recently and informed her
of his plan. Edith understood what a
danger Casey had been in and was
deeply afraid. At the same time, she
was deeply grateful to Annabel.
She didn't blame Casey for being unable
to come back in time. After all, to get rid
of the threat they were faced with,
Casey had to be powerful enough.
Edith wiped her tears, stood up and
stretched herself lazily, feeling an
unprecedented sense of relief.
"Casey, don't worry about anything and
just improve your fighting capacity.
Before you come back, I'll take care of
the Davies family for you!"
Edith spoke to herself. After that, Edith
went out of the room.
At this moment, Nicolas and Jennifer
were discussing how to make Edith
have more food in the yard. After all,
Edith was pregnant and meanwhile
working very hard. If she didn't get
enough nourishment, her health would
be affected.
When Edith left J City for B City, she
took them with her. Certainly, Amara
was not eligible to be taken to B City.
Now, Nicolas was totally unwilling to see
Amara.
After the door of the room was opened,
Edith came out from inside, looking in a
good mood.
Seeing Jennifer and Nicolas, she
immediately said with a smile, "Dad,
Jennifer, I'm a little hungry. Prepare
some delicious food for me. Cook more
rice. I'm now pregnant. If I didn't eat



enough food, baby might be affected."
"Before, I found that the flowers in the
small garden almost withered. I'm going
to water them. Cook now and ask me to
have a meal when it's ready."
After saying that, Edith happily went to
the small garden.
Jennifer and Nicolas were stunned.
These days, Edith had always been
wearing a sad expression. It was the
first time for her to smile.
"How would she behave in that way
today?" Nicolas said.
"Maybe she has got over it. After all,
she's pregnant now. Anyway, she has to
be responsible for her baby. Alas, it's a
pity that Casey's dead. What a nice
person he is!" Jennifer said with a sigh.
"Well, it's useless to about it. If Edith
heard that, she would not be able to
smile. It's rare for her to smile now.
Quick, go to cook some nutritious food."
Nicolas said.
Jennifer hurriedly nodded, turned
around and walked towards the kitchen.
......
In Q City.
After making the phone call, Casey was
relieved. After learning about the
situation in B City from Edith, Casey
was less nervous.
The Davies family was now in a
dangerous situation because of the
news that he was dead. However,
Kacper was in B City. Besides, Terence
offered some help to the Davies family.
At least, the Davies family wouldn't be in
trouble in a short time.
Moreover, Edith was under the
protection of Kacper and other two



experts in fighting. As long as Theodore
didn't go to B City in person, he didn't
have to be worried about the safety of
Edith.
Casey had learned from Edith that
Theodore had already left H Country for
M Country after he attacked him.
"In the following days, I should try to
recover from the injuries as soon as
possible. After that, I'll go to my teacher
and find out why Theodore would be so
powerful."
"I haven't seen him for many years.
When I meet him, will he scold me?
After all, I insisted on leaving in that
year. If I had listened to him, I would not
have been defeated easily by
Theodore."
After muttering a few words to himself,
Casey stood up, patted his own butt and
headed for Christine's home.
Chapter 637 Go Shopping
Back home, Casey immediately saw
Annabel in the living room. She was
sitting in a daze. Casey was a little
confused. She should be shopping
crazily in Qiansheng Mall now.
"Why did you come back so soon?"
Casey asked.
Annabel looked up at him and said
angrily, "Could it be that I should stand
in the mall instead of coming back?"
"Didn't you say that you've long wanted
to go on a shopping spree? I've given
you Qiansheng Mall. Shouldn't you be
going on a shopping spree there?"
Casey asked, feeling puzzled.
Annabel stood up at once and punched
Casey with her fist angrily.
"Why are you so silly? Have you ever



seen anyone go shopping alone? In that
case, I would rather shop online. Do you
know what the pleasure of shopping is?
You had gone away. Wouldn't I be
embarrassed if I wandered in the mall
alone like a fool?" Annabel complained.
Casey finally got it. He didn't think of it
before. At that time, he was anxious to
buy a mobile phone and make a phone
call to Edith.
"You can ask Christine to go shopping
with you. By the way, you can buy her
some new clothes. We can repay her for
helping us recently in this way." Casey
said.
Hearing that, Annabel punched Casey
with greater strength.
Why was this guy so silly? What she
wanted to do was not going shopping at
all. Actually, what she wanted was to go
shopping with Casey.
Considering that Casey was highly likely
to be pretending to be silly, Annabel was
a little helpless.
After a long time, Annabel stopped. She
sat down on the sofa and said
impatiently, "There's a bowl of edible
bird's nest porridge I made on the table.
It's the first time for me to cook it, so it
might not taste good. But it's still
nutritious. You're injured. Go to eat it."
Casey turned his head and gave a
glance at the table. He saw that there
was a bowl containing something black.
When he just came in, he thought that it
was a bowl of black sesame dessert. It
never occurred to him that it was
actually a bowl of bird's nest porridge.
He went to the table with a smile, picked
the bowl up, sniffed it and asked, "Are



you sure that I won't hurt even worse
after eating it?"
"Casey!!!" Annabel shouted angrily and
wanted to tear him.
Today, Casey didn't go shopping with
her. Instead, he hurriedly went to tell
Edith that he was safe now. But Annabel
was not angry. If Casey would fall in
love with her so easily, she might long
not like Casey.
Therefore, on the way back, she thought
of how to change herself, so that Casey
could notice her virtue.
What she thought of first was to become
more virtuous. At least, she should be
good at both working and doing
housework. Therefore, she cooked a
bowl of edible bird's nest porridge
according to the cookbook on the
internet.
She made great effort in cooking this
bowl of edible bird's nest porridge. She
failed several times before cooking this
bowl of porridge. It was the best one she
had ever made. Now, Casey should say
so. She was really annoyed.
Seeing that Annabel was about to lose
her temper, Casey hurriedly said, "In
fact, it smells good. I'll try it now."
He took a sip with a spoon, after which
he frowned slightly. However, he forced
himself to swallow it.
"It's not bad. It's not bad." Casey said
with a smile.
"Really?" Annabel became less angry.
Casey nodded with his eyes narrowed.
"Then, eat all of it. There's more of it in
the kitchen. It's all yours." Annabel said
with a happy expression.
Casey was instantly froze, standing



there motionless like a statue.
Right at this moment, the door was
opened. Christine came in with a dark
face. She even slammed the door.
Seeing that Casey and Annabel were in
the living room, she just greeted
Annabel, after which she was going to
go back to her room.
Casey took this opportunity to hurriedly
put the bowl down, approached Annabel
and asked, "What's the matter with
her?"
Annabel shook her head and said, "It
seems that she's very unhappy. She
may have some difficulties."
After saying that, she came close to
Christine and asked, "Christine, what's
wrong with you?"
"Annabel, I'm fine. I'll feel better by
simply staying alone for a while."
Christine said. Then, she turned around
and entered her room.
Annabel shrugged helplessly, indicating
that she didn't know what had happened
to Christine.
About half an hour later, Christine came
out of her room. Annabel hurriedly
approached her and asked patiently
what had happened.
At first, Christine was unwilling to tell
Annabel. After Annabel tried hard to
persuade her, Christine finally told her
what had happened.
Today, when Christine hung out with her
friends, she was taunted by a few
classmates who she didn't get along
well with at ordinary times. The clothes
she wore were bought two years ago
and had faded due to frequent washing.
Besides, the buttons would easily come



off.
Today, Christine's garment was caught
on something. Then, the button on it fell
off, because of which Christine was
unable to button the garment. As a
result, she was very embarrassed.
In Christine's home, Herman and Bonnie
could only make some money by going
sea fishing together. In the recent years,
people would be disturbed while fishing.
Therefore, Herman and Bonnie could
make only a small income.
Many students knew something about
Christine's family. Most of them were
thoughtful and therefore wouldn't
deliberately mention it. However, there
would always be someone who were
from rich families and meanwhile looked
down upon others.
Today, Christine was laughed at by
them, so she was so angry.
Hearing that, Casey immediately said,
"Annabel happens to want to go
shopping. What about going shopping
with us tomorrow? We can buy you
some clothes. Your classmates are not
thoughtful. Don't take their words
seriously."
Christine gave Casey a glance and said,
"It's easy for you to say. The money my
parents make a month is only enough
for our living expenses and my tuition.
They have no money to buy new clothes
for me. Besides, the clothes are all
expensive."
"Don't worry about that. I'll pay for it."
Casey said with a smile, "These days,
you've helped me a lot. I should buy you
some new clothes."
Christine immediately looked at Casey



with suspicion, then glared at him with
blame in her eyes, and said, "Hey, can
you not bring trouble on Annabel? Do
you know that Annabel gets the living
expenses by selling her jewelry? You're
not wealthier than us. How can you
casually say those words? When you
pay for my new clothes, you're using
Annabel's money. In this case, I don't
want new clothes at all."
Casey didn't know what to say. It
seemed that Christine had a deep
prejudice against him.
Seeing that Christine spoke for her,
Annabel couldn't help smiling and said,
"Christine, even if we're not going to buy
clothes, we can go for a walk. I happen
to want to go to the shopping mall. Just
have fun. How about that?"
Christine immediately smiled at Annabel
and said, "Great. If we just have a walk
there, it's ok. Annabel, you are so nice
and are different from a bad man who
can only tell lies."
Casey was a little speechless. He had
never told lies. Besides, he was so
faithful to his wife. Why was he called a
bad man?
"By the way, today, I just learned to
cook edible bird's nest porridge. I
cooked some. I feel that it's not bad.
Would you like to have a try?" Annabel
said with a smile.
"Yes, of course. I heard that it takes a lot
of money to buy bird's nest. Annabel,
save some money in the future. After all,
you have to support a bad man."
Christine spoke.
"Oh, it doesn't matter. What matters
most is that I cook well. Come and have



a try." Annabel took the bowl of edible
bird's nest porridge over with an excited
expression.
Seeing that, Casey coughed lightly and
hurriedly came back to the room. He
was afraid that he would be forced to
eat the pot of bird's nest porridge in the
kitchen.
About ten minutes later, Christine
helplessly looked at the pot of bird's nest
porridge with a somewhat pale face.
Just now, she had forced herself to eat
that bowl of bird's nest porridge.
She didn't want to disappoint Annabel,
so she said that it tasted good.
"Christine, since you find it delicious, eat
this pot of nest's porridge. I'm not going
to allow Casey eat it anymore. Quick.
Otherwise, it'll get cold." Being praised
by Christine, Annabel had been very
confident.
Christine wore a bitter smile. She
thought that she shouldn't agree to try
the bird's nest porridge Annabel made.
On the next morning.
Casey, Edith and Christine were
standing at the gate of Qiansheng Mall.
Christine looked at this large building
with curiosity in her eyes, feeling a little
excited. She passed by this place
several times when she was a child, but
she had never gone in.
At that time, her parents told her that the
goods there were very expensive and
that they couldn't afford to buy them.
Therefore, Christine never dared to
enter this place.
In her opinion, if Casey and Annabel
didn't offer to take her to have fun here,
she wouldn't enter this mall before she



worked and had some money.
"Come one, let's go shopping. If you
want anything, tell me. You can take
anything you want in this mall. I'm
absolutely serious." Casey said with a
smile.
Christine rolled her eyes and spoke,
"You talk as if you were the boss of this
mall. You've got some nerve."
"In fact, I'm really the boss of this
shopping mall." Casey said.
"Who would believe you? Annabel, let's
go. Just let him stay here and dream."
Christine took Annabel's hand and went
towards the mall.
Casey helplessly smiled and hurriedly
caught up with them.
They wandered on the first floor of the
shopping mall. Christine looked here
and there with an excited expression.
Her curiosity was greatly gratified.
Then, they went to the second floor.
Looking at all kinds of beautiful clothes,
Christine was suddenly a little sad.
When they came to a shop selling
designer clothes, Christine saw a
garment and thought that it looked very
pretty. She liked it very much.
"If you like it, go to try it on." Annabel
said with a smile.
"Can I?" Christine hesitated.
"Yes, of course. You don't need to pay
for trying it on." Annabel pulled Christine
into the shop and took that garment.
Right at this moment, someone said in a
mocking voice, "Oh, isn't that Christine,
the ugly duckling? Unexpectedly, you
should dare to come to this place. Why?
Do you even want to try on clothes? You
had better put it down. It's a shop selling



designer clothes. If you smudge it, you
can't afford to pay for it!"
Chapter 638 Get One Piece of
Clothing of Every Style
Casey, Annabel and Christine all turned
their heads to look at the person who
spoke just now. A boy and a girl dressed
in fashionable clothes were standing
there. They were about the same age as
Christine.
Previously, Christine was itching to try
this garment on. Seeing them, she was
immediately a little gloomy. Then, she
put that garment back and spoke to
Casey and Annabel, "Let's go."
"He, he. Unexpectedly, you have a
temper. Being just rebuked by me, you
dare not try it on. Living in poverty is
really too bad." That girl surly while she
said so.
Both this boy and this girl were
Christine's classmates. Yesterday, it
was them that took the lead in mocking
Christine, because of which Christine
lost face and angrily went home.
The boy was called Luke. His parents
were senior executives of a company in
Q City. Among his peers, he could be
said to be from a well-off family. The girl
was named Amaya. She was also from
a well-to-do family.
Christine studied well in school and
always finished top in exams. Amaya
tried her best, but she was still an
average student even in the class. She
was very unhappy because of it.
Therefore, at ordinary times, Amaya
liked to talk about Christine's family in
the presence of their classmates in an
attempt to feel better by belittling



Christine.
Luke was Amaya's boyfriend. He would
certainly not be nice to someone his
girlfriend disliked, so he often taunted
Christine with Amaya.
The relation between Christine and
them was strained. However, they were
both from rich families. If she conflicted
with them, the staff of school would
definitely help them. Considering all
that, Christine endured their offense.
Today, she just came here to have fun
with Casey and Annabel. Unexpectedly,
they should meet Luke and Amaya here.
She felt that she was indeed too
unlucky.
Casey and Annabel gave each other a
glance. Both of them were not going to
leave.
Annabel pulled Christine back and said,
"You haven't tried on the garment yet.
Don't leave here. If you like it, we'll buy it
for you."
Amaya immediately sneered and
taunted, "If I'm not wrong, you two
should be her relatives. We know
something about Christine's family. And
I have never heard that she has any rich
relatives. Do you know how much the
garment you take fancy to costs? It
costs more than 4000 dollars! Can you
afford to buy it?"
At this time, Luke was also looking at
Annabel. However, he was attracted by
her beauty and forgot to laugh at
Christine with Amaya.
Hearing the price of the garment,
Christine's expression changed. Her
parents could only earn 4000 dollars a
month. Unexpectedly, such a garment



should be so expensive. Because of it,
she became more afraid of trying it on
and just wanted to leave here as soon
as possible.
"Annabel, let's go. It's too expensive. I
don't want to try it on anymore."
Christine said with some panic.
Seeing that Christine was so
embarrassed, Amaya became proud
and said, "I know it. How is it possible
for you, a poor girl, can afford to buy a
garment that costs more than 4000
dollars? Don't come to such a place
often in the future. After all, you can't
afford to buy the goods here."
Casey gave Amaya a glance and then
spoke to Christine, "It just costs more
than 4000 dollars. It's just a little more
expensive than common clothes and
can't be said to be a very fine garment.
Try it on, and I'll pay for it later."
Both Luke and Amaya looked at Casey.
Casey looked really too common, so
they just ignored him just now.
Luke felt that Casey was very close to
Annabel and was a little unhappy
because of it. This guy looked so
common, but he could be with such a
beauty. It was unreasonable!
He immediately spoke, "Oh, oh, oh.
Listen. It just costs more than 4000
dollars. Look at the clothes you're
wearing. I can tell at one glance that you
clothes are bought in a stand at the
roadside and are worth only dozens of
dollars. You can't be pretentious without
money. You're so poor, but you pretend
to be rich. It's the first time for me to see
someone like you."
Hearing that, Amaya also said,



"Christine, look at your relative. He
wears cheap clothes, but he should try
to pretend to be rich. Birds of a feather
flock together. In my opinion, your family
members are all poor, but like to pretend
to be rich."
Christine's face burned. She gave
Casey a glance with some blame in her
eyes and said, "Well, don't muddy the
waters now. I know that you want to win
my dignity back. However, the money
belongs to both you and Annabel. I don't
want you and Annabel to waste money
because of it."
Casey was helpless. He didn't know
how to explain to Christine, so he looked
at Annabel, indicating her to help him.
Annabel immediately spoke to Christine
with a smile, "Christine, believe him.
Casey's very rich. He could even afford
to buy this shop, not to mention a
garment."
Christine widened her eyes in disbelief.
It wasn't that she was unwilling to
believe it. In fact, it was beyond her
imagination, so she dared not to believe
it.
Luke and Amaya twitched their lips. In
their opinion, it was ridiculous for Casey
and Annabel to echo and support each
other.
"You had better go away now. If you
continue to stand here and brag, the
staff would soon drive you out." Luke
taunted.
Casey ignored them, asking the shop
assistant to come over. He pointed at
Christine and asked, "Is it her size?"
"Yes, it seems to be her size." The shop
assistant replied.



"Well, get one piece of clothing of every
style in your shop in this size and pack
them up for me." Casey said.
The shop assistant thought that she had
misheard and widened her eyes in
surprise, "Get one piece of clothing of
every style. Did I mishear?"
"No." Casey replied.
The shop assistant was immediately
happy. Today, she hadn't sold one piece
of clothes yet. Unexpectedly, she now
had a big customer.
"Yes. Please wait a moment. I'll go to
pack them up for you now." The shop
assistant turned excitedly.
At this moment, Luke, who was
watching, spoke at once, "Don't listen to
him. He's bragging. He's a relative of
this poor girl. He has no money at all.
He's just pretending to be rich in the
presence of us. Later, if he has no
money to pay after you pack the clothes
up, your effort will be wasted."
Hearing that, the shop assistant
hesitated at once. She looked at Casey
up and down. Finding that the clothes
he was wearing were really not
expensive, she asked tentatively, "Sir,
what about paying me now? It'll make
packing clothes up easier."
Casey didn't mind. He turned his head,
gave Annabel a glance and said, "Take
out that gold card."
Annabel was immediately a little
embarrassed and said,
"Yesterday...Yesterday, you didn't go
shopping with me. So I threw that card
away in a fit of temper."
Casey didn't know how to react. He had
thought that they could take anything



they wanted in the shopping mall with
Annabel's gold card.
There was an awkward atmosphere at
once. Christine was so embarrassed
that she wanted to disappear from this
place.
Both Luke and Amaya laughed. They
thought that it was very ridiculous.
"See? They've begun to act. Throw
away some gold card? I'm afraid that
they don't have it at all. Are they going
to say that they will come to buy clothes
on another day because they lost their
card?" Luke taunted.
The shop assistant began to look at
Casey in an impatient way and asked,
"Will you on earth buy it or not?"
Casey turned his head and handed his
bank card to her.
Chapter 639 Held Her Head High
"Humph, didn't you say that you have a
gold card? Why did you take out an
ordinary bank card? Just now, you
asked her to pack one piece of clothing
of every style in the shop. I'm afraid that
you'll have to pay more than 100000
dollars. I don't believe that there is so
much money in your card." Amaya said
with disdain.
Seeing everything, Christine was afraid
that they would be driven out after it was
found that there was not so much
money in Casey's card. She had strong
self-esteem and naturally couldn't stand
it.
Therefore, she spoke to Annabel,
"Annabel, let it go. Don't make it worse.
It'll be difficult to end it later."
Annabel comforted Christine, "Don't
worry, Christine. The gold card Casey



mentioned was indeed thrown away by
me. But there’s much more money in
this card. You won't lose face."
Not knowing what to say, Christine
sighed helplessly.
The shop assistant gave the bank card
held by Casey a glance and asked, "Are
you sure that there is enough money in
this bank card?"
"You'll know after you swipe it." Casey
spoke with a smile.
The shop assistant didn't say anything.
She just took the bank card and went to
the counter to reckon up the cost.
"I'll see what excuse you can find after
it's found that there is not enough
money in your bank card." Luke
sneered.
Casey didn't say anything to him.
Instead, he looked at Annabel and said,
"Why did you throw that card? Even if
you don't want it, you can give it to
Christine."
Annabel was immediately somewhat
ashamed and said in a low voice, "I was
angry at that time. Besides, I didn't
attach any importance to that card."
Casey smiled helplessly and didn't say
anything more. Considering Annabel's
habit, it was normal for her not to attach
any importance to a gold cards of a
shopping mall.
Soon, the shop assistant had added up
all the money and asked Casey to enter
the password.
Casey went to the counter and then
entered the password. Seeing that
Casey paid successfully, the shop
assistant's eyes lit up in an instant.
"Sir...Sir, the payment has been made



and I'll go to pack up clothes for you
now. I'm sorry for having been rude to
you before." The shop assistant spoke
in a gentle, submissive and respectful
manner, totally different from that of
before.
"What? Did you say that he successfully
paid? How is that possible?" Luke's and
Amaya's eyes were wide open.
The shop assistant glanced at them and
said coldly, "Please be respectful to our
distinguished guests. Otherwise, I'll
have to drive you out."
Luke and Amaya were immediately
shocked. It seemed that Casey had
really made the payment successfully.
Christine was dumbfounded. In her
anticipation, this shop assistant would
be angry with them after finding that
there was no money in Casey's card
and then asked the security guards to
drive them out. What happened just now
was totally different from what she had
anticipated.
Annabel winked at Christine and said
with a smile, "I didn't lie to you, right?"
Christine nodded like a robot and asked,
"Then...Then how much money does he
pay?"
"This gentleman spends 178300 dollars
in our shop. We'll offer free home
delivery service. May I ask if you need
this service?" The shop assistant spoke.
Casey certainly didn't want to go
shopping with many bags, so he told the
shop assistant the address of Christine's
home.
"Are you kidding me? He spends more
than 170000 dollars on buying clothes
alone? Christine, are you sure that your



relative didn't steal the bank card from
someone else?" Amaya said. She
couldn't accept it.
"Amaya, don't go too far. If it was a bank
card stolen from others, how can he
know the password?" Christine finally
had some confidence and shouted at
Amaya.
Seeing that, that shop assistant
immediately approached Amaya and
Luke and spoke in a stern voice,
"You've stayed in our shop for a long
time. You not only didn't buy any
clothes, but also slandered our
distinguished guests. Go out now,
please. Otherwise I'll ask the security
guards to come here!"
Luke's and Amaya's faces were
immediately dark. It never occurred to
them that it would finally be them that
were driven out.
"You!" Amaya was angry and was going
to quarrel with the shop assistant.
Luke hurriedly pulled her clothes. They
were in Qiansheng Mall now. If they
made trouble here, they would finally be
the one who suffered losses.
"Well, let's go. Who knows how he got
the money? Don't stoop to their level."
After that, Luke pulled Amaya out of the
shop ignominiously.
For the first time, Christine felt that she
had vented the anger. Watching Luke
and Amaya leave ignominiously, she
was much relieved.
Then, she turned her head, looked at
Annabel and Casey and couldn't help
shedding her tears.
"Annabel, Casey, thank you."
Since she was in school, she had been



looked down upon by Amaya. Whenever
Amaya found a chance, Amaya would
laugh at her in the presence of all the
classmates, making her lose face.
She was from a poor family. Worrying
that she would be in trouble, she had to
endure it. It lasted for a long time. Now,
she could finally hold her head high in
front of Amaya. After venting her
grievance, she could no longer stop
herself from shedding her tears.
Annabel patted Christine on the back
with a smile and said, "Well, don't cry.
Having bought new clothes, you should
be happy."
Christine took a deep breath and tried
hard not to cry. Then, she looked at
Casey and said apologetically, "Casey,
I...I unjustly blamed you. Will you be
angry with me?"
"No, I won't. Quick, wipe you tears. We'll
go on shopping." Casey said with a
smile.
Christine seriously nodded and wiped
her tears with her hands.
......
After coming out of the shop, both Luke
and Amaya wore a dark look on their
faces. Today, they had intended to
embarrass Christine. Unexpectedly, it
were them that lost face.
Spending more than 170000 dollars on
buying clothes was something beyond
their imagination.
However, Christine, who they
considered to be an ugly duckling, was
the heroine of such an event.
"It pisses me off! How triumphant
Christine is! Does she really believe that
she becomes a person just after she



buys a few clothes? How did that man
get so much money? He wears clothes
that are so cheap, but he should have
hundreds of thousands dollars!" Amaya
said angrily.
"Maybe he spends all his savings to
pretend to be rich. Anyway, I don't
believe that he is rich." Luke said.
"No, I can't let it go. I must find a way to
take revenge on them. I'm angry when I
saw Christine being triumphant." Amaya
gritted her teeth.
Luke rolled his eyes, put on an evil smile
and spoke, "As a matter of fact, I've got
a plan to take revenge on them. That's
why I asked you to come out. My aunt
runs a jewelry shop here. When they
leave here, they'll certainly pass by my
aunt's shop. Let's go to my aunt's shop
now. When they leave this mall, we'll
teach them a lesson!"
Amaya's eyes lit up and then also put on
an evil smile. They walked towards the
jewelry shop.
Chapter 640 I Am the Boss of This
Shopping Mall
After buying new clothes for Christine,
Casey and Annabel took Christine to
other shops to buy new pants and shoes
for her. Then, they selected a suit of
clothes and asked Christine to put them
on. After that, they directly threw away
the old clothes.
Annabel suddenly had an idea. She
went to buy a set of cosmetics in the
cosmetics area and made Christine up.
Wearing a makeup and wearing new
clothes she had just bought, Christine
became a beautiful girl with outstanding
temperament.



Looking in the mirror, Christine thought
that she was completely different from
what she used to be in the past. She
even doubted whether the person she
saw in the mirror was herself or not.
Was I really so pretty? She wondered.
In Annabel's opinion, Christine was
young and was at her most beautiful
time in her life. She thought that
Christine should dress up. Therefore,
she asked Casey to buy many
cosmetics for Christine, saying that she
would teach Christine how to wear
makeup later.
Christine had never gone on shopping
spree. Casey and Annabel spent money
like waters. When they found something
good, they would buy it without
hesitation. Watching that, Christine even
thought that she was in a dream.
The money Casey spent was beyond
her imagination, so she tried to stop
Casey several times. However, both
Casey and Annabel considered that to
be a small sum of money and therefore
didn't listen to her.
When they stopped buying things, it was
almost noon. Casey took Annabel and
Christine to have lunch in the best
restaurant in the mall. Christine was
satisfied after the big meal.
After lunch, they went to a Game Center
where Casey got a lot of dolls for
Annabel and Christine with great skill.
Both Annabel and Christine were very
happy.
Since Christine was a child, she had
never been so happy. Being grateful to
Casey and Annabel, she thought that
she must work hard and repay them in



the future.
After idling away in seeking pleasure,
they were all tired. So they were going
to go home and walked all the way to
the door of the shopping mall.
There were many jewelry shops along
the access to the door of the shopping
mall. When customers came in and out
of the shopping mall, they would all pass
by these shop. Such an arrangement
was made to make more people see
those jewelry shops.
Generally speaking, people who were
going to leave the shopping mall would
more or less take a look at the jewelry.
Casey, Annabel and Christine walked
towards the door. Annabel curiously
looked at the jewelry in the shops. In her
opinion, the jewelry here was too showy
and didn't match her.
And Christine just thought that these
pieces of jewelry were expensive.
When they were walking slowly, a
middle-aged woman in a uniform of the
shopping mall pretended to approach
them by accident. Then she deliberately
bumped into Christine.
Christine hurriedly apologized to her.
The middle-aged woman stared angrily
at Christine and shouted, "You're a thief!
Give the gold necklace back to me now!
You're so bold that you should dare to
steal something in my shop! I saw it!"
Christine was immediately stunned. She
didn't expect that this middle-aged
woman would suddenly speak
something like that.
"I...I didn't..."
"You did. I saw it. Give the gold
necklace to me now. It's a necklace



made of gold worthy of a hundred
thousand dollars. Don't try to leave here
with it." The middle-aged woman spoke
threateningly.
She was exactly Luke's aunt. Before,
Luke and Amaya had a discussion with
her. They planned to force Casey,
Annabel and Christine to give them a
large sum of money and then divided it
up.
Luke told his aunt that Christine and her
relatives were poor people and had no
powerful connections. He also said that
Casey should have quite a lot of money
in hand. In his opinion, as long as his
aunt insisted that Christine had stolen a
gold necklace from her shop and that
she wouldn't let them go away before
they compensated her, the security
guards of the shopping mall would
definitely speak for her. Besides, only
the boss of the shopping mall had the
right to watch the surveillance video.
Finally, when Christine and her relatives
failed to explain well, they could only
give money to her.
Casey glanced at the middle-aged
woman and spoke, "Just now, it was you
that ran into her. Why did you claim that
she had stolen your necklace?"
"I was hold that necklace just now. After
she bumped into me, the necklace was
gone. She must have deliberately
bumped into me and then stolen my
necklace!" The middle-aged woman
spoke.
At this moment, many people gathered
around them. Luke and Amaya were
looking happily at Casey, Annabel and
Christine in the crowd.



"Christine, it never occurs to me that you
would steal things from others! I was
wondering how you got the money to
buy so many clothes. It turns out that
you got the money by stealing!" Amaya
shouted.
"Ladies and gentlemen, this girl is our
classmate. She's from a poor family.
However, just now, they bought clothes
worthy of more than 170000 dollars in
total here at a time. I was wondering
why they would have so much money.
Now, it seems that the money was
stolen from others." Luke tried to make
the crowd angry.
The middle-aged woman acted as if she
had suffered great grievance at once
and shouted, "Help me, please. Just
now, this girl found that I was holding a
gold necklace. Then, she deliberately
ran into me and then took the
opportunity to steal the gold necklace
from me. Now, she refuses to admit
that. I just run a small shop. If I lose a
hold necklace, a year's hard work will be
in vain!"
People around began to blame Casey,
Annabel and Christine. Many of them
also said that they should ask the
security guards to catch them.
When Casey heard the voice of Luke
and Amaya, he had understood what
was going on.
He sneered, looked at the middle-aged
woman and questioned, "You claim that
she has stolen your necklace. Do you
have any evidence?"
"The necklace I was holding was gone.
Isn't that the best evidence? Moreover,
you must be persistent thieves. How is it



possible for you to leave evidence
behind?" The middle-aged woman
spoke.
Casey pointed at a camera that was not
far away and said, "There's a camera.
We can watch the surveillance video.
Then, we'll know if your necklace was
stolen by us."
The middle-aged woman had
anticipated that they would demand to
watch the surveillance video. And she
had already thought of a way to deal
with it.
"Ladies and gentlemen, you should
know that only the boss of this mall has
the right to watch surveillance video.
They must know that, because they
would definitely be well prepared before
stealing my necklace. The boss of this
mall would definitely not come here in
person just because of this trivial matter.
Moreover, I might even be driven out of
this shopping mall because of this
matter."
"You've heard before that they are from
very poor families and that they spent
more than 170000 dollars on buying
clothes at one time. How did they get
those money? I can't think of any other
way but stealing. Besides, aren't they
trying to run out of stolen money by
spending so much money at one time?"
"Now, even if they give a gold necklace
back to me, I'm not sure that it's real.
Therefore, I only want them to give me
money."
Then, the middle-aged woman looked at
Casey with a pleading expression and
said, "Show me some mercy, please. I
have kids to support. However, now that



you stole my necklace, I'm willing to let
you get some benefit. My necklace is
worthy of a hundred thousand dollars.
You can just give me 80 thousand
dollars. As for the rest 20 thousand
dollars, you can keep it as the protection
money I give you."
People around all considered what she
said to be reasonable. Besides, Luke
and Amaya kept heckling. Under this
circumstance, people around all asked
Casey, Annabel and Christine to give
money to the middle-aged woman.
Christine was in a panic and didn't know
how to deal with it at all.
Annabel had never met such an
unreasonable person before. If there
was someone who tried to blackmail
her, people of the Thompson family
would deal with that person. Therefore,
she also didn't know what to do.
Both of them looked at Casey. Now,
Casey was the only who could deal with
this matter.
Casey wore a calm expression. He was
even smiling. Having lived among
people of underclass, he had seen
many such things. He could easily
understand what such a person wanted
to do.
Hearing that people around asked them
to give the middle-aged woman money,
Casey clapped his hands a few times for
silence.
"Fella, please. It's you three that stole
my necklace. I know that, even if I
haven't watched the surveillance video
yet. Give me the money." The middle?aged woman spoke pitifully.
Casey smiled and said,
"We must of course watch the



surveillance video. Otherwise, how can
we prove that we're innocent? Besides,
you don't have to be worried that it will
be troublesome to watch the
surveillance video. You also don't have
to worry that the boss of this shopping
mall will drive you out. Of course, the
premise is that you didn't lie. That's
because...I'm the boss of this shopping
mall!"
Chapter 641 Truly Elegant People
Were Naturally Graceful
Hearing that, people around were all
shocked. To their surprise, this young
man, who seemed to be a common
people, should claim that he was the
boss of Qiansheng Mall.
The middle-aged woman was stunned
for a while. She had never anticipated
that Casey would say something like
that. In her opinion, Casey should just
try his best to explain and then she
could force them three to give her
money with the help from people
around.
BothLukeand Amaya looked at Casey
as if they were looking at an idiot. In
their opinion, it was very stupid of Casey
to say something like that.
"He claimed himself to be the boss of
Qiansheng Mall? Then, I can also claim
myself to be the supplier of all the
shopping malls in Q City. Now people
dare to casually brag. He must have
considered us to be fools." Luke
shouted.
People around nodded. It was known to
most people in Q City that the boss of
Qiansheng Mall was Mitchell. There
weren't many people who had seen



Mitchell, but everyone knew that Mitchell
was a middle-aged man. The son of
Mitchell was more than twenty years old
now. How was it possible that this young
man, who seemed to be only twenty-five
or twenty-six years old, was Mitchell?
Christine was also astonished. She
really didn't expect that Casey would try
to deal with this matter by claiming
himself to be the boss of Qiansheng
Mall.
"Fella, don't try to fool us. Do you think it
possible that I don't know who the boss
of this mall is? Besides, I've seen him
before. I work here. How dare you say
something like that in the presence of
me? Could it be that you really consider
us to be fools?" The middle-aged
woman spoke while staring at Casey.
"Mitchell transferred this shopping mall
to me yesterday. It's normal that you
don't know that." Casey said.
The middle-aged woman laughed and
said, "Ladies and gentlemen, now, not
only do I suspect that he steals things,
but I suspect that he has just fled the
mental hospital. Listen to what he said.
It seems that he had just made it up."
"Stop pretending to be innocent.
Hurriedly give her the money. If you
continue to waste time, the security
guards will take some action." Luke
shouted.
"Yes. Unexpectedly, this fella should
have mental illness. He should brag that
he's the boss of Qiansheng Mall. You
two are but poor relatives of Christine, a
poor girl. Don't brag in this place."
Amaya also spoke.
Seeing that no one believed him, Casey



shook his head and made a phone call
to Reynolds, asking him to come here in
five minutes.
"It doesn't matter that you don't know
me. You should know Reynolds, right?"
Being afraid that the middle-aged
woman even didn't know who Reynolds
was and that there would be other
problem, Casey asked.
The middle-aged woman twitched her
lips and said, "I certainly know
Reynolds. Why, do you want to frighten
me in the name of Manager Reynolds?
Listen. There are many people who
know Manager Reynolds's name. It's
useless for you to mention his name."
Casey smiled and said, "I'm glad that
you know who he is."
About five minutes later, they were still
in a stalemate. The middle-aged woman
asked Casey to give her the money as
soon as possible. Before, she acted as if
she had suffered great grievance. Now,
she just acted as a shrew.
Christine was very worried. She was
very afraid that Casey was just bragging
just now and that he would be unable to
explain the matter clearly in the end. It
would be very embarrassing.
Right at this moment, someone rushed
to this place hurriedly. It was exactly
Reynolds who had received a phone call
from Casey.
He cut through the crowd. When he saw
that the middle-aged woman was
swearing at Casey, his face became
immediately extremely dark.
He approached the middle-aged
woman, glared at her and shouted,
"Shut up, now! Aren't you ashamed?"



Seeing Reynolds, the middle-aged
woman was shocked. After some
thought, she said with an aggrieved
expression, "Manager Reynolds, you've
come just at the right moment. They
three shameless guys stole one of my
necklace worthy of a hundred thousand
dollars. They refused to give it back to
me. Besides, this guy should claim
himself to be the boss of this shopping
mall. How dares he! Help me, please!"
Reynolds was furious. In his opinion, the
middle-aged woman was riding the tiger.
"How dare you! He's indeed the boss of
Qiansheng Mall. How is it possible that
he would steal your necklace? You've
designed it, right?" Reynolds thundered.
The middle-aged woman was stunned
at once. She didn't anticipate that the
general manager of Qiansheng Mall
would admit that Casey was the boss of
this shopping mall.
She was not the only one who didn't
foresee that things would turn out this
way. Lookers-on were also
dumbfounded.
Reynolds hurriedly turned his head,
looked at Casey and bowed to him, "Mr.
Davies, I'm sorry for not coming in time.
Letting you get into such a trouble, I fail
in my duty."
The middle-aged woman was
immediately afraid and asked in a
trembling voice, "Does...Does
Qiansheng Mall has a new boss? Why
am I not informed?"
Reynolds turned his head, glanced at
her and spoke, "Who are you? Do I
have to specially inform you of such a
big event?"



The middle-aged woman trembled all
over violently. She couldn't believe that
there would be such a dramatic
turnaround.
It was even more difficult for Luke and
Amaya to believe that the people who
went shopping with Christine was really
the boss of this shopping mall!
Casey told Reynolds what had just
happened and asked Reynolds to watch
the surveillance video. Reynolds turned
his head, looked at the middle-aged
woman and spoke coldly, "Are you
going to admit that you have lied? If not,
I'll go to watch the surveillance video. If I
found that you had lied after I watched
the surveillance video, I would have the
right to call the police to arrest you!
You're blackmailing!"
The middle-aged woman was so scared
that she sat on the ground and begged
for mercy tearfully, "Manager Reynolds,
I know that I'm wrong. It's my nephew
that incited me to do it. He told me that
these three people have no powerful
connections and that it's easy to get
money from them. I only do such a
wrong thing because I listen to him!"
After saying that, she turned her head
and looked at Luke who was in the
crowd.
Luke was so frightened that he
immediately turned around and ran
away. Amaya dared not to stay here any
longer and also ran away.
"You bastard! You've really got me into
great trouble! Stop!"
The middle-aged woman chased Luke
soon after she got up. Soon, the
shopping mall was in a chaos.



After knowing that Casey, Annabel and
Christine were wronged, people around
all felt guilty. Meanwhile, they began to
blame the middle-aged woman, Luke
and Amaya.
"Mr. Davies, shall I ask the security
guards to catch them?" Reynolds looked
at Casey.
Casey shook his head and spoke, "You
don't have to. After all, we have made
things clear. By the way, that middle?aged woman is not a good person.
Don't
let her stay here."
Reynolds understood what Casey was
saying, and said at once, "I know what
to do."
Seeing that Casey determined the future
of a person so easily, Christine was
shocked.
At this point, she finally understood why
Annabel would make so much effort to
approach Casey who seemed to be so
common.
At the same time, she remembered a
few words she saw in a book:
Only great heroes could maintain their
good qualities; truly elegant people were
naturally graceful.
Chapter 642 Leaving
On the way back, Christine's gaze never
looked away from Casey.
This man, in her mind, had become an
indomitable giant.
Annabel noticed Christine's gaze, and
there was a hint of worry in her heart.
Could it be that she would have another
rival in love?
"Casey, Annabel, who...who are you?
Qiansheng Mall has always been a
landmark in our city, but you actually



bought it without hesitation." After a long
time, Christine finally asked her
question.
Casey smiled at Christine and said,
"We're the one who is in trouble."
Annabel reached out and touched
Christine's head and said, "Christine,
our identities are a bit special. It's no
good for you to know it. You can just
treat us as your friends. When you have
some achievements in the future, you
will know who we are. ."
Christine nodded. She knew that she
was not qualified to know the identities
of Casey and Annabel.
But it was not important, she just
needed to know that Casey and
Annabel were very good to her.
Back home, both Herman and Bonnie
greeted them with worried looks. Bonnie
grabbed Christine's hand and asked,
"Christine, are you doing something
illegal outside? Why do so many people
come to our house today to send things
to you?"
"I have seen all those things. They seem
to be very expensive. Especially those
clothes, they are all famous brands.
Where did you get the money to buy so
many things?"
While speaking, Bonnie pointed at the
clothes, pants, shoes and other various
things that were piled up not far away.
Annabel explained immediately,
"Bonnie, we bought these things for
Christine. Today, we just ran into a big
sale. The store couldn't go on anymore.
Everything was sold at a discount.
Goods in that store were very cheap so
we bought a lot. The total is only a few



thousand dollars."
When they were in the mall, they told
the shop assistants to remove the labels
when they delivered the goods. They
were afraid that Herman and Bonnie
would be scared when they saw the
price.
Bonnie was relieved when she heard
that it only cost a few thousand dollars,
but she was still a little embarrassed
and said, "You are so generous! How
could Christine need so many things? I
will give you the money later."
"No, you have helped us a lot during this
period. This is our gift of thanks, "
Annabel squinted and said.
Bonnie persuaded a few more words,
but seeing Annabel's resolute attitude,
she had no choice but to agree.
Only Christine knew that they could not
afford the things piled up in the corner
even if they had worked hard for ten
years.
In the evening, while Annabel was
taking a shower, Christine came to
Casey with a hint of curiosity on her
face.
"Casey, I misunderstood you before. I
thought Annabel was so beautiful but
you were still cold to her, saying that
you are a scumbag. Today I know that
you are so powerful. No wonder
Annabel likes you so much. But I want
to know why you still reject her as she
has paid so much for you?"
Hearing Christine's question, Casey
laughed and said that he was married
and that Annabel could only be
regarded as his ordinary friend.
"I only have my wife in my heart.



Naturally, it is impossible for me to have
anything to do with her. She treats me
well, and I will remember her kindness
to me, and repay her twice in the future.
As for her feelings, I can only stay
away," Casey said.
It suddenly dawned on Christine that
there was such a reason.
"Your adults' world is really complicated.
But according to me, it is fine that a
successful man has a few more women
with him. After all, outstanding men
always attract the attention of girls."
Christine smiled.
Casey rolled at her and said, "You are
too young. Hurry up and go to bed."
Christine stuck her tongue out at Casey,
then quickly got up and went back to the
room.
Casey sighed helplessly and glanced in
the direction of the bathroom. There was
a touch of complexity in his eyes, and
others didn't know what he was thinking
about.
In the rest of the time, Casey had been
reassuring and healing and kept in
touch with Edith during this period to
ensure that there were no major
problems with the Davies family.
Annabel, as always, tried all kinds of
ways to attract Casey's attention. One of
the things Casey feared most was
Annabel's cooking,. If he had not
recovered from his injury, he might have
been poisoned by Annabel's cook
before he died from the serious injury.
After going through the mall, Luke and
Amaya never dared to make trouble for
Christine anymore, and Luke's aunt
went to Luke's house to have a fight,



causing Luke to take the worst beating
in history. Thus, he stayed in hospital for
a few days..
Christine also became more confident
under Annabel's enlightenment, and had
more friends in school.
Another week passed, and Casey's
injuries had healed. He solemnly said
goodbye to the Christine family and told
them not to tell others about them, and
then embarked on the journey to find
Casey's master.
After Christine and her family sent
Casey and Annabel away, they returned
home all the way.
At this time, there was already a man in
a suit standing at their door, smiling.
This person was Reynolds, the general
manager of Qiansheng Mall.
After seeing Reynolds, both Herman
and Bonnie were a little confused, but
Christine was a little surprised because
she knew that this person was the
general manager of Qiansheng Mall.
"Excuse me, who are you?" Herman
stepped forward and asked politely.
Reynolds smiled at the three people and
said, "I am the general manager of
Qiansheng Mall. I took the liberty to
come here this time to announce a
piece of good news to you."
"What's the good news?" They were
taken aback.
Reynolds took out an agreement and a
gold card from his arms and said, "Your
daughter, Miss Christine, was slandered
in our mall some time ago. We did not
make compensation in time. We just
have just set up a scholarship in our
shopping mall to support those students



with excellent academic performance.
We investigated Miss Christine's
academic performance and found that
she meets the requirements of our
scholarship."
"So I am here to give Miss Christine a
scholarship this time. This is a
scholarship agreement. As long as she
signs it, she can get a scholarship of
one million dollars. The gold card of this
card is our mall's compensation for Miss
Christine. With this card, you can take
things from Qiansheng Mall at will,
without spending a penny."
After hearing what Reynolds said, they
were stunned. Herman and Bonnie were
shocked, while Christine was excited,
and tears couldn't help streaming down.
She knew that this was especially given
to their family by Casey and Annabel.
Scholarships and compensation were
just excuses.
"Casey, Annabel, rest assured, I will
study hard and repay your kindness in
the future!"
What even Christine didn't know was
that what Casey left to Christine was not
one million plus one card, but the entire
Qiansheng Mall.
It's just that the agreement wouldn't take
effect until Christine graduated from
university. At that time, Reynolds would
help her with everything.
Casey did so because he was also
worried that Christine would slack off
because of the mall.
Chapter 643 The Master Will Not See
You
On the edge of a small town in the
south, on a crooked, one-person wide



road, Casey and Annabel were walking
slowly forward.
Annabel was a little bit resentful at this
time. Looking at Casey who kept moving
in front of her, she kept moving her lips
and muttering.
After leaving Q City, they moved all the
way, taking various means of
transportation, to the edge of this small
town.
As a girl who had never taken any
transportation except private cars and
special planes, Annabel had really
experienced the way of ordinary people
traveled this time.
From slow trains to buses to shared
bicycles, and even the tractors that they
took when they came to this town,
Annabel really opened her eyes up.
At the same time, she also tasted what it
was like to be on a journey that she had
never experienced before. So far,
Annabel had had several blisters on her
feet, and they had to climb over two
mountains to reach the place Casey
talked about, which made her feel
desperate.
"Why does your hateful master give up
the good modern convenient life and go
to the deep mountains and forests. I'm
almost exhausted, I don't want to walk!"
Annabel stopped and shouted at Casey.
Casey turned his head and glanced at
her, and said, "My master likes to be
quiet. People who reached his level
have been out of relationship with life.
And he doesn't like being disturbed, so
he came to this hidden forest."
"It is already the bottom line that I make
an exception to bring you to this place. If



you can't walk, you can take advantage
of the signal here and call the people
from the Thompson family and ask them
to find you in that small town."
After speaking, Casey continued to walk
to the front, not responding to Annabel's
complaint at all.
"Asshole, bastard, can't you carry me for
a while. You don't have any
compassion. I really don't know why
Edith loves you."
Annabel murmured angrily, then gritted
her teeth and continued to follow.
Near noon, Casey and Annabel finally
turned down from a mountain and came
to a relatively flat place.
There was a river here, with gurgling
water, and towering trees that thrust into
the sky around it, and beside the river,
there were rows of neatly arranged
wooden houses.
This place was inaccessible, and there
was absolutely no trace of being
developed. It could even be said that
ordinary people have no way to find this
place. So the sudden appearance of a
row of wooden houses by the river was
a bit surprising.
Of course, it was Annabel who was
surprised, not Casey.
The trees in front of the wooden house
had been chopped down, revealing a
large open space. Half of the open
space had been turned into a vegetable
field, and the other half was used to
house animals such as pheasants and
ducks.
These things added a hint of life in the
wilderness.
"Wow, there is actually a vegetable field



here. I know that over there, it should be
a pheasant, but what is it that is covered
with thorns?"
Annabel ran to the front with curiosity.
Seeing these novel things, she had
already put her exhaustion behind.
At this moment, a figure suddenly
appeared and stood in front of Annabel.
"Who are you guys! Why did you find
this place?" It was a man of about 20
years old, with sword eyebrows and
dark eyes. His skin was swarthy, and he
looked very strong.
"Hey, why are you so rude? Why do you
suddenly appear in front of us? I am so
scared," Annabel said with some
dissatisfaction.
The man stared at Annabel and was a
little embarrassed. He had been living in
the mountains. This was the first time he
saw such a beautiful girl. Suddenly, he
thought he had seen the fairy.
"Yes... I'm sorry, I didn't mean it," the
man replied.
Annabel looked at the boy in a daze,
immediately laughed, and said, "Forget
it. As you are a honey-tongued, I will
forgive you."
Casey stared at the boy four or five
years younger than him. He didn't know
who he was, but he knew that his
master liked to accept apprentices. He
hadn't seen his master for so many
years. This boy should be the new
apprentice of his master.
"Although... although you are beautiful,
don't think that I will relax my vigilance.
Tell me who you are and why you are
here." The boy recovered from
Annabel's beauty and was



embarrassed. He quickly pretended to
be on guard.
Casey stepped forward and said, "I am
Casey. Where is the master, I want to
see him."
The boy immediately stared at Casey in
a somewhat unbelievable manner, and
said, "Are you the Casey who refused to
listen to Master and insisted on
leaving?"
When Casey heard the boy's name for
him, some memories came to his mind,
and then he said, "yes, it's me."
"How dare you come back! Seniors all
said you are a stubborn paranoid. I
heard that you were Master's most
proud apprentice back then.
Unfortunately, after you learned from
Master, you feel that you are invincible.
So you didn't listen to Master's
dissuasion and ran away. What are you
doing back now?" The boy was
obviously not kind to Casey.
Casey stared at him and said, "I was a
bit naive back then, but I also had a
reason to leave. Now I come back to
see Master. There are some things that
I want to ask him. Please tell me where
he is. "
The boy curled his lips and said, "Leave
here. Master said he won't see you in
this life."
Casey was startled, expression on his
face became a little flustered, and he
asked, "Is this true?"
"Naturally, it is true. By the way, my
name is Dick. I am currently Master's
youngest apprentice, and also the most
potential one. Casey, you have become
a thing of the past. Master doesn't need



you anymore, please leave here
quickly," Dick said solemnly.
Casey only felt that his heart was tight.
He never thought that his master would
be so angry because of his departure
that year that he would not even see
him.
After a long time, he sighed weakly,
turned to look at Annabel, and said,
"Let's go."
Then he turned around to go back the
same way.
At this time, Dick rolled his eyes and
said, "In fact, it's not impossible if you
want to see Master. Do you see the
stone over there? Master said, as long
as you can lift the stone and hold on
until he is willing to see you, he will
naturally appear."
Casey glanced in the direction of Dick's
finger, and found that it was a huge
stone that weighed a thousand pounds
and needed two hands to hold it.
However, he did not hesitate, nor
doubted the truth of Dick's words, and
walked straight to the stone.
Dick saw Casey actually going to lift a
stone, and he immediately showed a
disdainful smile.
"Miss Fairy, don't you think he looks like
a fool? He actually wants to lift that
stone. It weighs a thousand pounds,
how could he..." Dick came to Annabel
and mocked Casey.
Before he finished speaking, he saw
Casey holding the boulder in his hands,
then gritting his teeth and shouting.
Then, the stone weighing a thousand
pounds was lifted up by him abruptly.
Chapter 644 Master



"This... how is this possible, he actually
lifted that stone?" Dick looked at Casey
with a look of surprise, a little
unbelievable.
Annabel glanced suspiciously at Dick
and asked, "Are you sure your master
asked him to lift this stone. How do I feel
that you are fooling him?"
Dick suddenly felt a little guilty, coughed
slightly, and said, "Of course the master
said so, why should I fool him."
Annabel still felt that Dick was
incredible, walked up to Casey, and
said, "Casey, this stone is so heavy, you
should put it down quickly, and you will
be smashed to death if you can't hold on
to it later!"
Casey glanced at her and said, "Since
this is my master's request, I will hold it
up to the moment he is willing to come
out to see me, otherwise I will never let
it go!"
Dick laughed and said, "You're so
arrogant. It's already very difficult for you
to lift this stone. In my opinion, you even
can't hold it for five minutes. You will
throw this stone down soon."
Annabel turned her head and glared at
Dick, and said, "Why are you so mean?
No matter what, Casey is your senior,
how can you say that to him."
Dick shrugged and said with some
disdain, "He is my senior, but so what?
He left master in a self righteous way.
Now, I'm afraid his strength is not as
good as mine. Why should I recognize
him as a senior? "
"Well, you are strong, can you lift this
stone?" Annabel asked.
"Of course, Miss Fairy, don't



underestimate me. Anyway, I am also
master's most proud apprentice.
Regardless of my age, my strength is
stronger than most senior apprentices."
Dick immediately said with his head
high.
In fact, the reason why Dick was hostile
to Casey was precisely because of the
title of the most proud apprentice.
Dick's talent was indeed not inferior to
Casey back then. After he learned his
master, others praised him as master's
most proud apprentice. Because of this,
he was always compared to Casey at
the time. .
Casey was also the master's most proud
apprentice back then, and it was natural
for him to be compared with him.
Therefore, Dick had always wanted to
prove that he was better than Casey,
and he wanted to surpass Casey in all
aspects.
But no matter how well he did, what he
could get was only a compliment from
the master, and according to what he
learned from his senior apprentices, he
knew that when Casey showed his
talent, the master had always been very
happy.
Moreover, Dick often heard the words "If
only Casey hadn't gone" from his
master, which made him very upset with
this senior apprentice who he had never
met.
He thought he could completely replace
Casey, but their master didn't think so.
His master always seemed to think
Casey was unique, and although Dick
was talented, he was not that special.
He was upset and regarded Casey as



an imaginary enemy. In the martial
training ground not far away, there was
a wooden stake with Casey's name
written on it, which was what Dick did.
Now that Casey came back, Dick
naturally couldn't be kind to Casey.
Casey held the boulder in both hands
and stood motionless. It was a bit
difficult to hold the heavy stone on top of
his head, but he had no intention of
throwing the stone down. If his master
did not show up, he would hold it all the
time.
It may be because of this serious injury.
After healed, Casey's body strength
became more resilient. With the residual
effects of the three pills, Casey felt that
the limit he could exert was much
greater than in the past.
Annabel looked distressed, wiped
Casey sweat on the side, and
persuaded Casey to give up.
Dick stared at Casey jokingly, thinking
that Casey would reach his limit in a
short time, and it would be impossible to
hold on until their master was here.
However, five minutes later, Casey still
remained standing motionless, which
caused Dick's gaze on Casey to
change.
"Hey, if you can't hold it, don't do it, don't
suffocate your internal organs by that
time, and the gain is not worth the loss,"
Dick shouted.
Casey ignored him, and then closed his
eyes.
Annabel suddenly became anxious,
turned to look at the row of wooden
houses over there, and then ran over,
looking for Casey's master.



However, after looking around, Annabel
didn't see anyone, the room was empty,
and she didn't know where Casey's
master went.
"You are really bullying. He just came
back and wanted to ask for help. Why
are you making him suffer this kind of
hardship?" Annabel looked at Dick
angrily.
Dick said, "He was so self-righteous at
the beginning. That's a bit of
punishment. It's good enough that I
didn't directly interrupt his leg for
master."
Annabel didn't know what to do, so she
could only stare at the side.
Time passed by, and in a blink of an
eye, it was already dusk. From the
beginning, Dick's disdain for Casey
slowly turned into consternation, and
then admiration, and in the end he even
began to suspect that Casey was dead.
.
He walked to Casey with his eyes
closed, and said, "Put this stone down.
Actually... Master never said that you
would be punished like this. It was me
on a whim..."
Casey didn't move.
After Annabel heard his words, she
jumped up angrily, picked up a branch,
and whipped Dick.
"You bastard, I knew you were fooling
us. He has been here for the whole
afternoon, and you only admit now . If
Casey gets hurt, I will definitely not
spare you!"
Dick hurriedly avoided and said, "There
should be nothing wrong with him.
Although he has been holding it for a



little longer, as the most proud
apprentice of the master, he shouldn't
be so weak."
However, Annabel did not listen to his
explanation, chasing him around with a
branch.
At this moment, an old voice rang, "Let it
go."
Casey's eyes opened suddenly, and
then he threw the boulder to the side.
There was a soreness in his limbs, and
he almost fell to the ground and fainted.
Annabel and Dick also stopped, and
looked behind Casey. There was one in
linen clothes with his hair clumped
together. An old man that looked kind
had already appeared here.
Casey turned around. After seeing the
old man, he showed uncontrollable
excitement. After that, he endured the
pain in his body, bowed deeply to the
old man, and said with a trembling
voice,
"Master!"
Chapter 645 He Didn't Use Muscle
Power
Dick stared at the old man, and a nasty
feeling arose in him, so he hurriedly
said, "Master, I suddenly remember that
I still have training to complete, so I will
leave."
After speaking, he turned and left.
"Come back," Casey's master said
lightly.
This voice seemed to have magical
power. After Dick heard it, his body
froze immediately, and then he walked
back honestly.
"You apprentice faked your order and
asked Casey to hold such a big stone



here all afternoon. He is really damn,
you can't just let him go so easily,"
Annabel said angrily.
"Master, I'm testing Casey's sincerity for
you. He insisted on leaving in the past,
and he didn't listen to your dissuasion.
Now he ran back when he needed help.
He simply doesn't take you seriously.
Master, we must punish him?" Dick
quickly found an excuse.
Dick and Casey's master stared at Dick
and said lightly, "Arrange a place to rest
for this girl."
"Yes!" Dick agreed quickly.
"Then come here to lift this stone for half
an hour."
Dick suddenly looked sad, and after all
he could not escape master's
punishment. But he thought that it was
okay for Casey to hold the stone all
afternoon, and the master asked him to
hold it for only a half hour, which was
not too difficult, so he agreed.
"Come with me." Casey's master turned
to look at Casey again, and walked
slowly towards a wooden house not far
away.
Casey glanced at Annabel and
motioned to her to follow Dick's
arrangement, and then walked towards
the wooden house with his master.
Annabel also knew that she could not
follow Casey anymore at this time,
turned her head and glanced at Dick,
and shouted, "Smelly boy, let's go
ahead, you dare to fool Casey. I won't
let you go!"
...
In the wooden house, the master poured
Casey a cup of tea, and said, "How are



you?"
Casey took a deep breath and said,
"The family vengeance is over, and the
Davies family has been taken back by
me. That woman has also gotten what
she deserves."
The master nodded and said, "That's
good."
"The kid outside is named Dick. He is
the apprentice I took two years ago. His
aptitude is not worse than that of you,
but his character is incomparable to you.
This kid always treats you as an
opponent. That's why he made fun of
you. I hope you don't take it seriously."
Casey immediately arched his hand and
said, "I know that he is joking, so
naturally I won't mind."
"Oh? You know he was joking? Then
why did you hold that stone all
afternoon?" Casey's master asked.
"I didn't listen to your persuasion, and
insisted on leaving. I was wrong first,
and should indeed be punished."
Casey's master laughed and said, "I
didn't expect that in the past few years,
your personality will remain the same. I
didn't see the wrong person at the
beginning. There was nothing wrong
with you in those years. You have your
own choice, and I never blame you.
Never mention it again."
Casey was a little moved. It was
because of his master that he had such
a strong strength, otherwise it would be
impossible to take the Davies family
back from Sasha.
But when he had just learned something
and his master put all his expectations
on him, he chose to leave. In his



opinion, it was a bit unkind to do so.
However, his master didn't even take
this matter to heart. He still recognized
him as his apprentice, which made
Casey extremely grateful to the master.
"Tell me, what trouble did you run into
when you came back this time," the
master said, staring at Casey.
Casey didn't talk nonsense. He
immediately told his master about his
experience on Moon Island and the
things he experienced afterwards, and
raised his own question, why Theodore
was so strong, and what the powerful
force that he broke out was.
After listening to Casey, the master
frowned slightly and asked, "Theodore?
Is that the eldest young master of the
Turner family?"
Casey nodded, unexpectedly his master
still had some understanding of these
family forces.
But thinking about his master's travels
around the world, his strength was too
strong to make people think about it. It
was not surprising that he knew it.
Maybe he even knew the current
situation of Guanling.
When Casey mentioned Guanling just
now, his master didn't show any doubts.
Obviously, he knew the existence of
Guanling and knew a lot about it.
"It's no wonder that you will almost be
killed with your strength. It turns out that
you met Myles' apprentice. When you
left, I thought you had some
negotiations with the top domestic
powers at most, but I didn't expect that
you could come into contact with people
of this level so soon. It seems that you



are really lucky to survive this time," the
master murmured, "Do you know who
gave you three pills?"
Casey shook his head and said, "I don't
know. It's just an old man who doesn't
seem to be too special. I met him while
walking on the dock."
He chanted the name Myles several
times in his heart, and the name that
could be mentioned by his master was
definitely not simple.
His master nodded, thoughtfully, as if to
guess the identity of the person who
saved Casey's life.
After a long time, the master said,
"Although there are not many medicines
in this world that can bring people back
to life, there are some. It is indeed a
kind of fate that you get one. The
identity of the person who can take out
this medicine is definitely not simple. In
the future, if the old man will come to
you to fulfill his promise, you must not
be ignorant, but don't be unguarded. It's
always right to be careful."
Casey nodded and said, "I will
remember it."
"Do you really want to know what
happened when Theodore fought with
you?" the master asked with a smile.
Seeing that master finally came to the
point, Casey straightened his body a bit,
and said, "You said that my physical
strength has reached the limit of human
beings. Those strange mushrooms are
not everywhere. Logically speaking, in
the terms of strength, there should be
no one who can surpass me in the
world. However, when I faced Theodore,
he can easily take my attack even if I try



my best. Could it be that he has
encountered something similar to that
kind of mushroom, or is there a more
powerful way to enhance his strength
than your prescription?"
The master laughed and said, "If only
physical strength is considered, I can
say that you are the only one in the
world. There is no second person in this
world who can rely on muscle strength
to contend with you. That kind of
mushroom is not leeks. I have traveled
all over the world and I have only seen it
in that one place."
"Why can Theodore almost kill me?
When I was fighting him, there was a
powerful explosive force on his fist,
which made me unpredictable and even
more unbearable," Casey asked with a
puzzled look.
The master took a sip of tea and said
calmly,
"Because he didn't use muscle power."
Chapter 647 It Was Horrible
Seeing Casey's stunned look, the
master smiled and said, "My strength
has nothing to do with you now. I have
many apprentices, and I am only
responsible for teaching them. As for
your own grievances, I will not
intervene. So, you need to take avenge
on Theodore by yourself.”
"I understand!" Casey immediately
replied. Now that the master told him
this, he was very grateful, and he had
never thought of asking others to
avenge him.
"Theodore was also lucky and become
an inner force expect after learning from
Myles. Otherwise, it would be



impossible for Theodore to become an
inner force expect, and I need to remind
you that Myles is a Grandmaster. If you
take revenge on Theodore, you will face
more than an inner force expect. You
must understand this," the master slowly
said.
Casey's heart was tense. He didn't
expect Theodore's master to be a
Grandmaster. This was indeed a very
tricky thing, but Casey didn't have any
fear.
If Theodore's master intervened in this
matter, then Casey only needed to put
the Grandmaster on his own blacklist.
It was also at this time that Casey
understood why Terence would have
been in was in Guanling and didn't begin
to plan revenge against the Turner
family until he appeared. It turned out
that there was already a Grandmaster
behind the Turner family. Even Terence
did not dare to act rashly.
Even if Myles wouldn't intervene in the
affairs of the Turner's family, Theodore
would be enough for Terence to take it
seriously.
As for whether there was an inner force
expect in Guanling, Casey was not sure.
"But you don't have to worry. Since you
are my apprentice, I will not be stingy. I
am different from those Guwu Family.
They are not willing to spread the law of
inner force easily. I am willing to. Since
you are here, just learn from me."
Master continued.
Casey was full of excitement and
hurriedly thanked the master, but he
also faintly noticed that the master
seemed to be hostile to the Guwu



Family.
"Back then, I didn't want you to leave
back then was because your outer force
had reached the peak. I have never
seen a person who has reached the
peak of outer force to learn inner force.
It is anticipation."
"It's a pity that you insisted on leaving
for revenge. The idea of teaching your
inner force was hidden in my heart.
Although it is a few years late, it has
little effect."
"The strength of inner force has a lot to
do with talent and physique. You are at
the peak of outer force now, and you are
an unparalleled existence in the world.
After practicing inner force, you will
reach a new height that shocks
everyone. "
"Take a good rest tonight. Starting
tomorrow, I will teach you the method of
inner force."
After listening to his master's words,
Casey immediately clasped his fists and
bowed, and said, "Yes, Master!"
"By the way, that girl doll outside, is she
your wife?" After talking about the
business, the master asked.
Casey was a little embarrassed at once,
and immediately revealed Annabel's
identity, and said that he already had a
wife. He allowed Annabel to follow him
because she saved his life.
The master just smiled, and didn't make
any comments. The young man's
feelings were entangled, so naturally he,
an old guy, couldn't give any advice.
"It is good that there is a girl, life in the
mountains is boring. With her, you won't
be so bored." the master said slowly.



Casey wanted to say that he would
rather be bored than to let Annabel
follow him. After all, what the girl was
thinking was all plotting against him, but
after thinking about it, he felt that it was
inappropriate to say so, o she didn't
speak.
"Among my apprentices, there are still
many who stay with me to study. They
went to the mountain for training today,
and they will come back tomorrow. They
are just like you, they are all red?blooded male. insisted. You insisted on
leaving, and they didn't have a good
impression on you. Now you bring back
a beautiful girl. They may give you some
trouble. I don't care about the grudges
between you guys. Deal with them by
yourself."
"Remember, three of my apprentices
who stay here have already learned
inner force. Your strength is no longer
the strongest among my apprentices."
After listening to his master's words,
Casey nodded solemnly. He understood
what the master meant, and some
people and things from that year also
appeared in his mind.
Since he was no longer the strongest
among the master's apprentices, he
should devote himself to practicing and
grab the title of the strongest!
...
Outside the wooden house, after helping
Annabel arrange a place to live, Dick
came to the front of the stone.
Annabel came out, gloating at Dick, and
said, "Compared with Casey, you are
much worse. He can hold this rock all
afternoon, and you may have difficulty
even lifting it."



"Fart! Although I haven't learned inner
force yet, I am still master's most
apprentice. As Casey can hold it all the
afternoon, so can I!"
Dick spoke unconvincingly, then
stretched out his hand to hug the stone
and gritted his teeth. What he didn't
expect was that the stone moved only
slightly, and he didn't even lift it up.
Annabel laughed immediately and said,
"I'll say you are inferior to Casey. You
can't even lift it up. It's funny."
Dick was a little embarrassed at once.
He didn't expect this stone to be so
heavy. At that time, seeing Casey lifted
it easily, he thought the stone was not
as heavy as he thought.
In order not to lose face in front of
Annabel, he took a deep breath, used
his whole body strength again, and after
a loud shout, he lifted the stone above
his head.
With a stone weighted a thousand
pounds, Dick only felt that his arm was
about to be crushed, but fortunately,
master would give him some magical
medicine from time to time in the past
two years to strengthen his bones and
muscles, otherwise he could not insist.
It was also after lifting this stone that
Dick's view of Casey changed
dramatically. It was reasonable that this
guy was able to become master's most
proud apprentice, and it was not
unreasonable.
"Well, I'm only twenty years old, and I'm
the youngest apprentice under master's
name. When I get to Casey's age, I
won't be inferior to him," Dick murmured.
After about half an hour.



Dick threw the stone on his head to the
ground. There was a deep pain in his
limbs. The expression on his face was
extremely complex.
"It's so abnormal. It's really abnormal.
How did that guy hold it all afternoon? I
feel that if I held it for so long, my arms
would be useless."
After really feeling the weight of this
stone, Dick realized how far away he
was from
Casey.
Chapter 648 Deep Breathing
Casey woke up in a tree the next
morning.
Although there was a row of wooden
houses by the river, most of them had
been occupied by Casey's fellow
apprentices, and only one was left,
which was also given to Annabel.
Annabel was very happy to live in a
room with Casey, but the current
situation was different from that in
Christine's family. Naturally, Casey
could not agree to continue living in the
same room with Annabel, so he found a
tree as a place to sleep.
When he was kicked out of the Davies
family, Casey had been in any harsh
place, so sleeping in a tree was nothing
to him.
Coming down from the tree, Casey
heard a whispering sound not far away,
turned his head and saw that there were
more than a dozen figures staring in the
direction of the river.
Annabel was washing her hair there at
this time, and the fairy-like face made
Casey's fellow apprentices salivate.
In the mountains, the only heterosexual



creatures they could see were probably
hens and foxes. Naturally, they had
great desire and fantasy for girls.
Nowadays, a woman suddenly
appeared here, and she was so beauty.
Naturally, these single men couldn't look
away.
Annabel was very embarrassed to be
stared at by these a dozen people. After
washing her hair in embarrassment, she
tossed her head gently, which caused
the dozen single men to exclaim in
exclamation.
Casey walked over here. After Annabel
saw him, as if she had found a savior,
she hurried to Casey's side.
"Casey, these people are so weird. They
kept staring at me when I washed their
hair, making me embarrassed," Annabel
complained.
Casey glanced at those people. They
should all be his master's apprentices.
Some of them knew Casey, and some
looked very strange. They came to learn
from the master after Casey left.
It stood to reason that a person of
master's level would choose its
apprentices carefully, and it was almost
enough to have one or two apprentices.
After all, no matter how many
apprentices one had, it was better to
pass on the skill to one apprentice.
However, Casey's master likes to travel
around the world and accept
apprentices everywhere. Although he
would also check their qualifications
when he accepted his apprentices,
compared with other masters, Casey's
master had too many apprentices, and
now only a small part of them stayed in



the mountains.
Casey didn't understand why his master
did this. Maybe he just liked teaching
apprentices.
And Casey still didn't know his master's
name. After he became one of his
apprentices, the master was only
responsible for teaching him skills. He
didn't care about everything else, and he
never talked about his past. And he did
the same to other apprentices
Therefore, in Casey's mind, his master
was still somewhat mysterious.
Casey's fellow apprentices turned their
heads and looked towards Casey. After
seeing Casey, they showed disdain on
their face.
They had heard the news of Casey's
return from Dick, and after knowing that
this fairy was brought back by Casey,
they immediately became hostile to
Casey.
Now seeing Annabel looking like timid
and lovable little woman in front of
Casey, they felt a little upset.
The head of these people was a man
with sharp edges and a trace of cold
light in his eyes. This man was named
Baron and was one of the early
apprentices of the master.
At that time, Casey was young and
frivolous, and had some problems with
Baron, who performed well at the time.
However, at that time Casey was strong
and Baron couldn't beat him, so he
could only endure it.
Now Baron had cultivated inner force,
and he was the strongest among the
three apprentices who had learned inner
force.



"Casey, how dare you come back. Didn't
you think you were invincible in the
world, what do you want to do with
master now?" Baron looked at Casey
with a sneer.
Casey glanced at him and said, "Baron,
you have overstated, when did I say that
I was invincible in the world?"
Baron snorted coldly, and said, "Don't
pretend here. I remembered your
pretentious look back then."
"You may have misunderstood me,"
Casey said lightly, then turned and
walked in the direction of the back
mountain.
His main task now was to learn inner
force from his master, so naturally he
had no intention of arguing with these
people.
"Casey, I advise you to put away your
self-righteousness. You are no longer
the most potential apprentice of the
master, and I have learned the inner
strength. Even if you come back, you
still have no right to compare with me. If
you are as arrogant as you were back
then, I will definitely teach you on behalf
of the master!" Baron shouted at Casey.
The people behind him also echoed,
Dick was the most excited one. He felt
that Casey was a little bit more brute,
and compared with Baron, he was far
worse.
Casey ignored them and walked ahead.
When Annabel saw this, she quickly
followed, she didn't want to be stared at
by these men all the time.
"It seems that the specially privileged
person is desolate now. If it was in the
past, he would have come to Baron to



single out."
"It's because he knows that he couldn't
beat Baron. Look at his back, it looks
like a loser."
"People should recognize his current
situation. No matter how good he was at
the beginning, after so many years, he
is probably not as good as most of us."
Dick murmured a little when he heard
this. He admitted that Casey was no
longer the strongest one. After all, he
was the master's most proud apprentice.
But he did not thought Casey was not as
good as most of them.
In terms of holding a huge stone for a
whole afternoon, except for the three
inner force experts, none of the others
could do it, but Dick didn't bother to
praise Casey.
...
Behind the mountain.
Casey sat up cross-legged on the
ground according to his master's
guidance, and his breathing pattern
began to slowly change, which was very
different from normal breathing.
Annabel was a little bored on the side,
because she had nothing to do, so she
learned with Casey. The master just
smiled and didn't say anything.
The so-called inner force method was
actually a more special deep breathing,
which achieved the purpose of
developing the inner force in the body
by changing the law of breathing.
In the "Health Preservation" compiled
more than two thousand years ago,
there was already an introduction about
the abdominal breathing method,
teaching people to change their



breathing to make them healthier.
The method of breathing of inner force
was more complicated, and it needed to
be practiced with the dredging of the
acupoints of the meridians of the whole
body. At the same time, learners
needed to meditate, to carefully tap their
own potential, so that the inner force in
the human body could be used at will
And just knowing the law of inner force
was not enough to cultivate inner force.
At the same time, the learners needed
to have an extraordinary physique,
talent, and years of exercise.
Inner force experts were certainly
strong, and it took an effort that ordinary
people couldn't imagine to get success.
This was not a matter of overnight.
Deep breathing depended on
accumulation.
Casey also officially began to rely on
this bit of accumulation, trying to make
himself stronger.
Chapter 649 The Inaudible and
Noiseless Foot of Time
The inaudible and noiseless foot of time,
the seasons of the year make a cycle
that repeats itself.
In the first week after coming to the
mountain, Casey had already mastered
deep breathing and felt the changes
brought to him by it.
According to his master, it took at least
three months for even those with
excellent talents to master deep
breathing and to acquire inner force.
And Casey had mastered deep
breathing in a week, which was one of a
kind. His speed of learning shocked the
master. At the same time, his master



was more convinced that those who
reached the peak of their outer force
would get twice the result with half the
effort.
In the first month of coming to the
mountains, Baron couldn't bear Annabel
to be with Casey all the time, so he
embarrassed Casey everywhere, and
threatened that Casey was not worthy of
a fairy like Annabel, which was
endorsed by many people.
Annabel naturally disagreed with this
statement, and argued with Baron,
which made Baron and others more
sure that Annabel was bewitched by
Casey.
So, Baron decide to have a fight
between men with Casey, and let Casey
realize how unbearable he was now.
In this battle, Casey lost.
In the second month of coming to the
mountain, Casey had already started
the way of inner force, and through the
accumulation of deep breathing, he was
able to use part of the inner force.
Baron became more proud of defeating
Casey. Seeing Casey's hard work, he
took the test of Casey's level as an
excuse to fight against Casey again.
This time, Casey was no longer as
defenseless as he used to be. He who
also had learned inner force, coupled
with the strength of the peak of outer
force, was already able to cope with
Baron.
But in this battle, Casey was still
defeated.
In the third month of coming to the
mountains, Casey mastered inner force
at an astonishing speed. Through



previous battles with Baron, Casey had
benefited a lot, and he had a deeper
understanding of the use of inner force
and was praised by him master.
This month Annabel tried hard to tempt
Casey. Casey simply lived directly
behind the mountain, leaving Annabel
no chance to do so.
Seeing Annabel becoming more
intimate with Casey, Baron felt jealous
and challenged Casey again. This time,
Casey was faintly able to make a tie
with Baron.
According to the master, Baron's talent
was considered intermediate and high,
and he had learned inner force for about
three years, but it only took Casey three
months to catch up with him. His talent
was so amazing and matchless.
Casey did not compete with Baron, but
pretended that he was still lost again.
He did this in order to be able to
continue fighting against Baron and to
learn more experience from it.
In the fourth month, Casey took the
initiative to challenge Baron and the
other two senior more than ten times,
and he lost again and again, becoming
a joke in everyone's eyes. Only Casey
knew that his strength had surpassed
the Baron and the other two inner force
experts, and what he relied on was the
experience he had accumulated by
fighting with three inner force experts in
turn.
According to Casey's guess, in terms of
inner force, he was still far behind
Baron. After all, he had only mastered
inner force for three months, and the
degree of accumulation was far from



enough, but because he had reached
the peak of out force, it made up for his
lack of accumulation on the inner force,
the combination of the two made his
strength surpass Baron.
At this time, Casey was already
absolutely sure that when facing
Theodore, he was no longer so
vulnerable.
This afternoon, not far from the wooden
house, Casey walked straight to the
wooden house where Baron was.
Annabel followed Casey, anxious.
After living in the mountains for more
than four months, Annabel had long lost
the appearance of the delicate lady
before. She was also dressed in the
hemp clothes that others prepared for
living in the mountains, and her hair was
directly coiled up with branches.
In the past four months, Annabel not
only learned how to grow vegetables
and raise chickens, but even went out
hunting with Dick and the others, which
was in sharp contrast with her in the
past.
But despite this, the fairy aura on her
body had not disappeared. Facts had
proved that a beautiful woman, even in
linen, was also beautiful scenery.
"Casey, stop. You have fought with
Baron several times this month, and you
have lost to him every time. I know you
are not convinced, but you have only
come back for four months. It is normal
to not be able to beat him. You can wait
until you become stronger and then you
can go to him," Annabel said.
Casey stopped, turned to look at
Annabel with a smile, and said, "This is



the last time I challenged him, and it will
be him who loses today."
After speaking, he continued to walk
towards the front.
Annabel sighed helplessly, not much
optimistic because of Casey's self?confidence.
Casey stopped in front of Baron's
wooden house and shouted, "Baron,
come out to fight!"
As soon as his voice sounded, a dozen
people all walked out of the wooden
house and ran over to watch the show.
"Casey, how many times have you lost
to Baron this month? How come you still
don't know how to repent? Is it possible
that you are addicted to being beaten?"
"This kid thinks he is a genius, he feels
that he can compare with Baron after
learning inner force for a few months.
It's really funny.
Dick gloated at Casey and said, "You'd
better not fight with Baron. If you
continue to fight, Miss Fairy may look
down on you."
Everyone burst into laughter.
Annabel glared at Dick immediately, and
shouted, "Little brat, do you want to be
beaten up?"
Dick hurriedly made a face at Annabel.
At this time, Baron walked out of the
wooden house, looking at Casey with
cold look and said, "No matter how
many times you challenge me, you can't
change the fact that you have been left
behind by me. Inner force is not as
simple as you think. If you want to
defeat me, wait another three years!"
Casey smiled and said, "I think I can
beat you this time."
Baron was stunned for a moment, and



then burst into laughter, as if he had
heard some funny joke.
All the fellow apprentices around
couldn't help laughing.
"Is this guy insane? He actually thinks
he can beat Baron. Did he forget that he
was beaten by the Baron last time and
was unable to resist?"
"Yes, you ask me to challenge, and I
naturally have to take it. But it's a
problem that you always find me like
this. I don't have so much energy to deal
with you all the time. Why don't we put
up a bet this time?" Baron asked.
"OK," Casey agreed.
"If you lose this time, and then you
should be more conscious, get out of
here as soon as possible, and don't say
that you are the master's apprentice
anymore. Dare you?" Baron asked.
Everyone was shocked. They didn't
expect Baron to make such a big bet. If
Casey agreed and lost, it would be
equivalent to breaking off all relations
with the master.
"Okay." Casey's tone was calm, not
taking his bet seriously at all, "If I win..."
He thought for a while, but didn't know
what to bet on. At this time, he saw
Annabel with a worried look, and he
smiled and said, "If I win, you will be her
servant and follow her instructions,
OK?"
Baron curled his lips and said, "No
problem."
"Casey, take a good look around, after
the battle, you should roll away from this
place!"
Chapter 650 With an Apprentice Like
You, I Couldn't Be More Satisfied



Casey and Baron came to a clearing
where they used to fight, and the rest of
the people surrounded them as
witnesses of the battle.
Dick walked to Annabel's side, smiled
and said, "Miss Fairy, Casey is too
stubborn, what is good about such a
person? How many times has he lost to
Baron, and he is still unrepentant. A I
think you'd better not stick to him all day.
In fact, I have great potential, and I'm
still so young..."
Annabel glared at him and said, "Go
away, what do you kid know."
"Isn't it true that I said, he just bet with
Baron, if he loses, he has to leave," Dick
said solemnly.
Annabel gave Casey a worried look and
said, "He won't lose."
She didn't know where her confidence
came from. Since Casey said that he
would not lose today, he would definitely
win.
Dick did not have this confidence in
Casey. In his opinion, today, Casey
would end in failure.
Above the clearing, Casey and Baron
stood opposite each other. Baron stared
at Casey with disdain, and Casey
looked calm.
As early as the previous few battles,
Casey had already had the strength to
defeat Baron, but in order to confirm
some of his conjectures, he regarded
Baron as a free training partner.
But now in Casey's eyes, it is
meaningless to continue fighting with
Baron, so it was time for him to prove to
everyone the results of his hard work for
more than four months.



Without any nonsense, Casey rushed
towards Baron directly, his breathing
rhythm changed, and the power in
Casey's body surged, making his speed
several times faster than before. In the
eyes of everyone, there was already a
shadow behind Casey.
Inner force could not only enhance
people's strength, but also affect every
aspect of the human body, making all
aspects of the physical quality greatly
improved.
Seeing Casey's extremely fast speed,
Baron's look condensed, and Casey
today seemed to be a little different from
before.
He didn't dare to neglect, and
immediately stared at Casey's
movements and assumed a posture of
fighting.
After Casey rushed to Baron, he
punched him directly. Baron raised his
hand to resist. At the moment when he
met Casey's fist, Casey's inner force
suddenly exploded, and an unrivaled
force attacked Baron. Baron frowned
and resisted with all his strength. After
resolving the offensive of Casey's
punch, Baron had already retreated five
or six meters toward the back.
"How come you have become so
strong?" Baron showed a surprised
expression on his face. Obviously, he
didn't expect Casey to have improved so
much compared to last time.
"I have always been so strong." Casey
smiled.
Baron snorted coldly and shouted,
"Bluffing, I don't believe you can put
such a strong power into every move!"



After he finished speaking, he took the
initiative to strike, a few punches swiftly
towards Casey, Casey resisted easily,
and every move exerted no weaker
power than the punch just now.
Baron didn't realize until this time that
Casey's strength was not a flash in the
pan, but because he had reached this
level, that he could be so strong.
"Damn, this kid didn't have such a
strong power last time, why has he
become so powerful now?" Baron
muttered in his heart, focusing on every
attack of Casey, not daring to neglect.
The two other seniors who had reached
the level of inner force expert looked at
the two of Casey and Baron who were
fighting, and they were very surprised.
Others might not see Casey's current
strength, but they could see clearly.
The strength that this guy had
completely surpassed them. If they were
to fight with Casey, they might have
already given up.
"What's the matter with this kid, why did
he make such a big improvement?
Could it be possible that he was
defeated deliberately when fighting with
us?"
"Fuck, then he is too horrible. He has
only come back for more than four
months, and he has reached this level. It
is not an exaggeration to describe him
as a prodigy?"
They murmured, and were already
surprised by the strength that Casey
showed.
At this moment, on a small hill not far
away, an old man was looking at the two
fighting in the clearing, with a satisfied



smile on his face.
"Sure enough, it's a genius. I am afraid I
have exhausted all my luck to meet
such a good apprentice. In four months,
his mastery of inner force has reached
such a level. In the world, who can
compare with him?"
"With an apprentice like him, I couldn't
be more satisfied!"
The battle in the clearing was still going
on. Casey and Baron had already fought
a hundred moves. At this time, Baron's
strength had melted. He found himself
on the back foot when fighting with
Casey.
And Casey had always been at ease, as
if he didn't use all his strength, no matter
what tricks Baron used, he could deal
with it easily.
Finally, Baron revealed a flaw when he
resist Casey's move. Casey seized the
opportunity and hit Baron's chest with a
fist, knocking him to the ground.
When Baron fell down, there was a
three-centimeter-deep pit, which was
enough to show how powerful Casey's
fist was.
"You lost," Casey said lightly.
Baron stared at Casey standing in front
of him dully, and he did not realize what
happened just now.
Did he lose to Casey like this? Lost to
this self-righteous guy who had been
away from master for a few years?
He had only been back for four months!
In just four months, Casey defeated him,
who had already learned his inner force
for three years. Baron suddenly felt
collapsed.
It was not until this time that he realized



that even if Casey hadn't been with
master for a few years, his powerful
talent could still easily bridge this gap in
time.
He originally thought that Casey would
become a useless person if he
stagnated for a few years, but he really
underestimated the potential of a
genius.
At this time, everyone around was as
shocked as Baron. It only took Casey
four months to defeat their current
strongest senior.
Casey's talent was enough to describe it
as horror.
Dick stared at Casey blankly, something
seemed to be stuck in his throat. He
wanted to speak but couldn't.
After a long time, he sighed and
murmured, "The difference between him
and me was still too much."
The first person on the scene to react
was Annabel. She jumped up happily
and ran toward Casey with joy.
"Casey, you are so amazing! You
deserve to be the man I like!"
Casey was embarrassed, looked down
at Baron, and said, "From today, you will
be her little follower."
Baron moved his lips and wanted to say
something, but in the end, all his words
only turned into a sigh, weak and
helpless.


